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Povzetek
V prvem delu disertacije raziskujemo stabilizacijo faze TGBA z dodajanjem nanodelcev
tekočemu kristalu CE8. Zato smo uporabili nanodelce različnih oblik in struktur, kot so
sferični nanodelci CdSSe in Au ter ploščati nanodelci MoS2, grafen in laponit. Fazni diagram
sestava

temperatura (

) za mešanici CE8 s sferičnimi nanodelci pokaţe, da se fazo

TGBA da stabilizirati in da se njeno temperaturno območje povečuje s povečevanjem
koncentracije nanodelcev.
Pri stabilizaciji faze TGBA delujejo štirje mehanizmi. Prva dva mehanizma, ADCT (ang.
adaptive defect core targeting) in drugi povezan s sedlasto elastično deformacijo (ang. saddlesplay elasticity), sta pomembna pri mešanicah manjših in laţjih nanodelcev CdSSe. Slednji
sicer še bolj vpliva na stabilizacijo kot ADCT v teh mešanicah. Tretji mehanizem je povezan s
prosto energijo zaradi dilatacije smektičnih plasti, ki vpliva na povečano kopičenje
nanodelcev v jedrih defektov. Četrti mehanizem je povezan z zmanjšanjem fluktuacij zvojnih
dislokacij, ki je posledica nastanka podolgovatih anizotropnih skupkov nanodelcev v jedrih
defektov. Izoblikovanje takih anizotropnih skupkov v mešanicah CE8 + Au smo potrdili z
rezultati meritev plazmonske resonančne frekvence. Meritev kotne odvisnosti pri meritvah
SAXS ter širina sipanega vzorca v obliki kroga kaţeta, da je stabilizirana faza TGB A
neurejena komenzurabilna faza. Zadnja dva mehanizma pomembno vplivata na stabilizacijo
faze TGBA v mešanicah z večjimi in gostojšimi nanodelci, kot so zlati nanodelci.
V nasprotju s sferičnimi nanodelci, so anizotropni delci manj učinkoviti pri stabiliziranju faze
TGBA, saj bolje stabilizirajo red zunaj defektov.
V drugem delu disertacije je predstavljen elektrokalorični pojav (ECE) v smektičnih tekočih
kristalih. V tekočih kristalih 12CB in 14CB smo dobili velik elektrokalorični odziv, ki
presega 6 K temperaturne spremembe. Ti rezultati se ujemajo s teoretičnimi napovedmi in
pokaţejo, da na ECE v veliki meri vpliva latentna toplota pri I – SmA prehodu. Na koncu smo
pokazali še, da se z dodajanjem nanodelcev znatno poveča temperaturno območje, v katerem
dobimo velik elektrokalorični odziv. Dodajanje nanodelcev zmanjša tudi Joulovo gretje, ker
se prosto gibljivi ioni ujamejo na nanodelce in se tako tok ionov znatno zmanjša.
Keywords: Tekoči kristali, faza TGB, nanodelci, kalorimetrija, optična mikroskopija, SAXS,
plazmonska resonančna frekvenca, površinska urejenost, elektrokalorični pojav.
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Abstract
A possibility to stabilise the TGBA phase by the addition of nanoparticles (NPs) to a liquid
crystal (LC) CE8 is explored in the first part of the thesis. For this purpose, NPs of different
shape and structure were tested, i.e., spherical CdSSe and Au NPs, platelet-like MoS2,
graphene, and laponite NPs. The composition-temperature phase diagram was established for
mixtures of CE8 + spherical NPs, showing that the stable TGBA can be induced and stabilised
in a temperature range that is broadening with increasing content of spherical NPs.
Four important mechanisms to stabilise the TGBA order were detected. Two mechanisms, the
adaptive defect core targeting or ADCT and the mechanism related to the saddle-splay
elasticity, were found to be important in mixtures with smaller and lighter NPs such as CdSSe
NPs. In fact, it seems that the saddle-splay elasticity mechanism prevails and is of an order of
magnitude more efficient in stabilising the TGBA phase than the ADCT mechanism in these
mixtures. The other two mechanisms seem to be of greater importance in mixtures with larger
and denser spherical NPs such as Au NPs. Here the third mechanism that is related to the
energy penalty, due to the dilatation of smectic layers, represents an additional driving force
of NPs into the cores of defects. The fourth mechanism is connected with the reduction of
screw dislocations‟ fluctuations that is caused by the formation of heavy anisotropic NPs‟
clusters in their cores. The formation of such anisotropic clusters in mixtures of CE8+Au NPs
was confirmed by plasmon resonance spectroscopy. The SAXS angle-scattering intensity
profiles and the width of the scattering ring seem to be in best accordance with the disordered
structure of the commensurate TGBA phase.
In contrast to the spherical NPs, the strongly anisotropic NPs appear to be much less effective
in stabilising the TGBA phase, mainly due to apparent inconsistent LC ordering outside of the
topological defects.
The search for the large electrocaloric effect (ECE) in smectic liquid crystals is presented in
the second part of the thesis. The large ECE exceeding 6 K is confirmed by direct
electrocaloric measurements in pure liquid crystals 12CB and 14CB. These results are in good
accordance with the theoretical expectations and show that the ECE is greatly enhanced by
the latent heat at the I-SmA transition. At the end of the thesis, it is shown that the
modification of LCs by NPs in a moderate concentration can significantly broaden the
operational temperature range in which the large ECE is observed. Moreover, it is

XI

demonstrated that the addition of NPs suppresses the Joule heating via the NPs' ion-trapping
mechanism, which greatly reduces the density of moving charge carriers.
Keywords: Liquid crystals, twist-grain-boundary phase, nanoparticles, calorimetry, optical
microscopy, SAXS, plasmon resonance, anchoring conditions, electrocaloric.
PACS: 61.30.Jf, 61.30.Eb, 64.70.M-, 77.70.+a, 61.30.Hn, 64.70.mj
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1. INTRODUCTION

The dissertation consists of two main parts dealing with two different topics. In the first part,
stabilisation of liquid crystal twist grain boundary A (TGBA) phase by nanoparticles is
investigated experimentally and related self-organization phenomena leading to the TGBA
stabilisation are discussed. The second part discusses early experimental investigations of the
electrocaloric effect (ECE) in smectic liquid crystals demonstrating the existence of a
significant ECE in these soft materials.
Since both parts deal with liquid crystals (LCs), a short overview of the most important liquid
crystal phases will be given in this introduction.
Liquid crystal phases or mesophases occur between a solid phase and an isotropic liquid and
show partial properties of both phases. Materials that exhibit one or a series of mesophases
are called liquid crystals1–3.
One important difference between a substance that does not exhibit any liquid crystal phase
and a substance that we call a liquid crystal is in the shape of molecules. Liquid crystals
consists of typically anisotropic, usually elongated rod-like or disc-like molecules. Most often
encountered are rod-like organic molecules with a rigid aromatic core and flexible carbon tails
on each side 3. Liquid crystals owe their discovery to the observation of the Austrian botanist
Friedrich Reinitzer who reported in 1888 to the physicist Otto Lehmann that he observed two
melting points in a compound of cholesteryl benzoate 1. In fact, he saw several mesophases
between the solid and isotropic liquid phase. The first melting point corresponded to the
transition from the solid powder to a liquid crystal phase; the second transition was the
transition to a transparent (clear) isotropic phase. In addition, he observed a blue colour before
the clearing, which is actually a fingerprint of nowadays known liquid crystal blue phases4,5.
Liquid crystals are classified in two types. When liquid crystal phases transform with
changing temperature, they are called thermotropic, and when LC phases transform as a
function of solution concentration, they are called lyotropic 6. In this dissertation, only
thermotropic liquid crystals are explored.

1

In thermotropic LCs, most often a simple phase sequence is observed starting with the
isotropic phase at high temperatures and ending in a solid crystalline phase at low
temperatures. In between, a variety of mesophases could be observed in some LCs, but most
often isotropic phase (I) is followed by a nematic phase and/or smectic A phase. Phases
transitions can be either first or second order3,6–8. Structurally, in the isotropic phase, the rodlike molecules are randomly oriented and molecular mass-centres are randomly positioned in
space. When the liquid crystal is cooled down from the I phase it is converted through a phase
transition into some more ordered mesophase, typically the nematic phase. The nematic phase
(N) is still positionally disordered, however, the molecules are on average oriented in one
preferred direction, i.e., they possess some degree of an orientational order. Upon further
cooling the liquid crystal, additional one-dimensional positional order can appear in a socalled smectic A (SmA) phase. This implies that the SmA phase possesses a layered structure.
In each layer, the molecular mass-centres are randomly placed, so that layers can be viewed as
two-dimensional liquids. Within layers, orientational order is still present, i.e., the molecules
in each layer point towards the same preferred direction. If the LC material is cooled down
further to the solid phase, it eventually reaches a three-dimensional positional order 3,8.
Liquid crystal mesophases can therefore possess a partial positional and partial orientational
order or a combination of both 3. Some order parameters measuring the degree of order in
various liquid crystal phases will be described in more details below.

1.1 Nematic phase
As mentioned above, the nematic phase possesses a certain degree of an orientational order.
The long axes of molecules at some instance of time are deviating from an average direction
due to thermal fluctuations (Figure 1). The average direction is denoted by the director ⃗
(Figure 1) and the instantaneous direction of the

molecule by ⃗ . Due to the symmetry of

molecules, i.e., due to the centre of symmetry, the average of ⃗ vanishes. This makes the use
of a vector order parameter impossible and, thus, the next choice is to use higher rank tensors.
The usual choice to describe the ordering in nematics is the second rank tensor
∑(

2

(1)

Here, the sum is over all of the
and

molecules in a small volume located at the point . Indexes
9

run over all coordinates

. For a uniaxial nematic phase in which the

molecular distribution function has an axial symmetry, the order tensor reads as follows:
(2)
Here the

are the components of the corresponding eigenvector called director ⃗ in a fixed

coordinate system. The scalar quantity Q is a measure of the degree of molecular alignment
and is defined as:
〈

〉

(3)

In the equation above, 〈 〉 denotes the average in time and position and θ is the angle between
the long axis of molecules and the average direction. In the isotropic phase Q = 0, and in the
nematic phase 0 < Q < 1.

Figure 1 Instantaneous molecule directions ⃗ that are tilted with respect to the director ⃗ by
an angle θ.

1.2 Smectic phases
Compared to the nematic phase described in the previous section, the smectic phase is closer
to the crystalline phase in terms of possessing some degree of a positional order. In a smectic
phase only one-dimensional positional order is present. The molecules are stacked in layers of
thickness d. Within the layers, there is no positional order; however, the molecules are
oriented in the same direction parallel or slightly tilted with respect to the layer normal. When
3

this direction is parallel to the layer normal the phase is called smectic A. Smectic C phase
(SmC) denotes a smectic phase where the long axes of the molecules are tilted in average with
respect to the layer normal for a finite angle 3. A schematic structure of a SmA phase is shown
in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2 Schematic presentation of the SmA phase in which molecules are in average parallel
to the layer normal.

A positional order parameter is characterized by the variation of the density of the molecular
mass-centres along a given vector 9. In the case of positional variations along the z-axis, the
density deviation

from the average density

is in a good approximation given by:
(4)

The SmA layer ordering is thus described by the smectic complex order parameter field
(5)
The translational order parameter
field

quantifies the degree of layer ordering and the phase

locates the smectic layers. In the case of a perfect nematic,

smectic phase

is a complex value. The complex order parameter

and in the
leads to many

parallels between nematic-smectic and conductor-superconductor phase transitions3,6,9.

4

1.3 Hexatic phases
The liquid-crystalline hexatic B phase (HexB) was first denoted as smectic B (SmB) because
it oftenly appeared when a liquid crystal is cooled further down from the SmA phase. Hexatic
phases possess one-dimensional positional order as smectic phases, orientational order and, in
addition, local positional hexagonal ordering of molecules within each layer. Nevertheless,
hexatic phases lack long-range positional order. Types of hexatic phases differ from each
other by different orientation of molecules in hexagons 3,6.

1.4 Chiral nematic phase
Liquid crystals can also exhibit chiral phases if the constituent molecules possess chirality.
Chiral molecules are molecules without any mirror plane. In a chiral nematic phase (N*), also
called a cholesteric phase, the director ⃗ continuously rotates along some axis as shown on
the Figure 3 3,6. The length, at which the director performs a full rotation, i.e., 360 degrees, is
called the pitch, p. On the Figure 3 only simplified structure is presented in one pitch for more
clear illustration of the twist structure.

Figure 3 Schematic representation of the chiral nematic phase showing the molecular layers
with rotating director. The average direction of the director within each layer is denoted by an
arrow.
5

In nematic liquid crystal the elastic energy can be written as

∫

,

(⃗ ⃗ )

[ ⃗ (⃗

⃗ )]

[⃗

(⃗

⃗ )] -

(6)

In the case of chiral molecules, we must include the additional term in the Frank elastic free
energy, which is the following 10–12:
{ ⃗ (⃗

∫

The parameter

⃗ )}

(7)

is a chiral or pseudoscalar field and is a phenomenological parameter that

may be a function of temperature or other external fields. Typically, the higher degree of
chirality the shorter the pitch p 3.

1.5 Chiral smectic C phases
A chiral smectic phase (SmC*) differs from the SmC phase by having a helicoidal structure in
which the additional rotation of tilted molecules around the layer normal occurs (see Figure
4). The period of such structure is also called the pitch, p. As indicated in Figure 4, the
molecules are rotating within the conical surfaces with the same tilt angle along the layers. In
such a case the complex order parameter can be introduced

, where  measures the tilt

angle, i.e., the opening of the cone and (z) is the angular direction of the molecule within the
cone

13

. Like in the chiral nematic phase, also here on the Figure 4 the rotation is presented

only schematically. In the chiral smectic phase, about 1000 smectic layers are forming one
pitch.

6

Figure 4 A schematic presentation of a director rotation within half period of a pitch in a
chiral smectic C* phase. Note, each molecule belongs to a different smectic layer, which are
perpendicular to the pitch axis.

1.6 Blue phases
Blue phases (BPs) appear between the isotropic liquid and the chiral nematic phase of some
strongly chiral liquid crystals. Chiral molecules form a double twist structure since it is
energetically more favourable than a single twist 1,4,5. Double twists cross each other and form
double twist cylinders. The arrangement of molecules in double twist cylinders is depicted in
Figure 5. Blue phases belong to the category of frustrated phases. The structure with chiral
molecules forming a helical structure as described above and a cubic lattice cannot exist
without defects. In this case, lines of disclinations are formed within the cubic cell of BPs.
Three known blue phases, i.e. BPI, BPII and BPIII have different organization of disclination
lines. In the BPI the structure is BCC, in the BPII it is SC
BPIII

16,17

.

7

14,15

, while being amorphous in

Figure 5 Schematic drawing of the molecules in the cylinder cross in the centre, with the
direction along the cylinder (dashed line). Towards the edges, the tilt angle continuously
changes from 0° to 45° (left). The position of the disclination defect core is shown with a
green arrow (right) and is placed where the three cylinders cross.

1.7 Twist grain boundary phases
Twist grain boundary (TGB) phases appear between the smectic and the chiral nematic phases
in liquid crystals with even stronger chirality than those exhibiting only blue phases. Although
the twist deformation is in smectic phases energetically very costly, the helical structure can
be realised in the smectic order, which is manifested in the TGB phase. The twist is enabled
with a defect structure, called grain boundaries. TGB phases consist of smectic blocks of the
length

that rotate along the helical axis that is perpendicular to long axes of molecules (see

Figure 6). Each block rotates against the neighbouring block by a discrete angle

.

Depending on the type of the smectic order within the blocks, different types of the TGB
phases are denoted as TGBA, TGBC, TGBC*, etc. Such a structure containing smectic blocks
together with a helical axis cannot exist without defects. Hence, grain boundaries consisting
of parallel screw dislocations appear between the smectic blocks (see Figure 6). The period in
which the smectic blocks in the TGB phase perform a full rotation of 360° is defined as the
pitch p. If the ratio

⁄ is in the form

⁄ , where both

and

are integer numbers, the

TGB phase is called the commensurate TGB phase, otherwise the phase is called the
incommensurate TGB phase. Navailles et al.18 measured in TGBA phase for
pitch on the same LC19,

0.95 μm,

3.8 nm.

8

is then 20.6 nm,

= 7.8°, for

27.8 nm.

Figure 6 A schematic representation of the TGBA structure. The width of smectic blocks is
denoted as
by .

, the distance between screw dislocations by

and the smectic layer thickness

is the angle between two smectic blocks.

Another phase can also be observed at temperatures just above the TGB phase, it is called the
chiral line liquid phase (NL*) with a short range TGB order 3. In this phase the screw
dislocations don‟t form a rigid network as in TGBA phase. The distance between screw
dislocations is not constant.
Prior to their experimental discovery, the TGB phases were theoretically predicted by a
comparison of liquid crystals to superconductors in 1988 by Renn and Lubensky

20,21

.

Drawing an analogy between liquid crystals and superconductors, smectic phase is compared
to Meissner phase in superconductors, nematic to a normal metal and a TGB phase to
Abrikosov vortex lattice state, i.e., vortices of magnetic field in superconductors present an
analogy to screw dislocations in TGB phase 4. The chiral line liquid phase is in this analogy
compared to the Abrikosov vortex liquid 22.
Experimentally, the existence of the TGBC structure was first demonstrated in 1989 by
Goodby et al.

23

in a ferroelectric liquid crystal. Later, the TGBA phase was observed by

Nguyen et al. in 1992 24.
The properties of TGB phases were studied by various experimental techniques. Chan and
Garland showed the thermal fingerprint-signature of phase sequence of SmA*-TGBA-NL*-N*
phases by measuring the temperature dependence of the heat capacity for three pure
compounds of a homologues series and one binary mixture 25. Dierking et al.

9

26

observed the

characteristic textures of the TGB phase under the polarizing microscope. They published
textures of the TGBA phase for planar as well as for homeotropic boundary conditions. By
imposing a small temperature gradient along the cell, textures of all three phases, N*, TGBA,
and SmA, could be captured at the same time.

An experimental proof for helical smectic block structure by means of Small Angle X-ray
Scattering (SAXS) was given by Navailles et al. in 1993 27 and 1995 28 for TGBC and in 1996
29

and 1998

18

for the TGBA phase in various pure TGB LC compounds. Here, a SAXS

scattering pattern that is typical for the TGB structure was observed in the form of a ring of
equally spaced scattering maxima. To observe Bragg peaks, the angle between two
neighbouring blocks

must be a rational multiple of

, so it holds
(8)

where

and

and

are prime integers. This means that the equidistant Bragg peaks on

a ring can be observed by SAXS only in the commensurate TGB structure. In contrast, only a
ring of uniform scattering intensity is observed in the case of the incommensurate TGB
structure. Twist angle

can be also written as
⁄

where

is the distance between screw dislocations. For
⁄

where

⁄

(9)
also holds the following:

⁄

(10)

is the helix pitch 26,27.

In TGB phases, the free energy density has an additional part due to chirality (see above Eq.
(6)) and the equilibrium director that minimizes the free energy is changed 3. It can be written
as
,
with

⁄

and

(11)

being a twist Frank elastic constant. The pitch axis is in this case in

-direction. The twist of smectic layers is produced by grain boundaries. If the director is set
to
(12)
10

and ⃗ (⃗

⁄

⃗)

will rotate for discrete

then simple geometry arguments will show

3

that the

as defined by Eq. (8).

1.8 Stabilisation of blue phases
Frustrated blue phases have recently attracted a great interest of scientific community due to
possible optical applications, e.g., for display technologies 30–32. The reason why these phases
were not previously considered for applications was related to their narrow temperature
stability range 5. To solve this issue, different approaches to stabilise blue phases over a wider
temperature range have been explored, e.g., making binary mixtures of chiral liquid
crystals 4,33, producing mixtures of chiral liquid crystals with polymers and chirality boosters
34

or adding nanoparticles

35–44

. Mixing chiral LCs with polymers and chirality boosters has

proven a very successful strategy of stabilising blue phases in the interval of 60 K around the
room temperature

34

. However, problems with supercooling and heating/cooling hysteresis

have recently turned the attention to stabilisation via nanoparticles. Recently, different types
of nanoparticles were mixed with liquid crystals extending the stability range of blue phases
4,5,33–44

. The idea behind is that the nanoparticles (NPs) target the cores of defect lines and, by

reducing the volume of a melted core, which is energetically unfavourable, stabilise the defect
lattice and, thus, the blue phase structure is extended to a wider temperature range.

1.9 Stabilisation of TGB phases
Expoliting the same idea as in BPs we will explore, in the first part of this work, the
possibility to stabilise the TGBA phase by addition of NPs. It is expected that NPs in the TGB
phase could assemble in the lattice of screw dislocations where the orientational order is
locally lost. Nanoparticles could potentially form chains in such line defects

45

. In order to

prevent a rapid aggregation, NPs are functionalised by flexible organic molecules that are
attached to the NPs‟ surface. Such a functionalisation can hinder the motion of nanoparticles
in the liquid crystal volume, enabling them to stay effectively in the defect lines 46.
Some initial work by Cordoyiannis et al.

47

has indeed confirmed a possibility to stabilise the

TGBA phase by cadmium selenide (CdSe) NPs mixed in the chiral liquid crystal CE6. The
most likely existence of the TGBA phase in a rather narrow temperature range was in that
work indicated by means of adiabatic scanning calorimetry, X-ray measurements, and the
11

polarizing optical microscopy (POM) in mixtures of CE6 and CdSe NPs of different mass
concentrations χ = 0.02, χ = 0.005 and χ = 0.0005. The following definition of concentration χ
is used in this thesis
⁄
where

and

(13)

are the masses of nanoparticles and liquid crystal, respectively. Pure

CE6 showed a sharp heat capacity peak at the smectic A to the nematic transition. However,
the mixtures showed a complex heat capacity profile with several anomalies near that
transition, which is a characteristic fingerprint-profile observed so far only at phase transitions
involving the TGB and NL* phases (see Figure 7) 25,28. Chan et al. observed in pure LCs and in
one binary mixture the temperature window of TGBA and NL* phase of around 3 K 25.
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Figure 7 An example of the heat capacity temperature profile across the SmA-TGBA-NL*-N*
phase sequence, as typically observed in pure TGB samples 25.

The complex specific heat profile indicated the existence of a phase sequence SmA-TGBANL*-N* in around 0.5 K wide temperature range for χ = 0.02. The full width at half maximum
(

) and the maximum intensity ( ) of small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) profiles

obtained on unoriented samples showed very analogous trends with the SAXS measurements
of Navailles et al. 18, which were obtained in pure samples with the TGBA phase. Thus, they
support the evidence for the stabilised TGBA phase as indicated by the calorimetric results.
Here the loss of smectic order at higher temperatures through the NL* and N* phases is

12

demonstrated by the significant change of both the

and the

. Additional

confirmation of the TGB-order existence was inferred from POM observations. Besides the
well-known textures of the SmA and N* phases, typical textures of the TGBA phase were also
observed

42,47

. Specifically, in the planar cell, the colourful texture corresponding to the

continuous twist of SmA slabs in the TGBA phase was observed, whereas a filament structure
was found in the homeotropic cell 46,47.
In this thesis the additional experimental proofs of the TGBA phase stabilisation by NPs will
be given. We will try to answer questions about the impact of different functionalisation,
different NPs‟ core structure, and the shape of nanoparticles on the TGBA phase stabilisation.
We will try to find out whether the NPs indeed gather in the cores of screw dislocations,
possibly forming anisotropic clusters in the form of chains. The composition-temperature
phase diagram will be determined for some representative NPs mixtures, including
the width of the temperature range for stabilised TGBA and NL* phases. In addition, by SAXS
measurements we will try to determine the nature of the stabilised TGBA phase, i.e., whether
it is disordered, commensurate or incommensurate.
In this thesis a strongly chiral liquid crystal compound CE8 is used instead of CE6 that was
used in Ref.
by NPs

47

. The same LC was successfully used recently for stabilisation of blue phases

35–37,39,44

, thus, being well studied. The proximity of the CE8 compound to the

SmA-TGBA-N* triple point can additionally help in the TGBA phase stabilisation.
Nanoparticles of different size and core structure such as spherical metal gold (Au) and
semiconductive Cadmium Sulphide Selenide (CdSSe) NPs will be tested in order to explore
features that enhance the stabilisation effect 46. In order to study the impact of the NPs shape
on the TGBA stabilisation, spherical NPs are replaced by discotic NPs such as laponite or
graphene sheets.

1.10 Electrocaloric effect in smectic liquid crystals
In the second part of this thesis, the existence of the large electrocaloric effect (ECE) in soft
materials, such as smectic liquid crystals, is confirmed by first direct experiments. Recently,
the electrocaloric effect has attracted considerable attention due to its potential to be exploited
in the development of novel refrigeration technologies and/or heat management devices

48–51

.

Generally, the ECE belongs to caloric effects in which the entropy of the material is changed
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by an external applied field that is conjugate to the material‟s order parameter. If the
corresponding external field is an electric field, the effect is called electrocaloric effect 52.
The experimental observation of the electrocaloric effect was reported for the first time in
1930, when an EC temperature change of few mK at

= 1.4 kVcm-1 and

= 295 K in

53

Rochelle salt was measured . Recently, various studies were performed on solid state dipolar
systems such as ferroelectric or antiferroelectric systems

48–61

. These experiments have

demonstrated the existence of a large ECE exceeding 10 K in both inorganic ferroelectric thin
ceramic films and organic ferroelectric P(VDF-TrFE)-based polymers 49,50. These results have
brought back hope to develop new solid state cooling devices with higher coefficient of
performance (COP) than traditional cooling devices based on a vapour-compression cycle or
utilizing the thermoelectric effect 48,51,54,62. Electrocaloric devices could be potentially used in
wide market of refrigeration devices, heat pumps, sensors, energy harvesting, and with their
minituarization capabilities for cooling microelectronic components

48,51,54

. ECE cooling

devices would be environmentally friendlier than traditional cooling devices, which is an
important demand nowadays.
The electrocaloric effect could be explained within a simple approach as follows. The
electrocaloric material is a system with two energy reservoirs, a dipolar subsystem and a
thermal subsystem that is usually a phonon subsystem in solid materials

51,54

. When an

electric field is applied, the entropy of the dipolar reservoir is decreased due to molecular
reorientation and the increased order enforced by the applied electric field. Such dipolarsubsystem adjustments are typically done very fast, in timescales less than ~1 ms. In such a
short time the complete system (material) cannot exchange the heat with the surrounding bath,
i.e., the change is taking place in a very good approximation under nearly adiabatic
conditions. In such a case, the total entropy must be preserved and the reduction of the
dipolar-subsystem entropy is compensated with an increase of the thermal subsystem entropy.
Increase of the thermal (phonon) subsystem entropy implies the temperature increase of the
material. When the field is removed, the dipolar entropy increases, because the dipolar
subsystem gets again quickly disordered under adiabatic conditions, resulting in the decrease
of the thermal entropy, i.e., the sample is cooled down 54.
In an analogy to the traditional vapour-compression refrigeration cycle, the electrocaloric
cycle can be presented in four stages as follows (Figure 8). In the first stage, an external
electric field is applied to the sample resulting in the heating of the material. This stage is
14

analogous to a vapour-compression cycle in which a coolant gas is adiabatically rapidly
compressed. In the second stage, the heat flows out of the electrocaloric material to the
surrounding bath, leading to a decrease of the material‟s temperature back to the bath
temperature. In the vapour-compression cycle, the excessive heat is similarly removed
through the radiator to the bath. In the third stage, the external electric field is removed and
the electrocaloric material is cooled down what is analogous to the fast expansion of the
coolant in the vapour-compression device. In the fourth stage, the heat flows from the
surrounding volume to either electrocaloric or gas coolant material in ECE or vapourcompression device, respectively 51,54.

Figure 8 A scheme of the electrocaloric cooling cycle 54.
Previous measurements have shown that the electrocaloric effect is larger at the phase
transitions such as the phase transition from the ferroelectric or antiferroelectric to the
paraelectric phase, i.e., from the ordered to the disordered dipolar state

51,54,55

. In the special

case of a first order transition, the released latent heat can significantly enhance the
electrocaloric effect

55,56

. In practice, the first order phase transition occurs in a rather small
15

temperature range. This range, where the latent heat is released or absorbed, we call the
coexistence range. Its width depends mostly on the purity of the sample. The field-induced
phase transitions with large latent heat might produce a significantly enhanced electrocaloric
effect.
Although substantial experimental and theoretical investigations of the ECE in solid materials
have been carried out in recent years, very few investigations were performed in soft
materials 54,63–65. The best soft-matter electrocaloric candidates are dipolar soft materials, such
as liquid crystals and soft polymer or rubber systems like liquid crystal elastomers. An
example of a phase transition that can be manipulated by the electric field in soft matter, is the
isotropic to nematic phase transition in nematic liquid crystals and the isotropic to smectic
phase transitions in smectic liquid crystals

63

. The electrocaloric effect in the vicinity of the

isotropic to the nematic phase transition in the liquid crystal 4-cyano-4,1-pentyl biphenyl
(5CB) has already been studied some time ago by Lelidis et al.

64

and recently by

Qian et al. 65, both exploiting an indirect experimental approach. In indirect experimental
approach the ECE is typically estimated or calculated from the measurements of the order
parameter which is measured as a function of temperature and external electric field

54

. In

contrast, in direct measurements the magnitude of the ECE is obtained by measuring directly
the change of temperature induced by the field change. An electrocaloric temperature change
of 0.5 K was reported by Lelidis et al. at the electric field change of 190 kV/cm for 5CB
in 1996 64. Recently, a large entropy change corresponding to the temperature change of 3.3 K
was reported in the same liquid crystal

65

, but at much higher field changes of 800 kV/cm,

making these estimations questionable.
In contrast to solid-state ferroelectrics where the electric field is linearly coupled to the
polarization, in liquid crystals, the electric field couples quadratically with the nematic order
parameter via the dielectric anisotropy coupling term (the sixth term in the equation bellow):

(14)

where

are temperature-independent phenomenological constants,

coupling strength between the translational and orientational order,
temperature,

is the nematic order parameter and

16

gives the

is the supercooling

the smectic order parameter 6,63.

It can be shown that in the case of nematic liquid crystals the change of entropy (and
consequently the change of temperature) is proportional to the change of the square of the
nematic order parameter

64

. Let us briefly explore this by going over the equations from

which the magnitude of the electrocaloric effect can be estimated in indirect measurements.
Henceforth, the scalar value of the nematic order parameter will be denoted as

, not to be

confused with the entropy . Since the thermal change introduced by an external field can be
considered as adiabatic, the total entropy must be preserved, i.e., the total entropy change of
the system is zero. If the thermal entropy decreases by
increase by

, the nematic entropy must

so that
(15)

,

(16)
The small change of the thermal entropy

at the temperature

can readily be calculated as

(17)
where

is the heat capacity. By integrating the above equation from the starting temperature

to the final temperature

∫

the change of the thermal entropy

(18)

as a function of final temperature T2 is obtained
(19)

Here we have neglected the temperature variations in
Using the above equation and the fact that

in the temperature interval [

]

we arrive at the equation for the final

temperature as a function of the dipolar entropy change:
(20)
To express

we need to calculate the nematic order parameter for given conditions. We take

into account the nematic free energy density

17

,
with

(21)

, and we assume spatially homogeneous nematic structure.

Minimization of

yields:

(22)
The nematic entropy is obtained from
(

)

(23)

The nematic entropy change is then calculated as
(24)

.
Here, the initial and final order parameter values

and

,

respectively, are calculated from the above equation of state.
Finally, the final temperature

can be calculated from the self-consistent equation
*

+

(25)

,

and the equation of state [eq. (22)]. The electrocaloric temperature change is defined as
. In liquid crystals that exhibit a transition from the isotropic to the smectic
phase, the additional smectic order or energy reservoir has to be considered besides the
nematic one. The smectic order parameter

is not directly coupled to the electric driving

field, but indirectly via the coupling to the nematic order parameter

, as seen from the

equations of state
,

.

(26)

(27)

There are several potential advantages of application of liquid crystals in electrocaloric
cooling devices. First major advantage is that the large latent heat associated to the melting
transition (I-N or I-SmA) can be found in some liquid crystal materials. In fact, the latent heat
18

observed in liquid crystals could typically exceeds for an order of magnitude that observed in
solid ferroelectrics or antiferroelectrics 63–65. As we have mentioned before, the latent heat can
significantly boost the electrocaloric response, thus making liquid crystals potential
candidates for coolant materials with large ECE. Another advantage is related to the fact that
liquid crystals flow and can be therefore used as ECE active regeneration materials in the
ECE cooling devices exploiting the regeneration technique 48. This can significantly improve
the efficiency and the cooling-power/mass ratio compared to devices that use ECE inactive
regeneration fluid 51,54.
In this thesis, we will confirm the existence of the large electrocaloric effect in liquid crystals
by direct ECE measurements in contrast to earlier indirect measurements. Moreover, we will
try to indentify more efficient materials than the nematic 5CB used in previous studies
The latent heat

64,65

.

at the first order transition can significantly boost the ECE. As shown in

Table 1, with relatively small

= 1560 J/kg, the 5CB does not represent the best choice as a

candidate with large latent heat.
As shown in Figure 9 the composition-temperature phase diagram of liquid crystals of
homologous series CB contains a triple point of coexisting isotropic, smectic, and nematic
phases. For smectic CB compositions above the triple point ( > 9), an increasingly larger
latent heat is observed than for nematic compositions below the triple point (see also Table 1).
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Figure 9 A schematic presentation of the composition-temperature phase diagram of
homologous series nCB

66,67

. Note that the values are not accurate, the diagram is presented

merely to illustrate the idea.
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The LCs 12CB and 14CB, with almost an order of magnitude larger latent heat released at ISmA transition

66

could be better candidates for electrocaloric materials with improved ECE

than 5CB. In this thesis, we will investigate the ECE in both 12CB and 14CB by direct ECE
measurements as a function of the temperature and the applied electric field.
There are at least two disadvantages related to the observed ECE in liquid crystals. The first
disadvantage is related to the relatively narrow coexistence range of 30-500 mK at a first
order transition, implying that the largest EC effect can only be achieved in a relatively
narrow temperature range. Another issue is that the ECE can be significantly plagued by the
Joule heating due to ionic currents induced by the external applied electric field 63. While the
latter effect can be greatly reduced by applying very pure samples, the former is a bit more
serious challenge that needs to be resolved prior to the application of liquid crystals as
electrocaloric cooling materials. One possible way is to introduce some small disorder in the
liquid crystal by addition of NPs, which is known to have significant impact on the width of
the first order transition coexistence range 68 without significantly reducing the latent heat. In
fact, such disorder introduced by addition of nanoparticles can have positive impact on both
problems. It was shown that nanoparticles can act as traps for freely moving ions, thus
reducing the Joule heating due to the ionic currents

69,70

. Therefore, besides the ECE in pure

liquid crystals, also the ECE in mixtures of smectic LCs and NPs is studied in this work. In
particular, the impact of CdSSe nanoparticles on the electrocaloric effect, the width of the
coexistence range and the Joule heating, has been explored in the case of the smectic 12CB
sample.

Table 1 Transition temperature values, the width of the coexistence range ∆T and the latent
heat ( ) values for nematic and smectic compositions of CB series for
CB
5
8
12
14

⁄
(K)
308.45
313.96
331.35
335.41

(mK)
25
14
180
180
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5,8,12,14 66.
LIN, LIA (kJkg-1)
1.56
2.14
12.2
14.7

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Experimental details related to the stabilisation of the TGBA phase
2.1.1 Materials
2.1.1.1 Liquid crystal compounds
As mentioned in the introduction a strongly chiral liquid crystal compound S-(+)-[4-(2'methylbutyl) phenyl 4'-n-octylbiphenyl-4-carboxylate] (denoted as CE8 or sometimes 8SI*) is
rather considered instead of CE6. It should be mentioned that despite the similarity in the
name, CE6 and CE8 are not members of the same homologous series, but are completely
different compounds, i.e., having the completely different core structure. The same CE8
material was successfully used recently for the stabilisation of blue phases by NPs 35–37,39 and
is, thus, well studied. CE8 was purchased from Merck and without additional treatment it was
used for preparing various mixtures with nanoparticles. The ferroelectric chiral liquid crystal
CE8 exhibits the following cooling phase sequence as obtained from the bulk CE8
calorimetric run 71,

↔

↔
↔

↔

↔

↔

↔
↔

↔
↔

Smectic A phase is denoted as SmA* due to the chirality of CE8. Previous heat capacity and
optical measurements on pure CE8 samples did not confirm the existence of the TGBA phase
in this compound

37,39

. However, recent, more detailed POM experiments have hinted that

some signature of thermally unstable TGBA phase can be observed between SmA* and N*
phases and that the TGBA phase can perhaps be stabilised in a very narrow coexistence range
under certain conditions, as discussed later in sections 3.3.1.1 and 3.3.2.1

72,73

. Therefore, in

*

contrast to CE6, the CE8 compound seems to be already close to the SmA -TGBA-N* triple
point which can make stabilisation of the TGBA phase easier and more efficient than in CE6.
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2.1.1.2 Nanoparticles
Different types of nanoparticles were used, such as spherical cadmium Sulfide Selenide
(CdSxSe1-x, for

0.5) and Gold (Au), platelet-like graphene nanosheets (GNS), graphene

nanosheets decorated with Cobalt-Platinum (CoPt) particles, molybdenum disulphide
nanosheets (MoS2) and laponite clay. All nanoparticles were synthesized by V. Tzitzios at the
National Centre of Scientific Research (N.C.S.R.) “Demokritos,” and were characterized by
different techniques. The size of CdSSe and Au nanoparticles was measured at Jozef Stefan
Institute. The sizes of CdSSe nanoparticles were measured by means of atomic force
microscopy (AFM) and Au nanoparticles by means of scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and dynamic light scattering (DLS) 46,47,74,75.
GNS, MoS2 and laponite nanoparticles have been characterised before by different techniques
35,36,43,44

. The diameter of CdSSe nanoparticles was found by AFM to be 3.4 nm ± 0.3 nm

[Figure 11(a)]. Au nanoparticles, characterised by SEM and DLS, show an average diameter
of 10 nm [Figure 11(b)]. Here, DLS characterisation of our Au NPs mixture has been
performed by the kind help of Luka Cmok and Alenka Mertelj at the JSI and the SEM image
of Au NPs was taken during my stay at the Institut des Nano-Sciences de Paris (INSP) with
the help of Dominique Demaille. Selected properties of NPs used in this thesis are shown in
Table 2.

Table 2 Selected properties of NPs 35,36,43,44,46,75,76.
Shape
Core
Dimension [nm]
Spherical
CdSSe
3.5 (diameter )
Spherical
Au
10 (diameter )
Nanosheet
Graphene
45 (2 ), 3-5 ( )
Nanosheet
graphene-oxide
45 (2 ), 3-5 ( )
Nanosheet
Laponite
25 (2 ), 2 ( )
Nanosheet
MoS2
10 (2 ), 1 ( )
 OA stands for oleyl-amine, TOP for trioctyl-phosphine,

Coating
OA, TOP
OA
OA
CoPt with OA
CTAB
OA
and CTAB for cetyl

trimethylammonium bromide.


denotes diameter of the sphere, 2

denotes the lateral dimension of nanosheet and

is the thickness of the sheet (all quantities are shown on Figure 10).
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Figure 10 A schematic presentation of nanoparticles' structure.
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Figure 11 Characterisation of CdSSe nanoparticles by means of AFM (a) and Au
nanoparticles characterisation by DLS technique (b). The inset in (b) shows SEM picture of
Au NPs 46,75,76.
2.1.2 Experimental methods
In this section, various protocols of samples preparation and measurement techniques used in
studies of the TGBA stabilisation by nanoparticles are presented.
2.1.2.1 Sample preparation and mixing protocol
Apart from the pure compound CE8, various mixtures with nanoparticles were prepared and
measured by means of different experimental techniques. Mixtures of liquid crystal CE8 and
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nanoparticles were prepared by well-known mixing protocol 39,46,74. Around 200 mg of liquid
crystal was used for each mixture and the concentration of NPs was determined by using
Eq. (14) (see section 1.9). Nanoparticles were stored disolved in high-purity toluene. The
calculated amount of solution of nanoparticles in toluene and around 200 μl of additional
high-purity toluene was added to the liquid crystal in a vial. The vial was then placed on a
heater with a magnetic stirrer. A rod-shaped magnet was used to mix the solution. While
toluene was still present in the vial, the temperature was set to 350 K and the rotation speed to
400-500 rpm. Toluene was periodically added in the procedure in order to prevent too fast
evaporation and to enable enough time for the mixture to be well mixed. When toluene
evaporated almost completely, the sample was set above the nematic-isotropic transition
temperature, i.e., at around 420 K and the mixing-rod rotation speed was decreased to 100
rpm. After several hours, the mixtures were cooled down. The so prepared mixtures were
placed in the measuring cells. Since different techniques require different types of cells,
details of cell preparation and filling procedures will be described in the subsequent sections
describing each measuring technique.
2.1.2.2 Polarized optical microscopy (POM)
To pre-check the presence of the twist grain boundary phase in the system before performing
the

time-consuming

high-resolution

calorimetric

measurements,

optical

polarizing

microscopy technique has been used. Images were taken using a Carl Zeiss Jena microscope,
and by observing the sample under crossed polarizers. Cooling and heating cycles under the
microscope were performed with a rate of approximately 3K/h using an in-house-built heating
stage with a temperature stability of ±10 mK driven by Lakeshore 304 temperature controller.
For microscopy observations, glass cells were used. Glass plates of three types were used, i.e.
untreated, with planar coating, and with homeotropic coating. Poly-Imide treatment (Nissan
Polyimide Varnish Sunever) was applied for planar alignment and unidirectionally rubbed. In
order to impose a homeotropic alignment, clean glass plates were dipped in 1% solution of
silane (Octadecyldimethyl(3-trimetoxysilypropyl) ammonium chloride) in distilled water,
slowly mixed for 5 minutes in the solution, and then put in the oven for 20 minutes at 120 °C.
Afterwards glass plates were glued together at the sides with a 20 μm thick spacers in
between. Liquid crystal samples heated to the isotropic phase were inserted in cells by the
capillary effect.
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2.1.2.3 High resolution heat capacity measurements
Measurements of the temperature dependence of the heat capacity were performed by means
of high-resolution ac calorimetry. Using a fully automatized calorimeter, measurements in
both ac and relaxation modes were performed. The ac mode is sensitive mostly to the
continuous enthalpy changes, while the relaxation mode to both, continuous and
discontinuous changes of enthalpy. To distinguish between two types of transitions, i.e., first
and second order transitions, the ac mode is sufficient. Anomalous or non-anomalous
behaviour of the phase shift in the ac mode can provide information about the first or the
second order transition, respectively. The latent heat at a first order transition is derived from
the difference in the total enthalpy obtained by the two modes of operation 77.
All calorimetric measurements were performed at the setup at Joţef Stefan Institute,
Ljubljana. A description of the apparatus is given below, followed by details about the sample
preparation and mounting.
The calorimetric cell is composed of a high-purity silver cup and a lid. Both these components
are first hand-shaped and cleaned and afterwards, an indium paste is placed on the edges.
Indium paste ensures that cup and lid adhere well to each other when pressed together,
preventing any possible sample leakage. This is very important, because all of our samples are
liquid-like at higher temperatures (when liquid crystal is in the nematic or isotropic phase).
The cell is then filled with the liquid crystal or mixture. After pressing together the cup and
the lid, additional components are attached on both sides of the sample cell. On the one side, a
120 Ω strain-gauge, serving as a heater and 40 μm thick supporting copper wires are attached
by a special glue, the GE varnish. The heater is connected to Krohn-hite function generator
and supplies the ac or linear power to the sample/cell (see Figure 12). On the other side of the
cell, a 500 kΩ small-glass-bead thermistor is attached by the GE varnish for precisely probing
the temperature of the sample. The thermistor is connected to the Keithley digital multimeter
which measures its resistivity. The actual cell with the attached heater and the thermistor is
presented in Figure 13. Another heater, attached to the bath shield (made from a thick copper
block) is connected to the Lakeshore temperature controller and serves to stabilise the bath
temperature. Two additional thermometers are connected to the Lakeshore temperature
controller, one a platinum resistor thermometer PRT of 100 Ω resistance and a 500 kΩ
thermistor that measures precisely the bath temperature and gives feedback information to the
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Lakeshore temperature-control loop. The computer supervises the whole measurement
procedure, triggers the equipment and stores all the data collected during the experiment.
The sample cell is coupled to the surrounding bath mainly through the air and connecting
wires. The whole chamber is insulated from the outside environment by three thermal shields.
The temperature of the internal chamber is stabilised to within ±0.1 mK by the Lakeshore 304
temperature stabiliser. The thermal resistance

of the connection between the sample and the

bath yields typically between 200-250 Ω (Figure 12).

Figure 12 The setup for calorimetric measurements. Schematically presented are heat flow
from the heater to the sample and the heat loses to the bath of the calorimeter mainly via air
and attaching wires. The thermal resistivity of these losses is denoted by .
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Figure 13 A closed cell for liquid crystal calorimetric measurements with the attached heater
(below the cell), the small-bead thermistor and copper wires.

In order to analyze the obtained data and to calculate the heat capacity,
we exploit a simple „zero-dimensional‟ model of thermal analysis

77,78

, and enthalpy,

,

. In order to be able to

use such a simple model, it is necessary to ensure that the internal relaxation time for the
temperature equilibration of the sample,

, is very small in comparison to the time scale of

the external heat variation. This prevents possible temperature gradients in the sample.
should also be much smaller compared to the time scale of the experimental data acquisition.
In addition, the time scale related to the heat losses to the thermal bath must be much longer
than the time scales of single experimental data acquisition and the heater power variation.
The thermal analysis is based on the conservation of energy or first law of thermodynamics
expressed in terms of enthalpy

(28)

here

is the internal energy of the system,

work done by or on the system,

is the accepted or released heat,

is the volume and

is the

is the pressure. In the case of the

constant pressure and by considering the time changes we get
(29)
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here

is the heat flow between the sample and the bath and can be written as

is a sample temperature and

is a surrounding bath temperature.

, where

is the heat input power,

, supplied via the attached heater. Keeping in mind the relation between the enthalpy and
heat capacity,
( )

,

(30)

we can rewrite equation (29) into
(31)
Here,

is a total heat capacity of the sample and the cell,

.

In the case of first order phase transitions, equation (31) becomes
(32)
where

is the latent heat of the transition. The effective heat capacity reads:
⁄
⁄

(33)

In the case of second order phase transitions (with no two-phase coexistence), it holds:
⁄
⁄
Latent heat

to

(34)

⁄

can thus be obtained from measured

∫ {
where

⁄

:

[

]}

(35)

is the heat capacity of two coexisting phases over the temperature range from
. Now, let us take a closer look at the ac calorimetry.

The ac calorimetry (acc) enables the high-resolution study of the heat capacity temperature
profiles in the vicinity of various phase transitions between liquid crystalline phases. The acc
uses the sinusoidal oscillating input power,
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(36)

,
with the nonnegligible thermal losses to the surrounding bath,

, which makes the acc a

non-adiabatic scanning method. As mentioned before, the frequency of the oscillating input
power has to be set in the range
,
where

(37)

is the external relaxation time in which the sample temperature relaxes

back to the bath temperature. Typically,

0.0767 Hz was used in our experiments. In the

equilibrium conditions, the sample temperature can be simplified as a sum of two
components, dc and ac component:
(38)
with
(39)

[
Above,

]

(40)

denotes the phase shift between the input power oscillation and the temperature

oscillation signals. Taking into account expressions for
for the second-order phase transition (with

and

, it is possible to express

), both the temperature oscillations

(

)

(41)

and the phase shift

(42)
Hence, the heat capacity is written as
(43)
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Usually, the phase shift is rather small but not negligible. Therefore, one can approximate the
equation (43) by
(

)

where the temperature dependence of

(

)

(44)

is either determined from the dc component of the

sample temperature or from the relaxation mode.
Let us consider now briefly the case of a first order phase transition with

. The latent

heat is released or absorbed in the coexistence range of a two-phase transformation. The
release or absorption of the latent heat is reflected in the anomalous variation of the sample
temperature. In the case that the released latent heat is sluggish (it is slowly released within a
broad T-range), the change of the sample temperature due to the released latent heat will not
change the

, but will bring small changes to the

rapidly change the

. Fast latent heat variation can more

, thus, bringing some changes to the phase of

signal, because it

distorts the harmonic oscillations of the sample temperature. This leads to the anomalous
variation of the phase shift

. Therefore, the phase shift

could indicate the nature of the

phase transition. Specifically, at a second order phase transition the phase shift exhibits a dip,
whereas at the first order phase transition along the coexistence range it exhibits a peak.
Besides this qualitative information about the transition, it is impossible to determine
quantitatively the value of the latent heat

from the acc data. However,

can be determined

reliably in combination with the relaxation calorimetry, which will be described next.
In the relaxation mode, the input power applied to the sample is a linear function of a time 77 .
If the power is increased, the power profile is

̇

{
here ̇

̇

(45)

is constant. If the power is reduced, i.e., the sample is cooled down, the power

profile is reversed

̇

{
with ̇ is negative constant. In the time interval
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(46)
the cell‟s temperature variation is

̇

̇

̇

(47)

̇

(48)

for the increasing and decreasing power regimes, respectively. Here
temperature and

is the constant bath temperature

determined by measuring

and

77

is the saturated

.

is usually

outside of the two-phase coexisting range and is

interpolated inside the coexisting range . The effective heat capacity is given by
[

Here,

is a known quantity, while

is then determined by integrating the

]
̇

(49)

and ̇

are measured quantities. The latent heat

within the coexistence range boundaries.

2.1.2.4 Localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR)
Plasmon resonance measurements were carried out by using an Ocean Optics Maya 2000 Pro
Spectrometer at the Institut des NanoSciences de Paris – CNRS, France, under the supervision
of Brigita Roţič and Emmanuelle Lacaze and analysis (data in Figure 33 and Figure 40) by
Brigita Roţič. The spectrometer was coupled with an Olympus BX51 microscope via an
optical fiber that could probe a sample area of 50 x 50 m2. The extinction spectra were taken
at various points of the sample surface in wavelength range between 450 nm

1100 nm.

The microscope was operated in the transmission mode. LSPR measurements give us
information about the aggregation of nanoparticles in clusters, moreover, about the anisotropy
of nanoparticles' clusters.
2.1.2.5 Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and
scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
Small angle X-ray scattering measurements on samples from untreated cells were mainly
performed at ELETTRA Synchrotron in Trieste. Planar-oriented

samples with imposed

orientation were studied by SAXS at SOLEIL Synchrotron in Paris.
At ELETTRA synchrotron an 8 keV X-ray beam was used for measurements. The beam was
focused by a double-crystal monochromator and a double focusing torroidal mirror. The
resolution of scattering wave vector with a
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of 0.001A-1 was typically obtained.

Samples were inserted in glass capillary tubes with no surface anchoring (Hilgenberg Mark
tubes, diameter of 1.5 mm). Capillary tubes were filled with samples in a solid phase at the
room temperature and then heated up by using a home-made heating stage with a temperature
stability of ±10 mK.
At SOLEIL synchrotron an 11.8 keV X-ray beam was used for measurements with similar
resolution as ELETTRA synchrotron. Oriented glass cells of 150 μm thick glass plates were
cut to 9×11 mm2 to fit the X-ray sample holder. The polyimide was deposited on one side of
glass plates by spin-coating. Spacers of 10 μm, 20 μm and 40 μm were placed between the
glass plates and glass plates were attached together by the glue. Additional details about the
SAXS setup can be found elsewhere 79,80.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements of NPs have been performed at Jozef Stefan
Institute. The NanoScope AFM has been controlled by the computer via NanoScope software
which was also used for image analysis. AFM measurements have been mostly performed in
the tapping mode on samples deposited on a mica crystal, which enabled flat clean surface,
due to its plane layered structure that is easily cleavable. A droplet of nanoparticles dispersed
in toluene has been placed on the mica surface, then dried to evaporate the toluene and put
under the observation with AFM.
Scanning electron microscopy measurements have been performed at the Institute de
NanoSience de Paris, INSP, by Professor Dominique Demaille. Prior to measurements, a
droplet of nanoparticles dispersed in toluene has been placed onto a silica crystal and dried.

2.2 Experimental details related to electrocaloric investigations
2.2.1 Materials
Three liquid crystal compounds were used in electrocaloric measurements presented in this
thesis. Most detailed studies were made on the high-purity liquid crystal 12CB, synthesized
at Likchem, Warsaw, (with purity higher than 99.92%) and 14CB liquid crystal compound,
purchased from Nematel GmbH & Co. KG. Both 12CB and 14CB are higher members of nalcyl cyanobiphenyl (nCB) homologues series that was already described in the section 1.
Some initial measurements of the electrocaloric effect in soft ferroelectric phase were made in
a

ferroelectric

liquid

crystal

2-methylbutyl
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4-n-nonanoyloxybiphenyl-4'-carboxylate

(MHPPHBC) synthesized at Likchem.

In addition, the impact of nanoparticles on the

electrocaloric properties was studied in a mixture of 12CB and CdSSe nanoparticles with
concentration of χ = 0.05. Here, CdSSe nanoparticles from the same source and from the same
batch were used as those used for the stabilisation of TGBA phase already described in section
2.1.1.2.
2.2.2 Experimental methods
2.2.2.1 Polarized optical microscopy (POM)
To pre-check the quality of the sample, the phase sequence and the impact of the external
electric field on the liquid crystals, optical polarizing microscopy has been used. In fact, the
same optical set-up, utilizing the Carl Zeiss Jena microscope that was already described in
section 2.1.2.2 has been used in combination with the temperature-stabilised heating stage. In
combination with the video camera Pixel-Fox, it allowed observations of the first order phase
transformations induced by the electric field. The optical glass cells, prepared by using the
same protocol as described in section 2.1.2.2 have been used with 120 μm thick spacers. The
Indium tin oxide (ITO) electrodes have been deposited by sputtering on glass plates' sides
facing each other.
2.2.2.2 Dielectric spectroscopy
Dielectric spectroscopy has been used to determine the phase transition temperature region of
samples before measuring the electrocaloric effect. This method has been particularly useful
in the case of the ferroelectric liquid crystal MHPPHBC in which the temperature position of
the divergent susceptibility peak has been used to determine the temperature of the SmA* –
SmC* phase transition. The dielectric susceptibility has also been used in measurements of
12CB and CdSSe nanoparticles mixtures in order to probe the impact of CdSSe nanoparticles
on the width of the coexistence range of the I-SmA phase transition. In those measurements,
same sample cells were used as in the case of electrocaloric measurements described below.
The frequency and temperature dependent complex dielectric permittivity * =’ - i’’ has
been determined by an HP4282 precision LCR meter covering frequency range 20 Hz to 1
MHz. The sample cells have been mounted in the calorimeter that provided excellent
temperature stabilisation within ±0.1 mK during measurements.
2.2.2.3 Electrocaloric measurements
In order to determine the electrocaloric effect in soft materials, a high-resolution calorimeter
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has been utilized with small modifications. Its exceptional temperature stability allowed
measurements of sample‟s electrocaloric temperature variations induced by the external field.
Both preparation of sample cells and description of apparatus are presented in this subsection.
All liquid crystal compounds and mixtures of liquid crystals with nanoparticles have been
placed in the same type of glass cell that has been prepared in high-resolution calorimetry
laboratory at Joţef Stefan Institute.
Typical quantity of about 5-10 mg of material has been loaded into a high-purity glass cell
composed of two 140 μm thick glass plates, coated by indium tin oxide (ITO) electrodes and
separated by a 120 μm thick Mylar spacer. The temperature of the cell has been measured by
a small-bead thermistor attached to the glass plate (see Figure 14). The EC measurement
protocol is described in detail in Refs.

52,54

. In standard protocol that was used in our

experiments, the step-like electric pulses were applied, always starting from 0 V. The duration
of the electric pulses was long enough to allow the sample to reach the thermal equilibrium
with the surrounding bath. This time was typically much longer than the external thermal time
of ≈ 100 s. The typical internal time scale required for the whole system to reach the internal
thermal equilibrium was about 20 s. The relaxation of the temperature of the whole system,
composed of the cell, thermistor, glue, and attaching wires was monitored on the time scale
much longer than the time scale required for internal equilibration,
(50)

Where

is the external characteristic thermal relaxation time in which the whole

sample exchanges heat with the surrounding bath.

Figure 14 Schematic presentation of the electrocaloric cell 63.
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As mentioned above, the ECE measurements have been carried out by using a home-made
high resolution calorimeter presented in section 2.1.2.3, but with some small modifications. In
contrast to the ac calorimetry, instead of supplying the heat power, an external field has been
applied to the sample. Specifically, a High Voltage Generator driven by the Arbitrary Signal
Generator has been used to generate sufficiently high electric-field signal that has been
applied to the sample.
A simple presentation of the electrocaloric measurement set-up is given in Figure 15. As
shown, the calorimeter set-up consists of the Lakeshore Temperature controller, Digital
multimeter (DMM), High voltage generator, Arbitrary Signal Generator, and a computer. The
computer and the Lakeshore Temperature controller perform setting of temperature and its
stabilisation via the flexible heater attached around the Cu block. During measurements, the
Arbitrary Signal Generator triggers both the High voltage generator and the DMM. The
collected data are then transfered from the DMM to the computer. A calibrated Pt
thermometer and a thermistor mounted in the Copper (Cu) block were used to precisely
measure the bath temperature. The computer via the programmable Arbitrary Signal
Generator controls the shape, length, and the amplitude of the electric pulses.
In the data analysis, the long temperature relaxation tail of the internally thermally
equilibrated sample has been fitted to the exponential decay ansatz as in eq. 50 in order to
determine

. In most cases, some Joule heating
(51)

has been present and has been subtracted from data. In such a case, the remaining result
has been fitted to the exponential decay ansatz in order to determine the true
change of the cell temperature

due to the electrocaloric effect. This was later additionally

corrected by taking into account all masses constituting the cell that were carefully measured
prior to the experiment and which by absorbing the heat, during the internal heat
equilibration, influenced the measured

52,54

:

∑
Here,

⁄

(52)

represents the heat capacity of each constituent, i.e., the heat capacities of

the sample, glass plates, thermistor, attaching wires, etc.
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stands for the heat capacity of

the electrocaloric active material, i.e., the part of the sample under the electrodes.

Figure 15 A simplified schematic presentation of the ECE measurement set-up.
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3. STABILISATION OF THE TGBA PHASE

Section 3 presents experimental results along with discussion related to the stabilisation of the
TGBA phase in highly chiral liquid crystal compound CE8 by addition of different types of
nanoparticles.

3.1 Existence of the TGBA phase in pure CE8
Previous, mainly heat capacity experiments

37,39

indicated that the pure bulk CE8 compound

does not exhibit TGBA phase and converts directly from the SmA* to N* phase
conference abstract
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37,39,46

. In a

Wilson et al. mentioned the possibility that a stable TGB phase could

exist in a narrow temperature range in the pure CE8. In order to clarify this issue, additional
heat capacity and polarized optical microscopy experiments have been conducted. The
obtained results presented below suggest that at best some nonequilibrium TGBA domains
can be seen in a narrow temperature range along with the N* and SmA* domains, indicating
that the pure CE8 should be close to the N*- TGBA-SmA* triple point.
3.1.1 Heat capacity results
Heat capacity experiments show that the conversion from the SmA* to the N* phase takes
place in a narrow coexistence range of about 250 mK where latent heat is released. The latent
heat and the existence of pretransitional wings in the specific heat peak indicate the weaklyfirst order nature of the SmA* to N* phase conversion centered at

= 406.4 K (see Figure 16).

A sharp specific heat peak shown in Figure 16 clearly exhibits a shoulder-like feature on the
low temperature slope of the heat capacity anomaly. Such a feature is often seen within the
coexistence range and is mostly related to the complex kinetics of the domain growth,
however, it can also indicate an existence of the additional phase. In our case, three possible
scenarios could be responsible for the asymmetry of the SmA*-N* heat capacity peak in pure
CE8: (i) a Cp shoulder on the left wing could indicate a TGBA region of less than 0.2 K wide
temperature range. (ii) It could mean a non-constant conversion rate between the two phases
due to the complex kinetics of the domain growth or (iii) it could be showing that the system
is close to a triple point of N*, TGBA and SmA* phases. In order to resolve this issue, the
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additional polarizing microscopy observations were carried out in order to identify the domain
structures within the SmA*-N* coexistence range.
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Figure 16 Specific heat data measured on heating in pure CE8 46.
3.1.2 Polarized optical microscopy results
The anisotropic interaction of LC molecules with the substrate can result in a preferred
alignment direction known as the easy axis 6. Any anchoring direction of the LC that may
deviate from the easy axis has an energy penalty that is usually described by a surface energy
of Rapini–Papoular type 81. Therefore, the anchoring can strongly influence the structure and
the macroscopic properties of the bulk phase in frustrated LC phases like chiral TGBA phase,
in which a preferred alignment direction is position-dependent. Hence, the nematic director's
compatibility with the bulk phase and the surface easy axis requires that the surface should
have either a position-dependent easy axis or a low enough anchoring strength to allow
deviations of the director from the easy axis direction. Consequently, it is possible to expect
that the anchoring strength could have a strong influence on the stability and the temperature
range of the TGBA phase, especially very near the SmA*-TGBA-N* triple point. Since the pure
CE8 appears to be close to the SmA*-TGBA-N* triple point, it represents a good candidate to
test the role of anchoring strength on the stability of the TGBA phase.
Six different types of microscopy cells filled with CE8 have been investigated upon slow
heating and cooling around the N*-SmA* transition. All cells apart from one planar cell (from
Instec) and one homeotropic cell (from Instec) were prepared with two thicknesses; 10 μm
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(thin cells) and 20 μm (thick cells). Planar polyimide cell from Instec (Instec, Boulder,
Colorado with part number LC2-9.0) and homeotropic Instec cells (Instec part numbers
S100A090UT180 and SA100A220UT180) were purchased with the thickness of 9 μm.
Altogether, three types of planar cells, one type of homeotropic cell, and two untreated cells
were used for measurements.
The three planar cells were treated as follows: (i) with polyimide (Nissan Polyimide Varnish
Sunever), hence denoted as PI cells. Here, NISSAN Polyimide varnish Sunever is dissolved in
ratio of 1:4, it was deposited by spin-coating with 1000 rpm and dried at 350 K for 1 min then
placed in the oven for 1 hour at 500 K. (ii) Polyvinyl alcohol (Merck Polyvinylalcohol
72000) was spin coated with 1000 rpm, dried at 360 K for 1 min and then for 30 min in the
oven at 390 K. These cells are hence denoted as PVA cells, and (iii) PI-coated cells from
Instec. Glass slides of dimensions 10 mm × 10 mm × 0.7 mm were prior to treatment
carefully cleaned with acetone and ethanol by stirring in the ultrasonic bath. In order to obtain
unidirectional planar anchoring, the polymer on the surface was rubbed using a velvet cloth.
The PI- and PVA-treated glass plates have been rubbed six times not back and forth, but only
along the same direction. The glass slides with the parallel rubbing directions and separated
by mylar spacers were then glued together.
Homeotropic cells from Instec were treated by a homeotropic PI (HPI) coating.
Apart form treated ones, cells made from untreated bare glass (UG), and rubbed bare glass
(RG) were also tested in polarizing optical experiments.
Alltogether 12 different cells were used in microscopy investigations. The LC is filled in
these cells via capillary forces in the isotropic phase at about

= 420 K. The polarizing

microscopy observations have been conducted firstly at the Jozef Stefan Institute and
complementary measurements in the laboratory of I. Lelidis at Faculty of Physics, National
and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece
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, due to the better camera and microscope

setup. The cells prepaired by the above protocols have also been sent to University of Athens
where images have been taken by using a Leica DM2500P polarizing optical microscope and
a Leica DFC420 digital image acqusition camera on samples which temperature was
stabilised by an Instec HCS402 heating stage providing the temperature stability of
± 10 mK 73. Images shown in figures 17 – 23 have been kindly taken with the laboratory set-
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up of Professor Ioannis Lelidis by dr. George Cordoyiannis and Professor Ioannis Lelidis in
Athens.
TGBA phase was observed between SmA* phase and NL* phase typically as a colorful blury
texture. To illustrate this example the coexistence of three typical textures of the SmA*, TGBA
and N* phases as obtained in the untreated cell in a metastable state is presented in the Figure
17 below. In this chapter we investigate the stabilisation of TGBA order in various types of
cells with different anchoring conditions only by means of POM. As we will see, in pure
liquid crystal CE8, the TGBA order is not widely stabilised by surface anchoring conditions,
therefore we will not differentiate between TGBA and NL* phase.

Figure 17 The coexisting textures of three phases at the SmA*-TGBA-N* transition.

3.1.2.1 Untreated cells
The results on the thick and thin untreated cells with ITO electrodes (UG) are presented in
Figure 18. In the untreated cells no stable TGBA phase was observed, but only a colourful
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texture appears between the SmA* focal conics and the characteristic oily streaks of N* phase.
This texture can be explained with the continuous twisting of SmA* slabs along the TGBA
helix, and it appears rather metastable. In fact, this texture could not be stabilised either by
changing the heating or cooling rate. The temperatures at which the front of this texture
appears are fully reproducible upon heating and cooling of the sample. The nonequilibrium
TGBA phase spans at a very narrow temperature range of about 20 mK.
In an additional check by using a thick LC drop deposed on a microscope slide and covered
with a cover-slip glass without spacers, only three-phase coexistence (TPC) was observed
with nonequilibrium fluctuations of the TGBA phase.

Figure 18 Microscopy images of untreated cells; thick cells' (20 μm) textures are shown in the
upper row, thin cells' (10 μm) textures are shown in the bottom row73. Panel (A): SmA* phase
at 407.65 K. Panel (B): metastable TGBA phase at 408.52 K. Panel (C): N* phase at 408.55 K.
Panel (D): SmA* phase at 408.45 K. Panel (E): metastable TGBA between the SmA* and N*
phases at 408.49 K. Panel (F): N* phase at 408.65 K
polarizers.
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. Images are taken under crossed

3.1.2.2 Planar cells
Among the three types of planar cells, only thick PI cell showed a stable TGB A phase,
whereas all the other planar cells showed only a metastable TGBA phase. PI anchoring favors
the stabilisation of this phase, however, the thickness plays also an important role. Thick PI
cell shows stable TGBA phase in a temperature span of 20-30 mK, on both heating and
cooling (see Figure 19). The phase texture covers the entire sample. If temperature is kept
constant, the texture does not change, apart from some changes of colour which is a
consequence of minute temperature oscillations. This suggests that the planar anchoring
conditions induced by PI favor the stabilisation of the TGBA structure. In contrast, the TGBA
phase is not stable in thin PI cells. Therefore, it is possible to conclude that the stronger
impact of surface in case of thinner cell favors the appearance of the SmA * phase by
destabilising the helical structure of TGBA, i.e., in the TGBA phase surface effects unwind the
helical structure and the SmA* phase appears right after N* on cooling. The results were
reproducible on heating.
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Figure 19 Microscopy textures of PI treated planar cells; thick cells' textures are shown in the
upper row, thin cells' textures are presented in the bottom row
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. Panel (A): SmA* phase at

408.48 K. Panel (B): stable TGBA phase at 408.52 K. Panel (C): N* phase at 409.15 K, with
typical cholesteric texture of oily streaks. Panel (D): SmA* phase at 408.35 K. Panel (E):
metastable TGBA between the SmA* and N* phases at 408.41 K. Panel (F): N* phase at
408.54 K 73. Images are taken under crossed polarizers.

In the case of planar cells coated with PVA LC samples are better oriented than those in thick
and thin PI cells (see Figure 20). The SmA* focal conic domains are very large and quite
unidirectional. However, no stable TGBA phase is observed in PVA cells. The TGBA texture
appears only in a metastable state. The result is again independent of the scanning rate and
was reproducible on heating and cooling.
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Figure 20 Microscopy textures of planar cells treated with PVA; thick cells' textures are
shown in the upper row, thin cells' textures are presented in the bottom row73. Panel (A):
SmA* phase at 408.26 K. Panel (B): metastable TGBA between the SmA* and N* phases at
408.35 K. Panel (C): N* phase at 409.15 K. Panel (D): SmA* phase at 408.15 K. Panel (E):
metastable TGBA between the SmA* and N* phases at 408.27 K. Panel (F): N* phase at
408.35 K 73. Images are taken under crossed polarizers.

In the third type of planar PI coated cells purchased from Instec, no stable TGB A phase was
observed, but only a fluctuating TGBA phase at the interface between the N* and SmA* phases
that typically dissapeared after waiting few minutes at a constant temperature.
3.1.2.3 Untreated rubbed cells
In the case of cells made with rubbed glass plates (RG), the TGBA phase remains metastable
for both thick and thin cells (see Figure 21). A much lower anchoring strength for RG plates
is expected than for the one of the PI-treated plates, and a weak stabilisation of the TGBA
phase is anticipated in this case. Nevertheless, the absence of a well-defined easy direction,
because of strong fluctuations of the anchoring direction and the nonuniformity of the cell,
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seems to prevent the formation of a stable TGBA phase. This is probably related to the energy
penalty required to create boundary walls between TGBA domains.

Figure 21 Microscopy textures of untreated cells, rubbed unidirectionally; thick cells' textures
are shown in the upper row, thin cells' textures are presented in the bottom row 73. Panel (A):
SmA* phase at 408.45 K. Panel (B): metastable TGBA phase traces in coexistence with the N*
and SmA* phases at 408.55 K. Panel (C): N* phase at 408.60 K. Panel (D): SmA* phase at
407.95 K. Panel (E): coexistence of the SmA* and N* phases at 408.15 K, but no TGBA
detected. Panel (F): N* phase at 408.55 K 73.

3.1.2.4 Homeotropic cells
A thin homeotropic cell from Instec covered by PI shows coexistence of the three phases, for
a temperature window of 0.25 K in cooling and 0.1 K in heating (see Figure 22). The
homeotropic alignment became locally tilted after few thermal cycles (Figure 22, panel A). It
should be noted though that these results obtained in homeotropic cells should be taken with
care due to the slow changes in alignment with time. Table 3 presents summarised results of
the TGBA phase stabilisation in pure CE8.
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Figure 22 Microscopy textures of PI-treated thin homeotropic cells; Panel (A): SmA* phase at
406.25 K. Panel (B): TGBA phase domains in coexistence with the N* domains in SmA* phase
at 406.88 K. Panel (C): N* phase at 407.35 K 73.

Table 3 Summarised results of the TGBA phase stabilisation in pure CE8.
Anchoring\Thickness
Planar PVA
Planar PI
Rubbed bare glass
Glass with ITO untreated
Homeotropic PI

10 μm
20 μm
Metastable
Metastable
Metastable
Stable
Metastable TGBA + NL* + Metastable TGBA + NL* +
SmA*
SmA*
Metastable
-

3.1.3 Discussion of results obtained in pure CE8
In the case of planar boundary conditions, the helical axis of the TGBA phase is oriented
perpendicular to the substrate leading to a texture that is similar to the Grandjean-Cano
texture of N* phase 46. On the other hand, in the homeotropic boundary conditions, the helical
axis of the TGBA phase is parallel to the substrate. Since the interfacial molecules of the
planar helical axis have to adopt a modulated tilt at the interfaces resulting in anchoring
energy costs, the resulting structure in homeotropic geometry is expected to cost a higher
interfacial energy than in the case of planar anchoring.
If the boundary conditions are rigid, it is possible to expect that either a continuous unwinding
of the helix near the interface or the appearance of grain boundaries between the TGB A
volume and a homeotropically oriented interfacial layer will appear. Moreover, for a confined
twist-grain-boundary phase to sufficiently thin cells, its helical superstructure may be partially
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or completely unwound for sufficiently small cell gap, . The exact unwinding gap value is
dependent on the anchoring strength, but typically is about twice the TGBA pitch, . In all our
cells, one does not expect any unwinding of the TGBA helix due to such surface-induced
unwinding effect 82, since a confinement ratio ⁄

is much larger than unity. In the TGB

phase the pitch is in the order of 1 μm. In our case the cell thickness is 10 μm and 20 μm.
Therefore the confinement ratio is indeed larger than unity.
The results on PI-treated cells presented above demonstrate that planar anchoring can stabilise
the TGBA phase, but only if the effective anchoring strength is not too strong since the thicker
cell does stabilise TGBA while the thinner one does not. This is supported by the fact that the
effective anchoring energy in a LC cell increases when the thickness of the cell decreases

83

.

In the case of PVA-treated cells, the effective anchoring strength is higher than the one of the
PI-treated cells even for the thicker cells as suggested by the observed better orientation of the
LC under the polarized microscope 84. Therefore, in accordance with the previous conclusion,
the anchoring strength is too high for the stabilisation of the TGBA phase in the case of PVAtreated glass plates.
Instec homeotropic cells apparently have a weak anchoring that should help to obtain a TGB A
phase. The thinner cell shows better homeotropic alignment, which is locally tilted. In the
thinner cell, the TGBA phase appears only in a metastable state in coexistance with SmA* and
N* phase. The temperature range is 0.25 K in cooling and 0.10 K in heating. The transition to
the SmA* phase takes place in Instec homeotropic cells at lower temperatures, indicating that
the SmA* layering is not favoured as it should be for rigid homeotropic boundary conditions.
These observations could be interpreted if the surface extrapolation length is of the same
order of magnitude or greater than the helical pitch of the TGBA phase. Moreover, because in
homeotropic samples the TGBA helical axis should be parallel to the substrate, the pinning of
the screw dislocation lattice at the substrate could be expected

85

. Such pinning mechanism

could stabilise the TGBA phase.
According to Renn 86, the transitions between the TGBA and N* or SmA* phases are of second
order in the mean field approximation. As the transition is predicted to be of the second order
one expects strong pre-transitional effects and the two transition lines meet at a bicritical
point. In the case of fluctuations as it was experimentally shown in pressure-induced TGBA
phase

87

a critical end-point is observed rather than a bicritical point. It appears that our heat

capacity and polarized optical microscopy experiments supports the existence of strong
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fluctuations of the TGBA phase in the vicinity of the SmA*-TGBA-N* triple point and that the
confinement under adequate boundary conditions seems to stabilise the fluctuating TGBA
phase.
To wrap up this subsection, it seems that the CE8 compound is a type-I smectic in the vicinity
of a triple point between the N*, TGBA, and SmA* phases. The TGBA phase appears in
general as a metastable phase with strong fluctuations of the helical axis in a temperature
range that varies from 20 mK to 100 mK as a function of the anchoring conditions and the cell
thickness. The above results show that strong anchoring destabilises the TGBA phase as it also
does the absence of a uniform orientation on the boundary surfaces. Therefore, we conclude
that planar samples with adequate anchoring strength of the CE8 can stabilise the fluctuating
TGBA phase in the vicinity of the SmA*-TGBA-N* triple point and to induce a type-I to typeII material transition in confined geometry.

3.2 Stabilisation of the TGBA by spherical CdSSe nanoparticles
In section 3.1 we have seen that the bulk CE8 does not exhibit stable TGBA phase, except if
stabilised by certain surface anchoring conditions. In this section we will explore the TGBA
stabilisation by addition of semiconductive Cadmium Sulfide Selenide (CdSxSe1-x, for

= 0.5

or simply CdSSe) nanoparticles, with size comparable or slightly bigger than the liquid crystal
molecules. Similar quantum dots, i.e., CdSe nanoparticles, have been used in the earlier work
of Cordoyiannis et al.
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, and were proven to mix well with the liquid crystal CE6 and to

stabilise the TGBA phase in a rather narrow temperature range of ~ 35 mK. In our case, we
chose to explore the stabilisation effect of slightly modified core by the introduction of
sulphur. This was done in order to improve the nanoparticles functionalisation with oleyl
amin (OA) molecules. The presence of sulphur is expected to yield a higher concentration of
OA molecules at the surface, relatively to their CdSe counterparts, since tri-octyl phosphine
(TOP) binds preferentially only upon Se while OA upon Cd and S.
In order to investigate the TGBA stabilisation, the pure liquid crystal and two mixtures with
nanoparticles of concentrations

= 0.01 and

= 0.05 were explored. Initial heat capacity and

microscopy measurements on the single mixture of CE8 and CdSSe nanoparticles with
= 0.05 were already presented in my B.Sc. thesis, however, more detailed experiments
performed later on

= 0.05 mixture are also presented in this thesis along with experiments
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on other mixtures

76

. The details of the mixing procedure are described in section 2.1.2.1.

Before the preparation of the mixture, the solution of nanoparticles in toluene was inserted to
an ultrasonic bath in order to break down possible aggregates. Liquid crystal CE8 and CdSSe
nanoparticles were mixed together in high-purity toluene at elevated temperature around
353 K by using magnetic stirring. After toluene had evaporated, the remaining mixture was
additionally mixed for several hours at temperatures just above the isotropic phase transition
of CE8, i.e., at about 420 K.
3.2.1 Polarizing optical microscopy results
The presence of the TGBA and NL* phases was observed in the

0.01 and 0.05 mixtures

under the polarized optical microscope upon both heating and cooling

46,76

. Planar PI cells

have been used, the cell preparation is described in the section 2.1.2.2. Besides the welloriented SmA* domains and the oily streaks characteristic of the N* phase, two intermediate
textures have been identified and they could be attributed to the TGBA and NL* structures.
These textures can be seen in Figure 23 for heating and in Figure 24 for cooling runs in the
0.05 mixture

46,76

. In the case of heating runs, the TGBA texture is similar to the SmA*

phase, however, it becomes more colorful due to the continuous rotation of the smectic slabs.
In addition, the elongated SmA* focal conic fans are progressively gaining rounded edges.
These fans become essentially wider and attain darker stripes in the next appearing NL* phase
and finally change to the oily streaks in N* phase. In accordance to heating runs, these four
different textures are nicely reproduced and clearly distinguished in cooling runs. Image of
each of four phases is in cooling run showing similar texture as for heating. Reproducibility
suggests a thermodynamically stable phase sequence.
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Figure 23 Polarizing optical microscopy textures obtained under crossed polarizers upon
heating the χ = 0.05 sample 46,76.

Figure 24 Polarizing optical microscopy textures obtained under crossed polarizers upon
cooling the χ = 0.05 sample. All four textures that have apeared in heating are also reproduced
in cooling. 46,76.
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3.2.2 Heat capacity results
In Figure 25, the high-resolution heat capacity Cp(T) data upon cooling are presented for the
mixtures

= 0.01 and

= 0.05

46,76

. In the top panel, the heat capacity of the pure CE8

compound is shown again for comparison. The cooling rate was set at 250 mK/h. In the case
of the pure CE8, a relatively sharp peak at T = 406.4 K with a narrow coexistence range of
250 mK signals a transformation from the N* to the SmA* phase, possibly via a N*-TGBASmA* triple point in which nonequilibrium domains were observed by a polarized optical
microscopy (see also discussion in the previous section 3.1). In contrast to the pure CE8, the

χ = 0.01 and 0.05 mixtures exhibit a substantially different thermal behaviour. In both
mixtures, the heat capacity anomalies are smeared and broadened due to the presence of
CdSSe nanoparticles. Moreover, the broad heat capacity anomaly shows additional smeared
thermal features on the low temperature wing, indicating the presence of new phases between
the N* and the SmA*. In order to more accurately resolve these additional thermal anomalies
and to check their reproducibility, subsequent heating runs were performed using a slower
scanning rate of 150 mK/h.
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Figure 25 The

obtained upon cooling with a rate of 250 mK/h. In all cases, the low-temperature wings of the
peaks display additional thermal features 46.

The heating runs revealed the presence of two small but clearly distinguished anomalies seen
best in the

= 0.05 mixture (shown in Figure 26). The plot in Figure 26 clearly shows

additional small but distinctive anomalies on the left wing of the broad and large heat capacity
peak. This pattern of heat capacity anomalies corresponds to the typical pattern of a SmA*TGBA-NL*-N* phase sequence that has been observed by Chan et al.

25

in pure TGBA liquid

crystals and by Cordoyiannis et al. for early experiments in mixtures of CE6 and CdSe
quantum dots 47.
Such a pattern represents a fingerprint of the TGB thermal signature, since it was always
observed in the same form in LC systems with TGB phases 46. However, these two additional
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thermal anomalies, in the form of two small steps in the acc heating run are attributed to the
SmA*-TGBA and TGBA-NL* phase transitions and appear more rounded compared to the ones
observed in pure liquid crystals 25. The third very broad heat capacity peak that corresponds to
the NL*-N* thermal anomaly may not really describe a phase transition, but rather a
supercritical-like transformation to NL* which involves the short-range establishment of the
grain boundaries. The short-range TGBA order becomes long-range at the TGBA-NL* phase
transition. It is certainly interesting to note that the peak which is characterized by a
maximum enthalpy is that of NL*-N* transition, in striking similarity to the case of the
supercritical conversion from the isotropic (I) to the disordered blue phase III (BPIII). In fact,
the whole sequence of SmA*-TGBA-NL*-N* heat capacity anomalies remotely resembles the
sequence of N*-BPI-BPIII-I heat capacity anomalies in highly chiral samples, with BPIII-I
being a supercritical transition 88,89.
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Figure 26 The

profiles for the

= 0.05 mixture, obtained upon heating with a rate of

150 mK/h. The additional low-temperature thermal features correspond to the characteristic
thermal pattern of SmA*-TGBA-NL*-N* phase sequence 25,46,47,76.

3.2.3 The composition-temperature (-T) phase diagram
The results obtained by both high-resolution calorimetry and polarized optical microscopy
enable the construction of a composition-temperature (-T) phase diagram for mixtures of
CE8 and CdSSe (see Figure 27). The shaded area in this plot defines the total combined
temperature range of TGBA and NL* phases, i.e., the range in which the short- or long-range
TGBA order is observed. One can clearly notice the substantial increase of the TGB A stability
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range from the metastable state in the case of pure CE8 to more than 1.5 K in

= 0.05

mixture of CE8 and CdSSe NPs. It should be noted that this represents a significant widening
of the TGBA range in comparisson to the 35 mK wide TGBA range observed in earlier
experiments with mixtures of CE6 and CdSe NPs 47. The -T phase diagram in Figure 27 also
illustrates the broadening of the NL* and TGBA combined range to more than 3 K with
increasing the CdSSe NPs concentration to χ = 0.05.
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Figure 27 Composition-temperature (- ) phase diagram of the system CE8 + CdSSe NPs as
obtained on cooling 73. I-BP denotes the isotropic to blue phase transition.

3.2.4 Discussion of results obtained in mixtures of CE8 and CdSSe nanoparticles
The above results, obtained by both high-resolution calorimetry and microscopy, demonstrate
that the dispersion of CdSSe NPs can effectively induce and stabilise a long-range TGB order
between the N* and SmA* phases of CE8. The stabilising effect has been briefly described by
means of the so called adaptive-defect-core-targeting (ADCT) mechanism in Ref.

47

for the

system CE6 + CdSe NPs. The ADCT mechanism combines two other mechanisms: (i) it is
based on the so-called defect core-replacement (DCR) mechanism

34

and (ii) it is taking into

account the adaptive character of NPs' functionalisation with respect to the surrounding LC
ordering. In this subsection, a brief review of the above mechanisms is given and the NPinduced stabilisation of TGB order is discussed in view of the possible contribution of saddle-
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splay elasticity in addition to the ADCT mechanism, something that was not addressed in
previous studies 34,39.
The defect core replacement mechanism has been first used in the description of the defect
structures' stabilisation in blue phases

34

. In that case, the random shaped polymer coils

stabilised the disclination lines in the blue phase structure. The free energy was decreased
because there is less thermal energy required to form disclination lines if random polymer
coils replace liquid crystal molecules in the essential melted isotropic (or strongly biaxial)
regions around defects.
A simple Landau–de Gennes–Ginzburg mesoscopic approach has been used by S. Kralj to
estimate the conditions under which NPs stabilise LC structures exhibiting lattices of screw
dislocations 46,47. The local orientational ordering is determined by the headless nematic
director field ⃗ and the translational ordering by the complex order parameter
Here, the amplitude

.

determines the degree of smectic ordering and the phase factor

reveals the position of smectic layers. The free energy density of the system consists of the
volume and interface integral contributions, i.e.,

∫

∫

(53)

The integration in the first term is performed over the LC volume and the integration in the
second term over the enclosing interfaces such as the surfaces that confine the LC and NPsLC interfaces. The volume free energy density,
, where

is commonly expressed as

represents the smectic condensation contribution, while

and

describe the nematic and smectic elastic energy penalties, respectively.
In the ADCT mechanism, it is assumed that the NPs functionalisation can adapt to the
different liquid crystal environment

47

. This assumption is based on the fact that the same

CdSe NPs can effectively stabilise, via the DCR mechanism, both blue phases

39

and TGB

phases 47 with different defects. Specifically, the adaptive character of CdSe NPs, due to their
size and flexible surface chains, enables the NPs to accommodate to the average local
orientational order of the qualitatively different nematic disclination lines and TGB screw
dislocations (see Figure 28). Such adaptability of NPs allows for the further simplification of
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the free energy by neglecting the interface contribution

describing the interaction between

NPs and the surrounding LC phase 47.

Figure 28 Within the ADCT, the NPs can accommodate to the average local orientational
order of the qualitatively different nematic disclination lines (a) and smectic screw
dislocations (b) 47.

The remaining free energy density terms, in which only the most essential contributions are
included in order to estimate the observed phase transition behavior, are as follows 90:
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Here, terms up to the sixth order in
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need to be included in order to accommodate for the

first order phase transition between the SmA* and the N* phases in the absence of NPs. The
smectic elastic term is expressed as:

|( ⃗ ⃗

) |
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|( ⃗

⃗) |

(56)

In the above nematic elastic free energy density, the relative costs of splay, twist, bend, and
saddle-splay deformations in ⃗ are defined by the nematic Frank elastic constants
and

, respectively.

,

,

,

denotes the chirality-enforced wave vector. The elasticity of

smectic layers is defined by the smectic compressibility

and bend

elastic constants.

These positive constants enforce a one-dimensional SmA* layering along ⃗ with a layer
thickness

. Following the usual practice, the material constants

be independent of temperature, and

, ,

are set to

is the nematic supercooling temperature for the case

.
It should be noted that within the simple mean-field approach, the TGBA and NL* phase are
not distinguished. Although it is believed that the TGBA structure is characterized by an
ordered lattice of screw dislocations, while in the NL* phase the screw dislocations vary, the
crucial mechanisms responsible for the stabilisation of the defect lattice are sensitive mainly
to the topological defect core structure which is similar in both these phases. Hence, the
TGBA configuration is used as the representative defect structure. The main structural features
of the TGBA phase have been already mentioned in section 1.7. Here, the smectic slabs of
length

exhibiting essentially bulk SmA* ordering are separated by grain boundaries (GB) of

width comparable to the nematic penetration length λ 90. Within each GB, a lattice of screw
dislocations separated by a distance

enables the tilt between adjacent slabs, thus, giving rise

to a global twisting of the LC structure along the z axis of the coordinate frame 4,18,23,27,28. The
volume of a TGBA unit cell, consisting of a SmA* slab and a GB of surface
. Here, the length of each screw dislocation is estimated by
within a GB is therefore given by

, is equal to

and their number

⁄ .

Let us now change our ideal TGBA structure by adding NPs of concentration

to an LC

sample. In LC regions where smectic ordering exists, NPs are expected to dilate the smectic
layers

47

. This is a consequence of the long-range forces that are established due to the

spatially distorted smectic phase

, i.e., a gauge component of the order parameter

47

.

Energetically it is therefore more favorable if the NPs remain predominantly assembled
within the melted cores of screw dislocations. Here, due to their adaptability, i.e., their
flexible tails, the NPs disturb relatively weakly the local orientational LC ordering. NPs
trapped within the cores of screw dislocations stabilise the latter by the following two key
mechanisms.
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(i) The condensation free energy penalty is decreased due to the DCR mechanism. Namely,
the condensation free energy penalty in the absence of NPs is estimated by

|
with

|(

)

(57)

representing the equilibrium value of the smectic order in the absence of dislocations,

is the volume of the LC, and

is the total volume of smectic melted regions within

all screw dislocation cores. The condensation free energy is decreased in the presence of the
NPs that are trapped within cores:
|
where

|

(58)

,

is the total volume occupied by NPs trapped within dislocations‟ cores.

(ii) The main feature of any colloidal system is a large surface to volume ratio of the admixed
phase, i.e., the presence of NPs introduces a significant amount of interfaces in our soft
nanocomposite system with the significant impact of saddle-splay contributions. A closer look
at the radial director field variations from the center of an isolated screw dislocation shows
that the configuration of these variations

91

is reminiscent to that found within double twist

4

cylinders forming blue phases , i.e., the double twist distortion. The corresponding single
particle saddle-splay free energy contribution

can be written as

∫( ⃗
Here, the unit vector

⃗

⃗)

⃗⃗

(59)

describes the outer NP-LC-interface surface normal and the integration

is carried out over the NP-LC-interface.
Let us now estimate the stability range of the TGBA phase by taking into account the above
effects. In this estimate, it is assumed that in a pure LC material (

) the N*-TGBA-SmA*

triple point is realized (as suggested by optical microscopy experiments in CE8) in order to
simplify the derivation. For simplicity, we work rather with the volume concentration of NPs,
⁄ , instead of

. Here,

represents volume of a single NP. Let us place a

cylindrical coordinate system, defined by a set of unit vectors {

} in the center (

) of the cylindrically symmetric dislocation. The director field ⃗ can be well parametrized by
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⃗

and ⃗

. In the limit

the director distribution is

well described by 91
[ ⁄
The saddle-splay free energy contribution

]

(60)

per unit cell volume

can be aproximated

as

(61)
Here,

denotes the characteristic size of NPs and the dimensionless quantity
[

⁄

⁄

⁄

]

is given by

⁄

(62)

One further approximation in the above description was the neglection of the LC elastic
anisotropy,

and

. In the presence of NPs, the TGB free

energy density can be expressed again approximately as

(
with

(

)⁄(

LC, and

),
),

taking into account

(

)

)

(63)

is the SmA*-N* transition temperature in the pure

is the nematic supercooling temperature when

. By

, it is possible to estimate the temperature range of

the stable TGBA phase,

(
Here,

and

)

(

)

(64)

denote the mass densities of LC and NPs, respectively, while

denotes

the smectic order parameter correlation length.
By running through a simple calculation in which we neglect the contribution of the
and by setting
gets for

⁄

∼ 1.0/5.81 ∼ 0.17,

= 0.05 an estimate

∼ 20 nm,

∼ 3.5 nm,

term

∼ 1 K, one

∼ 56 mK. This demonstrates that the very simple

ADCT mechanism can already give a small contribution to the TGBA stabilisation. Moreover,
taking into account the saddle-splay contribution
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0.0127 obtained with following values

for

3.4 nm,

2.8 nm, and the chiral pitch

1 m, a significantly wider

∼ 1.9 K is found, in good quantitative agreement with our experimental results of 1.55
K (see section 3.2.3). This result clearly demonstrates that the saddle-splay term is by an order
of magnitude more important in stabilising the TGBA phase in comparison to the simple
ADCT mechanism 46.
It should be noted that in the CE8 + CdSSe

system, the TGBA order has been

stabilised in a significantly wider temperature range than in the CE6 + CdSe
47

system

, i.e., 1.55 K versus ~ 0.06 K, respectively. Three main reasons explaining this difference

can be identified: (i) the presence of Sulphur in CdSSe nanoparticles allows for better
functionalisation, with many more OA molecules at the NP surface than in CdSe NPs. This
permits better, more uniform mixtures with CdSSe NPs resulting in more NPs to enter the
cores of screw dislocations in CE8+CdSSe mixtures than in CE6 + CdSe mixtures. (ii) The
higher density of NPs was achieved in the case of CE8 + CdSSe NPs mixtures, most likely
due to better functionalisation as described in (i). (iii) The CE8 is much more chiral LC than
CE6, since the temperature range of blue phases is an order of magnitude wider in CE8 than
that of CE6 39.

3.3 Stabilisation of the TGBA by spherical Au nanoparticles in untreated
cells
In this section we investigate the stabilisation of the TGBA phase once more with spherical
nanoparticles, but larger in size and with different, denser metallic gold core. The properties
of Au NPs are given in section 2.1.1.2. Here, the Au NPs were coated with flexible oleylamine molecules and were ~10 nm in diameter as determined by dynamic light scattering and
scanning electron microscopy.
Three mixtures with Au concentration of

0.0005, 0.002, and 0.02 were prepared, by using

the identical mixing protocol as in our previous studies with CdSSe NPs. Mixtures were
examined under two different conditions. In this section we investigate cells with no surface
treatement, which form polydomain samples. In the next chapter ( section 3.4) we investigate
samples in planar-oriented cells with sufficiently large domains to form nearly monodomain
conditions for our optical, plasmon and X-ray investigations.
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3.3.1 Heat capacity results
Figure 29 shows the temperature profiles of the specific heat
three CE8 + Au mixtures (

for pure CE8 and the

0.0005, 0.002, and 0.02) in the vicinity of the N*-SmA* phase

transition. The pure CE8 data are taken from our previous measurements (section 3.1.1) that
have been performed on a sample of the same batch. It should be noted that in the calorimetric
measurements no orientation is imposed on the sample by the cell walls. In addition, the
sample thickness is from one to two orders of magnitude larger than the one for polarized
microscopic observations, i.e., bulk-like. The specific heat data for the CE8 + Au mixtures
have been taken on cooling the sample from the isotropic down to SmA* phase with a
scanning rate of 250 mK/h. It is clearly seen in Figure 29 that the presence of Au NPs
progressively smears the transition and a visible shoulder is created at the low-temperature
wing of specific heat data, indicating the presence of the TGBA phase. The

0.0005

mixture shows only a mild widening of the

peak, however, the aforementioned low-

temperature anomaly is clearly visible for

0.002 mixture. Finally, it becomes very

pronounced for the

0.02 mixture, where the TGBA phase is stabilised in a temperature

range of ~3.4 K.
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Figure 29 The heat capacity
and the mixtures

*
L

profiles obtained upon cooling are shown for the pure CE8

0.0005, 0.002, and 0.02. The arrows denote the N*-NL*, NL*-TGBA, and

TGBA-SmA* phase transitions. At the bottom layer the

profile shown for

0.02 on a

different scale is demonstrating the existence of a stable TGBA phase in a 3.4 K wide range of
temperatures 75.
3.3.2 Small-angle X-ray (SAXS) measurements
Small-angle X-ray measurements were performed at the Austrian SAXS beamline,
Synchrotron ELETTRA, Italy. One of the mixtures, namely the
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0.02, was loaded in

capillary tubes (Hilgenberg Mark tubes) of 1.5 mm diameter. Although the loading was done
at the room temperature, corresponding to the crystal phase of CE8, the sample was heated up
to temperatures corresponding to the isotropic phase of pure CE8 (~ 420 K), prior to
measurements and data acquisition. Data points were collected at selected temperatures, upon
slow cooling of the sample. Figure 30 shows examples of scattering profiles

showing

showing long-range SmA* order (Figure 30, left panel), short-range SmA* order (Figure 30,
right panel) and the coexistence of both (Figure 30, middle panel).
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Figure 30 The

2.5

scattering profile of three different types: Long-range SmA* order (left

panel), short-range SmA* order (right panel) and in the middle the coexistence of long-range
and short-range SmA* order, The temperature is being increased from the left to right.
Figure 31 shows the full width at half maximum divided by the scattering ring radius
(

) as a function of temperature for the

0.02 mixture. The quasi-long-range

smectic order (circles) can be followed deep into the temperature region of the NL* phase as
determined by the heat capacity data (shown in Figure 29). The broader peak related to the
short-range smectic order (denoted by triangles) was observed in coexistence with the rapidly
diminishing sharp smectic peak (the right inset to Figure 31). The width of the short-range
smectic order peak remains nearly constant within the NL* phase and rapidly widens in the N*
phase in agreement with previous observations in the NL* and N* phases

18

. The SAXS data

suggest a significant widening of the coexistence range of the long-range and short-range
smectic order in the case of

0.02 mixture with respect to pure CE8. Otherwise, the SAXS

data demonstrate the gradual loss of the quasi-long-range smectic order in the NL* phase,
similarly as observed in earlier experiments

18,47

presented in the left inset of Figure 31).
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Figure 31

as a function of temperature for the

0.02 mixture. The right inset

shows the coexistence of the quasi-long-range and the short-range smectic order scattering
peaks within the NL* temperature region. Here, the red line serves as a guide to the eye. The
left inset shows the width of the scattering peaks weighed by their intensities. The fast
disappearance of the quasi-long-range smectic order in the NL* phase is evident 75.

3.3.3 The composition-temperature (-T) phase diagram
Based on the above calorimetric, polarizing optical microscopy and SAXS measurements, the
phase diagram of the system CE8 + Au NPs on cooling is presented in Figure 32. The shaded
area in this plot defines the total temperature range of the TGBA and NL* phases. The
distinguishing of both phases is not that straightforward in the case of lower concentrations.
One can clearly notice the substantial increase of the TGBA stability range that is otherwise
metastable in the case of pure CE8 73,75. It should be noted that the temperature range of 3.4 K
is more than a twice of that observed in the case of CE8 + CdSSe

0.05 mixture. This

remarkable result was actually obtained for 2.5 times smaller concentration of NPs in CE8 +
Au

0.02 mixture.
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Figure 32 The composition-temperature

0.015

0.020

phase diagram of the CE8 + Au system. TI-BP

denotes the transition temperature from the isotropic (I) phase to the blue phase III. The
shaded area covers the total region of both TGBA and NL* phases. The dotted line denotes the
TGBA- NL* phase transition line. In the figure, BPs refers to any of blue phases (BPI, BPII or
BPIII) that can appear in the temperature range denoted by BPs 75.
3.3.4 Localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) measurements
Plasmon resonance measurement technique is presented in chapter 2.1.2.4. Measurements
were performed for the CE8 + Au,

0.02 mixture placed between 145 m thick glass

plates. The measurements were carried out by using an Ocean Optics Maya 2000 Pro
Spectrometer at the Institut des NanoSciences de Paris – CNRS, France.
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Figure 33 Plasmon resonance data for the CE8 + Au

1000

0.02 mixture measured in the TGBA

phase. The top inset shows the plasmon resonance data obtained in both N * and SmA* phases.
The bottom inset shows the plasmon resonance response observed for Au NPs diluted in
toluene. The downwards pointing arrows denote the position of the plasmon resonance
anomaly attributed to well-dispersed NPs. The upwards pointing arrow denotes the position of
the additional plasmon resonance anomaly observed only in the TGBA phase 75.

In Figure 33, the extinction spectrum is presented for a sample with untreated glass plates in
the TGBA phase. The extinction spectra observed in the N* and SmA* phases are shown in the
upper inset. In all the N*, TGBA, and SmA* phases, a much wider plasmon resonance
extinction peak is observed with respect to the Au NPs diluted in toluene (shown in the lower
inset to Figure 33). In the latter case, the plasmon resonance peak of the width of 0.40 eV is
found around 530 nm (2.32 eV). It is interesting to note that the small anomaly was observed
around same wavelength of 530 nm in all N*, TGBA , and SmA* phases (denoted by down
arrows in Figure 33). The persistence of this anomaly throughout different phases in the CE8
+ Au

0.02 mixture indicates that some NPs remain isolated and do not form larger

clusters.
The main dominant peak observed at 650 nm (corresponding energy of 1.91 eV) in both N *
and SmA* phases has much wider width of 0.89 eV. According to the work of Sönnichsen et
al. 92 and Esteban et al. 93, the widening and the redshift of the main peak can be explained by
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the presence of spherical or weakly anisotropic NPs' clusters in all N *, TGBA, and SmA*
phases. Namely, the width of plasmon resonance peak (

) in the case of asymetric rods

and clusters follow a different pattern than that of the spherical particles or clusters (see
Figure 34) 92,93.
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Figure 34 A schematic presentation of the linewidth of plasmon resonances in asymetric
nanoparticles and nanospheres

versus resonance energy

diameter) for asymetric nanoparticles is denoted along the

92

. The aspect ratio (length :
line from 1:1 up to 4:1.

The additional shoulder (denoted by an upwards pointing arrow in Figure 33) observed only
in the TGBA phase at around 870 nm (1.43 eV), can be attributed to an additional peak arising
at the high-wavelength wing of the main peak in the TGBA phase only. Fitting the plasmon
resonance data taken in the TGBA phase by Gaussian peaks (solid line in Figure 33), reveals
that the second peak existing only in the TGBA phase has a narrower width of 0.37 eV.
The presence of such a second redshifted and narrower peak could indicate, according to
Refs. 92,93, the formation of anisotropic clusters with the aspect ratio (length : diameter) up to
4:1 in the TGBA phase (see Figure 34). The formation of such anisotropic clusters can
specifically occur in the TGBA phase and can be mediated by the formation of screw
dislocations and trapping of NPs in their melted cores. Such a possibility has been recently
demonstrated by Coursault et al.

94

when observing the linear self-assembly of nanoparticles

within liquid crystal smectic defect arrays.
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3.3.5 Discussion of results obtained in samples of CE8 and spherical Au nanoparticles in
untreated cells
The Au NPs have an essentially larger diameter core than the previous CdSe

47

and CdSSe 46

quantum dots that have also successfully stabilised the TGBA phase. The former have a core
of 10 nm, while the latter a diameter of 3.4 nm, but with a similar surface-coating of flexible
carbon tails (oleyl-amine and tri-octylphosphine). As already mentioned before, the
temperature range of 3.4 K is more than a twice of that observed in the case of CE8 + CdSSe
0.05 mixture at two and a half times higher concentration. This result suggests that the
size of NPs has an important impact on the combined TGBA and NL* temperature stability
window,

.

As mentioned before, the key ADCT mechanism enables the targeting of appropriate
functionalized (e.g., covered with flexible carbon chains) NPs to the cores of topological
defects by slightly perturbing the smectic order parameter phase field

46,47

. This

hydrodynamic-type field could support long-range forces guiding the NPs towards the cores
of topological defects in order to minimize the global free energy costs. Here, the adaptive
character of NPs is needed to minimize the NP-driven distortions in the local nematic director
field. In particular, when short range smectic domains are formed, they tend to expel the NPs
to reside in remaining pools of isotropic order, thus effectively filling and stabilising the
topological defects.
An important effect of NPs is expected via the dilatation of smectic layers which increases as
a function of the size

of NPs

73,75

. Therefore, one expects a more eficient targeting of NPs

towards topological defects with increasing

, tending to increase

if cores are not yet

saturated with NPs. The characteristic size of the defect cores is estimated by the smectic
order parameter correlation length

. In the case

<

the key quantity describing the

efficiency of the deffect-core-replacement volume is the volume concentration
the low concentration limit for

⁄

holds the following:

of NPs. In

, which does not

explicitly depend on . Comparing our results obtained in the CE8 + Au system with that
obtained in CE8 + CdSSe quantum dots, it appears that larger Au NPs are more efficient in
enhancing
our samples

despite apparently more unfavourable
<

and that

⁄

. This suggests that in

enhancement is due to more efficient targeting of NPs to

cores of screw dislocations, i.e., more Au NPs are entering the defect cores than in the case of
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CdSSe NPs. This, in turn, is supporting the formation of long anysotropic clusters within
screw dislocation lines as indicated by the plasmon resonance data.
The cores of dislocations are believed to be larger than the cores of NPs, so that the whole
NP's volume can participate in the deffect-core-replacement mechanism. Consequently, an
upper limit in the NP size could be expected, beyond which, the effective TGB stabilisation is
precluded due to the excessive perturbation of the bulk LC order.

3.4 TGBA stabilisation by spherical Au nanoparticles in planar-oriented
samples
In this section we investigate further the stabilisation of the TGBA phase with same spherical
Au nanoparticles, but in cells with surface treatment, so that the planar ordering is enforced
throughout the sample. Several mixtures were prepared with Au concentration of

0.01,

0.02, and 0.04, by using the identical mixing protocol as in our previous studies. The majority
of results was obtained in

0.02 mixture that are mainly presented here. The idea behind

these investigations is to get additional information about the nanoparticle-induced TGBA
structure, i.e., whether it is commensurate, incommensurate, or perhaps even disordered.
Planar-oriented cells give nearly monodomain samples.
3.4.1 Polarizing optical microscopy results
The polarizing microscopy experiments were conducted in collaboration between groups from
Jozef Stefan Institute and the laboratory of I. Lelidis at National and Kapodistrian University
of Athens

75

. We chose to perform the additional microscopic observations at the University

of Athens due to better quality of the microscope and camera. The details of procedures are
given in section 2.1.2.2

73,75

. In particular, microscopic observations for the CE8 + Au NPs

0.02 mixture that was prepared at the Jozef Stefan Institute were carried out by a Leica
DM2500P polarizing optical microscope at University of Athens. For these measurements the
CE8 + Au samples were placed in 10 m thick cells treated with polyimide, yielding a planar
surface anchoring of the LC molecules. Images were taken in the transmission mode under
crossed polarizers at selected temperatures by using a Leica DFC420 digital image acquisition
camera. The temperature was stabilised and slowly changed, in steps of 10-50 mK, by using
an Instec HCS402 heating stage with temperature stability of ±10 mK 75.
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The optical textures of CE8 + Au with

0.02 shown in Figure 35 confirm the existence of

an intermediate texture between the SmA* focal conic fans and the oily streaks characteristic
of the N* phase. Similar intermediate colorful textures as previously observed in the case of
CdSSe nanoparticle-stabilised TGBA phase (see section 3.2.1), are present upon both heating
and cooling of the sample. These textures, corresponding to the TGBA and NL* phases were
found to be stable with time if the temperature was kept constant, thus, confirming a stable
TGBA phase in CE8 + Au

0.02 mixtures. Four polarized microscopy images shown in

Figure 30 have been kindly taken on our CE8 + Au

0.02 mixture in the laboratory for

polarizing optical microscopy (setup by Professor Ioannis Lelidis) in University of Athens by
dr. George Cordoyiannis and Professor Ioannis Lelidis by using the same protocols as
described in section 3.1.2.

Figure 35 Polarizing optical microscopy textures of all four phases: SmA*, TGBA, NL*, and
N* obtained on heating under crossed polarizers in 10 m thick planar cell filled with the
CE8 + Au

0.02 mixture 75.
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3.4.2 Small-angle X-ray (SAXS) measurements
Small angle X-ray measurements on oriented samples were performed at SOLEIL
Synchrotron in Paris, France. Details of the scattering device were given in section 2.1.2.4.
Glass plates of 40 m thickness were used for sample cells. The method of cell preparation
was similar to that described in section 2.1.2.2. Poly-imide treatment was applied for planar
alignment and unidirectionally rubbed. Surface-treated glass plates were glued together at the
sides with 10, 20 and 40 μm thick spacers in between. CE8 + Au mixtures heated to the
isotropic phase were inserted in cells by a capillary effect.
The typical scattering profiles obtained in SmA* phase, TGBA phase, and N* phase just above
the NL* -N* phase transition for CE8 + Au

0.02 mixture in a 20 μm thick cell are shown

in Figure 36 (a), Figure 36 (b), and Figure 36 (c), respectively. It is interesting to note that
only two scattering peaks are observed in the SmA* phase as usually in the case of well
aligned samples. In the temperature range between the SmA* phase and the N* phase, in
which smectic scattering peaks completely disappear, additional scattering feature appear that
is typical for samples with the domain-like pattern, i.e., the weak ring structure without
clearly established angle-equidistant spots. In fact, as shown by the Navailles et al.

18

a ring

without clear diffraction spots is expected in the case of either poorly aligned sample
(untreated cell), short-range NL* phase or incommensurate TGBA phase. We can immediately
dismiss that the sample was poorly aligned, since there was no ring observed in SmA* phase
but only two sharp peaks, indicating a good sample alignement.
As shown in our previous work in samples from untreated cells 75, the width of the scattering
ring is expected to be wider in the short-range NL* phase, while it remains nearly constant
throughout SmA* and TGBA phases (see Figure 31 and the related text in section 3.3.3).
Figure 37 shows that in the temperature range in which the scattering ring is observed the
remains constant with similar value as in the SmA* phase, in good agreement
with results obtained in samples from untreated cells 75. This result indicates that the observed
scattering ring most likely belongs to the TGBA phase and not to the short-range NL* phase.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 36 SAXS scattering profiles obtained in (a) SmA* phase, (b) TGBA phase, and (c) N*
phase, near the NL* -N* phase transition for CE8 + Au
95

cell .
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as a function of temperature for the aligned CE8 + Au

0.02 sample

in a 20 μm thick cell 95.
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Figure 38 Schematic comparison of the expected angle-intensity profiles for (a) the well
aligned commensurate TGBA phase and (b) the slightly disordered commensurate TGBA
phase 95. Here

measures angle along the scattering ring.
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A more detailed analysis of our data taken at Soleil Synchrotron shows that due to the poor
CCD camera sensitivity, it was not possible to follow the evolution of the ring within the N L*
phase without extending the exposure time beyond the safe limit after which the sample is
damaged by the X-rays. Nevertheless, we can narrow the possibilities of the scattering ring
origin to the incommensurate TGBA phase or to the disordered commensurate TGBA phase.
Namely, the latter case cannot be dismissed, since a NPs concentration of

0.02 can

already cause some disordering effects, which would result in a ring structure with smeared or
washed out angle-intensity profile, instead of well defined equidistant peaks along the ring.
Schematic comparison of expected angle-scattering intensity profiles for the well-aligned
commensurate TGBA phase and the slightly disordered commensurate TGBA phase is
presented in Figure 38. Figure 39 shows the actually measured angle-scattering intensity
0.02 sample in a 40 μm thick cell. Arrows

profile obtained in TGBA phase for CE8 + Au

denote the quasi-periodic scattering peaks that still remain nearly equidistant while other
peaks get significantly shifted, distorted or smeared out. The two large peaks at 0 and one at
180 (not shown here) indicate that some SmA* longe range order is induced near the glass
surfaces and persists througout the TGBA phase. Similar results were observed in CE8 + Au
0.01 and

0.04 samples, with narrower temperature range of TGBA phase in which

the ring can be observed and with even more disordering effects in

0.04 sample. The

SAXS data therefore indicate that the most possible structure for CE8 + Au NPs mixtures is
an increasingly disordered commensurate TGBA phase as NPs concentration increases.
Namely, in the case of incommensurate phase, a significantly more uniform angle-scattering
intensity profile is expected 18.
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Figure 39 SAXS angle-scattering intensity profile obtained in the TGBA phase for the CE8 +
Au

0.02 sample in a 20 μm thick cell 95.
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3.4.3 Localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) measurements
Plasmon resonance measurements were performed for the aligned (planar-oriented) CE8 + Au
0.02 mixture, placed between 145 m thick glass slides, by using the same equipment
and method as described in section 3.3.5, i.e., in the case of planar-aligned samples. The
sample cells were made of surface-treated glass plates by using the same procedure as

Extinction (a.u.)

described in section 3.4.2 imposing a planar alignment on the sample.
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Figure 40 Plasmon resonance data for the planar aligned CE8 + Au

0.02 mixture

measured in the TGBA phase. The top inset shows the plasmon resonance data obtained in the
SmA*, N* and I phases. The downward pointing arrows denote the position of the plasmon
resonance anomaly attributed to well-dispersed NPs. The upward pointing arrow denotes the
position of the additional well-defined and strongly redshifted plasmon resonance anomaly
observed only in the TGBA phase 95.
In Figure 40 the extinction spectrum is presented for a sample with planar-treated glass plates,
in the TGBA phase. The extinction spectra observed in the I, N* and SmA* phases are shown
in the upper inset and are rather similar to those observed in untreated sample (see section
3.3.5). The dominant redshifted peak observed at 600-650 nm in I, N* and SmA* phases with
the width exceeding 1 eV is signalling the presence of small spherical or weakly anisotropic
NPs' clusters in these phases.

75

In contrast to untreated samples, a clearly resolved second peak is observed in the aligned
samples within the TGBA phase. The second peak centered at 794 nm and 0.61 eV wide is
again a clear indication of the formation of long anisotropic clusters according to Sönnichsen
et al.

92

and Esteban et al.

93

. In the aligned sample, the more uniform domain structure

reduces the smearing of plasmonic peaks and with majority of clusters being strongly
anisotropic making the picture more clear than in the case of untreated samples. The first
rather narrow peak at 530 nm again signals the presence of single NPs or small spherical NPs'
clusters in the TGBA phase. In contrast, the second even more redshifted peak indicates the
additional presence of large anisotropic clusters. Fitting the plasmon resonance data taken in
the TGBA phase by Gaussian peaks (solid line in Figure 40) allows the determination of
widths and positions of both peaks. From the width and the position of the second redshifted
peak it is possible to estimate the average aspect ratio of anisotropic NPs' clusters to be about
5:1.
3.4.4 Discussion of results obtained in planar-oriented samples of CE8 and spherical Au
nanoparticles
The above experimental results obtained in planar-oriented samples of CE8 + Au NPs by
SAXS and plasmon resonance techniques additionally support the initial picture deduced
already in untreated samples. Plasmon resonance data enable us to conclude with high
certainty that the anisotropic clusters are formed only in the TGBA phase. This is in full
agreement with the ADCT mechanism of trapping NPs in screw dislocations which can in fact
enhance the formation of relatively loosely formed anisotropic clusters. Such clusters seem to
be more easily formed by larger Au NPs than by CdSSe NPs. Behind this is the energy
penalty related to the smectic layer compression which drive larger NPs more easily in
volumes of remaining isotropic order than smaller quantum dots. In addition, the SAXS
measurements clearly show the existence of a scattering ring only in the range of temperatures
in which the TGBA phase is expected, i.e., between the SmA* and N* phases. The anglescattering intensity profiles and the width of the scattering ring are well consistent with the
picture of the increasingly disordered commensurate TGBA phase as NPs' concentration
increases.
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3.5 Stabilisation of TGBA by strongly anisotropic nanoparticles
In this section we investigate the stabilisation of the TGBA phase by strongly anisotropic
nanoparticles, nearly planar in shape and with different core structure and functionalisation 96.
Specifically, the mixtures were prepared with CE8 and laponite, graphene, and MoS 2
nanosheets. In all cases, the linear dimension of NPs typically exceeds the thickness of the
nanosheet for an order of magnitude or more. While the linear size of MoS2 nanosheets is
nearly comparable to that of Au NPs (about 10 nm, see Table 2), the linear dimensions of
other anisotropic nanosheets exceeds the size of Au NPs several times.
It should be mentioned that the same anisotropic NPs were already used to stabilise blue
phases in the same CE8 compound

35,36,43,44

. In contrast to spherical CdSe NPs, which

stabilised effectively disordered blue phase III and have no significant impact on the stability
of blue phase I and II, it was found that the anisotropic NPs have no significant impact on the
disordered blue phase III, but stabilised exclusively more-ordered blue phase I, expanding its
35,36,43

temperature range for a factor of 2-3

. This signals, that the strongly anisotropic

nanosheets are not that effectively participating in defect-core-replacement mechanism as
spherical CdSe NPs

35

. Therefore, a similar result can be expected for the TGBA phase

stabilisation, due to similarities in the topological defects and the absence of the stabilising
saddle-splay mechanism in the case of nearly-flat nanosheets. Nevertheless, it is prudent to
verify whether slightly different conditions surrounding the core of screw dislocations could
make some difference. In order to do that, the calorimetric data taken by Marta Lavrič during
here studies of the blue phases stabilisation by anisotropic NPs, were reanalised, but this time
in the vicinity of the SmA*-TGBA-N* triple point 35,36,43,44.
3.5.1 TGBA stabilisation by MoS2 NPs
The details of NPs synthesis are given in
in Ref.

35

35

and in section 2.1.1.2. The SAXS data presented

show that MoS2 NPs‟ have platelet-like core with a lateral dimension slightly

smaller than 10 nm and thickness of ∼1 nm. The core surface is coated with hydrophobic,
flexible carbon chains of oleyl amine
concentration of

35

. A CE8 + MoS2 NPs mixture was prepared, with a

0.02 by using the same mixing procedure as in the case of CdSSe and

Au nanoparticles. The mixture was tested for a presence of the TGBA phase by polarizing
optical microscopy and high resolution calorimetry.
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Figure 41 shows the specific heat data measured in the CE8 + MoS2

0.02 mixture in the

vicinity of the SmA*-N* phase transition 96. Apart for a significant smearing of the transition,
the specific heat temperature profile resembles the one observed in pure CE8 (see Figure 16 in
section 3.1.1). No additional anomalies were observed upon heating and cooling, In addition
to this, the polarizing optical microscopy did not reveal existence of a stable nor fluctuatiang
TGBA texture. This demonstrates that the platelet MoS2 NPs are not effective in stabilising the
TGBA order.
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Figure 41 The

profiles for the CE8 + MoS2 χ = 0.02 mixture, obtained upon cooling

with a rate of 200 mK/h 96.

3.5.2 TGBA stabilisation by graphene NPs
The details of surface-functionalized graphene nanosheets' synthesis are given in 36 and in the
section 2.1.1.2. The AFM data presented in Ref.

36

show that graphene nanosheets (GNSs)

have platelet-like core with a diameter of about 50 nm and thickness of ∼3.9 nm. The GNSs
have been synthesized at the National Centre for Scientific Research “Demokritos” by
exfoliation of graphite

36

. The surface of GNSs was functionalized with hydrophobic and

flexible oleyl amine molecules. A CE8 + GNSs mixture with

0.001 was prepared by

using the same mixing procedure as in the case of CdSSe and Au nanoparticles. Note that the
small concentration of GNSs was partly due to the small quantity of GNSs available and
mainly due to the fact that mixtures of higher concentrations were found to be unstable with
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time and cycling through different phases. The

0.001 mixture was tested for a presence

of the TGBA phase by polarizing optical microscopy and high resolution calorimetry 96.
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Figure 42 The

profiles for the CE8 + graphene nanosheets χ = 0.001 mixture, obtained

upon cooling with a rate of 200 mK/h 96.

Figure 42 shows the specific heat data measured in the CE8 + GNSs

0.001 mixture in the

vicinity of the SmA*-N* phase transition. The temperature evolution of the

shows the

transition from N* to SmA* phase is smeared and asymetric which indicates possible shortrange TGB ordering. The addition of graphene nanoparticles did not prove to stabilise the
TGB phase effectively. On the other hand, graphene nanosheets decorated with CoPt NPs
show slightly better potential to stabilise the TGB order.
GNSs decorated with cobalt-platinum (CoPt-GNSs) nanoparticles that were additionally
functionalized by flexible oleyl amine molecules. were prepared at the National Centre for
Scientific Research “Demokritos” by exfoliation of graphite graphene nanosheets. The size
and thickness of CoPt-GNSs was about the same as previously mentioned graphene
nanosheets. Additional decoration with CoPt nanoparticles allows for better functionalisation,
which enables preparation of the CE8 + CoPt-GNS mixture with a somewhat higher
concentration of

0.005 in contrast to nondecorated GNSs. Figure 42 shows the specific

heat data measured in the CE8 + CoPt-GNSs
SmA* N* phase transition

96

0.005 mixture in the vicinity of the

. Again, significant smearing of the transition is observed,

however, in contrast to MoS2, two distinct anomalies in the specific heat temperature profile
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were observed nearly 2.5 K apart (denoted by arrows in Figure 43). Although the specific heat
anomaly in Figure 43 resembles the one observed in pure CE8 (see Figure 16 in section
3.1.1), the additional low temperature anomaly seems to indicate possible existence of the
stable TGBA order, though, in a narrow temperature range. In fact, lack of the second anomaly
between the TGBA and NL* phases seems to indicate that on cooling the N* converts first to
NL*, which is then in part gradually converted into the long range TGBA order and even later,
both these coexisting phases are converted to the SmA* phase. The polarizing microscopy
observations were inconclusive, i.e., the characteristic TGBA pattern was not observed,
possibly indicating the other scenario in which only short-range NL* order is formed that is
then converted directly to the SmA* phase. This demonstrates that the graphen nanosheets are
capable perhaps to stabilise some TGBA order, even at very small concentrations, however, in
overall, they seem to be less effective than the spherical Au NPs.
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Figure 43 The

profiles for the CE8 + CoPt-GNSs nanosheets χ = 0.005 mixture,

obtained upon cooling with a rate of 200 mK/h 96.

3.5.3 TGBA stabilisation by laponite NPs
Laponite clay nanoparticles were synthesized at the National Centre of Scientific Research
(N.C.S.R.) “Demokritos,” and characterized by the atomic force microscopy (AFM) showing
nanosheet-like core with a diameter of about 25 nm and thickness of ∼ 2 nm. The surface of
80

laponite cores was coated with cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) molecules

43,44

CE8 + laponite nanosheets (LNSs) mixture was prepared, with a concentration of

0.02 by

.A

using the same mixing procedure as in the case of CdSSe + Au mixtures 96. The mixture was
tested for a presence of the TGBA phase by a high resolution calorimetry. Unfortunately, the
quantity of the LNS material was to small to allow preparation of additional mixtures for
optical observations.
Figure 44 shows the specific heat data measured in CE8 + LNSs

0.02 mixture in the

vicinity of the SmA*-N* phase transition. Here, somewhat smaller smearing of the main heat
capacity peak is observed in contrast to other investigated nanosheets. In addition, a very
small heat capacity anomaly is seen about 0.9 K below the main peak (indicated by an arrow
in the inset to Figure 44, suggesting that a small part of the sample was able to convert to the
TGBA phase. From the heat capacity data, it si possible to conclude that there is a high
probability of 0.5 K wide NL* phase formation and that some small part of it was transformed
to the long range TGBA phase that is converted after 0.6 K into the SmA* phase.
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Figure 44 The

profiles for the CE8 + LNSs

= 0.02 mixture, obtained upon cooling

with a rate of 200 mK/h 96.

The above results show that from all strongly anisotropic NPs only laponite NPs were able to
stabilise clearly at least small part of the NL* phase into the long range TGBA phase. Since the
size of laponite nanosheets seems to be nearly same as for other nanosheets, one can speculate
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that the different functionalisation of laponite nanosheets by using CTAB instead of OA may
somehow contribute to either better adaptability or more uniform mixtures of NPs that may
resulted in better stabilisation of the TGBA order. Nevertheless, all strongly anisotropic NPs
appear to have less effective potential of TGBA stabilisation than the spherical NPs in the
same CE8 liquid crystal host.
3.5.4 Discussion of results obtained in mixtures of CE8 and strongly anisotropic
nanoparticles
It is interesting to note that in the mixture of CE8 + MoS2 with χ = 0.02 (same as used in this
study), the temperature range of the blue phase I was extended by a factor of 3 35. Somewhat
smaller but similar result was found for the graphene nanosheets
nanosheets

43,44

36

and for the laponite

. These results demonstrate that the same strongly anisotropic NPs can

effectively stabilise the ordered blue phase. In contrast to spherical CdSe NPs, they were all
completely inefective in stabilising the disordered blue phase III. This strongly indicates that
the geometry of the added NPs nanoplatelets is more compatible with the body-centered cubic
structure.
In fact, as mentioned at the end of section 3.2.2, the whole sequence of SmA*-TGBA-NL*-N*
anomalies is similar to the sequence of N*-BPI-BPIII-I

anomalies. Especially, it is

interesting to note that both BPIII-I and NL*-N* phase transitions can exhibit very similar
broad supercritical

anomalies in blue phase samples with sufficiently high chirality 38,88,89.

This implies that both disordered BPIII and NL* phases having short range order may indeed
react in the same way upon addition of strongly anisotropic NPs, i.e., by mostly ignoring the
presence of strongly anisotropic NPs.
Another interesting feature of all platelet NPs that were investigated above is that they shift
transition temperatures up, in contrast to spherical NPs where transition temperatures were
shifted down to lower temperatures

96

. This imply that parts of the NPs that are immersed

within the orientationally ordered phase (outside of topological defect cores) should be
benefitial for the LC ordering and that their anchoring strength should be strong enough. This
part of the NPs should not apparently disrupt the LC ordering because such a distortion would
energetically overcome the defect core replacement free energy gain. While it seems that this
works for BPI phase, it does not work for BPIII and NL* phases. There is still a difference
between the TGB and blue phase sequence, i.e., how the order is established. While in the
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case of blue phases there is a direct BPI-I transition, it appears that in the case of TGBA
systems there is no direct TGBA – N* transition. All specific heat data seem to show the
existence of the intermediate NL* phase even for TGBC phases. This perhaps imply that all
TGBA stabilising mechanisms are already at work in NL* phase, in contrast to BPI where
stabilisation can take place even without BPIII phase. Consequently, one may conclude that if
NPs do not have an impact on the NL* phase, no additional stabilisation of the TGBA long
range order is expected. However, this finding may need additional testing, especially in view
that the experimental chirality-strengthtemperature phase diagram of the TGBA and NL*
phases are not yet available in contrast to blue phases.

3.6 Some additional discussion of the TGBA stabilisation by nanoparticles
Experimental results demonstrated that the ADCT mechanism together with the saddle splay
mechanism are powerful tools to stabilise the long-range TGB order, besides the chiral blue
phases. It is shown that spherical nanoparticles are especially effective in stabilising the
TGBA phase. Here, it is found that the size of NPs does not play that much a crucial role
unless the size of the NPs exceeds significantly the size of screew dislocation cores, i.e., the
smectic order parameter correlation length

. In the case that the size of the NPs

is

significantly larger than , perturbations of the surrounding order may lead to significant
increase of the energy penalty and eventually to making the condensation of NPs into the
screew dislocation cores unfavourable.
Another long-range hydrodynamic-type field, related to perturbations of the smectic order
parameter phase field, was found important to guide the NPs towards cores of topological
defects in order to minimize the global free energy cost. The more dense NPs, such as Au NPs
were pushed more effectively towards cores of defects. The higher density of NPs in the cores
resulted in a condensation of anisotropic clusters in cores of defects and thus added, in
overall, to the stabilisation of the TGBA phase.
It appears that the functionalisation does not play an important direct role in the stabilisation
of the TGBA order, as long as the functionalisation remains sufficiently adaptive and strong
enough to allow formation of uniform and stable mixtures. It appears that using CTAB
molecules instead of OA molecules, could have resulted in a small boost in the stabilisation of
the TGBA phase, at least in the case of anisotropic nanoparticles, but this effect was rather
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small and inconclusive, apart of other possible effects related to different density of
functionalisation and/or different NPs core structure.
The geometry of strongly anisotropic nanoplatelets seems to be more compatible with the
body-centered cubic structure (as in the case of BPI) and not with the disordered nature of the
NL* phase (and the BPIII phase). It appears that larger nanosheets may disturb too much the
surrounding of the defect cores, thus making their presence in the core energetically
unfavourable. However, even relatively small MoS2 nanosheets with their size comparable to
that of Au NPs, seem to be completely inefective in stabilising the TGBA order. Another
possible origin seems to be more important and is related to the fact that all nanosheets were
stabilising both nematic and smectic orders as demonstrated by the upward shift of transition
temperatures. This is extending both SmA* and N* temperature ranges and effectively
reducing the intermediate TGBA temperature range, i.e., destroying the melted-core's volume.
It is intriguing that the all available heat capacity results obtained in TGBA and even in TGBC
systems show existence of both NL* and TGBA(C) phases with strongly first order TGBA(C)-NL*
and SmA(C)*-TGBA(C) phase transitions. These findings are in clear discrepancy with current
theoretical calculations

3,4,20–22,97–99

predicting the all TGB-related transitions to be of the

second order. Apart from the work by Nelson and Seung

97

, not much theoretical effort was

put into understanding the NL* and the NL*-N* and TGBA(C)-NL* phase transitions. In
particular, the interaction between the screw dislocations was neglected in these works,
however, it was estimated already some time ago that for
other and repulse each other for

several

100

dislocations attract each

. The existence of the attractive force

between the screw dislocations may explain the origin of the latent heat and the discontinuity
of the SmA* - TGBA and perhaps TGBA - NL* phase transitions. Unfortunately, those
estimations were made in 1D and there are no exact estimations of the magnitude of the
attractive potential from which the latent heat could be more precisely estimated in order to
verify this hypothesis.
Nevertheless, the above estimation seems to imply a local minimum for the interaction
potential between the screw dislocations at a distance grater than

. Existence of such a

minimum would introduce another stabilisation mechanism of the TGBA order. Here,
formation of anisotropic clusters of NPs within cores of screw dislocations would additionally
reduce the fluctuations of screw dislocations. This would make screw dislocations more easily
to “slide” into the above mentioned local minimum of the interaction potential already at
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higher temperatures than otherwise and thus the screw dislocation network would be
additionally stabilised. Such mechanism would explain why larger spherical Au NPs would
be more efficient in stabilising the TGBA structure than smaller spherical CdSSe NPs. It can
give even additional hint why nanosheet particles being up to two orders of magnitude heavier
than CdSSe NPs were still able to show some minor TGBA stabilisation effect, despite their
unfavourable shape and size.
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4. ELECTROCALORIC EFFECT IN SMECTIC LIQUID CRYSTALS

In the second part of this thesis, the direct experimental measurements of the electrocaloric
effect in smectic liquid crystals are presented. Specifically, section 4 deals with the first direct
measurements of the electrocaloric effect in smectic liquid crystal compounds, such as 12CB
and 14CB, i.e., the higher members of CB homologue series that were already mentioned in
section 1. These compounds exhibit a direct phase transition from the isotropic to the SmA
phase. In addition, the electrocaloric effect in the ferroelectric liquid crystal compound
MHPPHBC is presented. The discussion of results is given at the end of section 4.

4.1 Conditions leading to a large electrocaloric effect in smectics
As already discussed in the introduction, it is expected that the coupling between the nematic
and smectic energy reservoirs, i.e., between the translational and orientational order, should
additionally enhance the electrocaloric effect. Due to the mutual coupling of the nematic and
smectic orders and the direct coupling between the nematic order and the electric field [see
Eq. (14) in section 1], both energy reservoirs can in fact be driven by the applied electric field.
In addition to this, the calorimetric experiments performed on

CB series

66

and the

theoretical modelling (discussed below) indicate that the latent heat absorbed on heating (or
released on cooling) at the I-SmA transition increses with increasing the homologue number
after the triple point (see Table 1 in section 1). In the special case that the electric field can
induce the I-SmA transition, the large latent heat can give a significant boost to the
electrocaloric response.
Therefore, in contrast to earlier indirect electrocaloric measurements performed on the
nematic 5CB compound, it is plausible to anticipate much larger electrocaloric response in
systems exhibiting a direct I-SmA transition with significantly larger latent heat, such as
12CB and 14CB compounds. Here, two conditions must be fulfilled: (i) the application of the
electric field should be able to induce the I-SmA phase transition in order to trigger the latent
heat release (or latent heat absorbance when the field is removed) and (ii) the latent heat
should be large enough to give a significant electrocaloric response. Bellow, we will verify
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whether these conditions are satisfied in smectics by simple theoretical modelling as well as
by direct experiments.
Let us first consider the results of the simple theoretical model that was developed by Samo
Kralj and Eva Klemenčič

101

. In that model, which is limited to the electrocaloric effect in

bulk smectic materials, the spatial inhomogeneities in both order parameters are neglected. It
is assumed that ⃗ is homogeneously aligned along the z−axis direction, the SmA layers adopt
an equilibrium spacing

and the static external electric field ⃗ is

and

oriented along the z-axis. The density of the free energy is the same as given already in Eq.
(14):

(65)

In the above equation, the last term, i.e., the N and SmA order parameters coupling term is
weighted by the positive coupling constant
qualitative changes at two critical values of

. The nature of the N-SmA transition exhibits
, i.e., at

and

. For

, the N-

SmA phase transition is second order and converts to the first order in the interval
. For values of

, a direct first order I-SmA phase transformation is

observed. Taking into account Eq. (19), the change of the thermal entropy
of the final temperature T2 is derived,

. Here, the

as a function

represents only the thermal

part of the heat capacity (i.e., the lattice or the phonon part), i.e., it does not involve the part of
the heat capacity that is related to the LC ordering degrees of freedom. We also assume
negligible small temperature and electric-field variations of the

within the temperature

interval [T1, T2]. One can calculate the final temperature T2 obtained in the electrocaloric
response via solving the iterative Eq. (25), derived in section 1.10,
[

]

(66)

In order to numerically solve this equation, it is useful to introduce the scaled quantities such
as the scaled field

and

, with
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representing the I-N

phase transition temperature at
[

,

= 0 and

is the equilibrium nematic order parameter at

= 0]. In calculations of the electrocaloric response, we have only considered cases

where [

] and [

in the isotropic phase where

], i.e., the field is switched on
= 0 for

. Figure 45 shows the calculated

phase diagram for three different values of . The calculated

phase diagram closely

resembles the composition-temperature phase diagram of nCB series (see Figure 9 in section
1.10.) 101.
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Figure 45 A calculated

phase diagram for smectic liquid crystals resembling the

observed composition-temperature phase diagram of CB series shown in Figure 9. Note that
measures the strength of the coupling between the nematic and smectic order 101.

The above phase diagram demonstrates that the applied field increases the I-SmA phase
transition temperature. This makes possible to induce the SmA phase from the isotropic phase
above the I-N-SmA triple point for sufficiently high electric fields,thus demonstrating that the
smectics above the I-N-SmA triple point satisfy condition (i).
Figure 46 shows the calculated value of

as a function of

for two values of

indicated in

the figure. The calculated results evidence that the field can indeed induce a transition to
smectic phase which is strongly first order above the I-N-SmA triple point, i.e.,

exhibits a

sharp discontinuous jump, the magnitude of which is proportional to the latent heat. In
addition, one can conclude that the magnitude of the discontinuous jump in
magnitude of the latent heat significantly grows with increasing
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or the

above the triple point value

of

. This implies that for

CB materials above the triple point, the latent heat should

significantly increase with increasing , thus proving that in these materials also condition (ii)
is satisfied.
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as a function of

for the two values of

The electrocaloric change of temperature
response

obtained at the

4

101

.

, normalized by the electrocaloric

, i.e., normalized by the electrocaloric response obtained in

the absence of the smectic order, is shown as a function of the coupling strength
Figure 47 for two values of the field
significantly grows with increasing

,. The calculated electrocaloric response indeed

, especially so above the triple point value of

above which also the latent heat is increased with increasing

,

. Above the I-N-SmA triple

point, the electrocaloric effect also significantly grows with increasing the applied field
This field-induced growth of the electrocaloric effect at the constant
larger change in the order parameter

in

.

is related in part to the

that is induced by the electric field via the coupling to

the nematic order parameter. The remaining part of the electrocaloric growth is related to the
upshift of the I-SmA transition temperature that is induced by the applied field and
consequently resulting in a final state of the material at
Hence, the larger change in the order parameter
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beeing deeper in the SmA phase.

and the larger electrocaloric response.
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Figure 47 Normalised electrocaloric response
calculated for two values of the field

101
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and

.

Let us now verify experimentally whether conditions (i) and (ii) are indeed fulfilled in CB
smectic liquid crystals. The increasing latent heat with increasing n was already verified
experimentally by calorimetric experiments

66

(see also Table 1 in section 1.10). Therefore,

only the condition (i) needs to be verified experimentally in nCBs.
It has been already shown by Garg et al.

102

that the electric field can cause a significant

change in the domain structure of the SmA phase. Our task is to show that the electric field
can also induce the I-SmA phase transition. We have verified this by the polarized optical
microscopy observations in 12CB liquid crystal.
The I-SmA transition in 12CB is a first order one, i.e., there is a finite temperature
coexistence range in which both smectic A and isotropic domains can be observed
simultaneously. The polarizing optical microscopy experiment was devised in order to
observe the growth of smectic domains in the isotropic matrix after the I-SmA transition was
induced by setting the external electric field on. For polarizing optical microscopy
observations, the same glass-plate cells were used as for the electrocaloric temperature change
measurements described in section 2.2.2.3

63

. In order to provide electrodes for the electric

field, the glass plates were coated with ITO. The field was then turned on at a set of stabilised
temperatures around the I-SmA phase transition. Specifically, the temperature was first set in
the isotropic phase, just above the coexistence range of the I-SmA transition. When the field
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was applied, the growth of the field-induced domains of the smectic A phase was monitored
by the polarizing optical microscope. Figure 48(a) shows and example of the initial state of
12CB just prior the application of the field taken at the temperature just entering the
coexistence range. Figure 48(b) was taken just a short time after the constant dc-field of
10 kVcm-1 was applied on 12CB and was not removed yet. After the application of the field,
the smectic phase front [shown in the optical-microscopy snapshot in Figure 48(b)] was
expanding until all sample is transformed into the smectic A phase. After the field was
removed, the sample started to convert back to the mostly isotropic state with the smectic
domains quickly disappearing and the image turning isotropic-dark again.

(b)

(a)

Figure 48 Optical-microscopy snapshots of the dc-field-induced I-SmA phase transition. (a)
Initial phase coexistence state, which is dominated by the isotropic phase. (b) The expanding
smectic phase front after the electric field was switched on 63. The electric field points into the
plane of image.

The above polarizing optical microscopy experiments clearly demonstrate that the SmA phase
can be electrically induced in the isotropic phase of 12CB, thus, supporting the above
described theoretical findings (see Figure 48 and related text). Therefore, in CB smectic LC
compounds condition (i) is fulfilled as well. The next two subsections present direct
measurements of the electrocaloric effect in pure smectic liquid crystals 12CB and 14CB.

4.2 Electrocaloric effect in pure 12CB
12CB exhibits a direct I-SmA phase transition, being rather close to the I-N-SmA triple point
67,103

. This triple point is situated close to the point ( ≈ 9,

≈ 50°C) in the composition-

temperature phase diagram shown in Figure 9 of section 1.10. In particular, the 9CB still
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exhibits I-N transition and after a brief temperature interval another N-SmA phase transition.
In contrast, the 10CB already exhibits a direct transition from I to SmA

66

. Therefore,

according to the conclusions of section 4.1, the 12CB represents an appropriate choice of
material with potentially large electrocaloric effect.
The details of the sample-cell preparation, electrocaloric measurements and raw-data analysis
are given already in section 2.2.2.3. The sample cell made of thin glass plates, coated with
ITO electrodes and with 120 μm thick layer of high-purity liquid crystal (see section 2.2.1)
was mounted in a high resolution calorimeter (see Figure 49). The calorimeter provided an
excellent temperature stability of the surrounding bath (± 0.1 mK) and with some minor
modifications to its controlling software, the high resolution measurements of the sample
temperature triggered by steps in the external electric field

104,105

. Similarly as in polarizing

optical microscopy experiments discussed previously, a sufficiently high electric field to cross
the I-SmA transition line was applied at a set of fixed temperatures, starting just above the ISmA phase transition and then cooling the sample across the transition with small
temperature steps after each ECE measurement (see illustration in Figure 50).
Figure 51 schematically shows an example of an ideal electrocaloric response. When the field
is switched on, the sample temperature rises very quickly and then exponentially relaxes back
to the initial bath temperature, due to the heat losses to the surrounding bath. When the field is
switched off, the sample is quickly cooled down below the bath temperature and then it
exponentially returns to the initial bath temperature, again, due to the thermal coupling to the
surrounding bath. The typical external thermal time scale of the exponential decay
is defined by the thermal coupling constant
and was

and the sample cell heat capacity

100 s.

Figure 49 Electrocaloric sample cell mounted in a sample-holder head of the high resolution
calorimeter.
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Figure 50 Schematic E-T phase diagram of 12CB near the I-SmA transition. Here, sufficiently
high electric field to cross the I-SmA transition line was applied during the electrocaloric
measurements.
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Figure 51 An example of an ideal electrocaloric response

105

. The non-ideal case with Joule

heating is illustrated by the dashed line.

In an ideal case, the magnitude of both heating and cooling peaks are symmetric around the
bath temperature and there is no Joule heating, i.e., no additional rise of the sample‟s
temperature during the time of the switched on field, due to the heating caused by the finite
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electric resistivity of the sample (shown in Figure 51 as dashed line). Lack of Joule heating
implies that the sample temperature returns always back to the bath temperature after some
time

during the field is switched on. The existence of any relatively high Joule

heating reduces the electrocaloric cooling efficiency of the material 48,52.
Figure 52 shows a typical time evolution of the electrocaloric response

obtained in pure

12CB, near the I-SmA phase transition and after switching the electric field on. The
electrocaloric response appears to be somewhat slower as compared to the typical response
obtained in solids (see slower rise of the temperature, taking few tens of seconds to reach the
maximum value in Figure 52). Most of the slow rise is related to the relatively long internal
thermal time scale,
equilibrium

63

20 s, in which the whole system reaches the internal thermal

. The real electrocaloric (or phase) conversion takes much shorter time. Video

snapshots have shown that most of the sample gets converted within the time scale required to
take one frame (

0.02 s), however some smaller part of the sample continues to convert

during the next 5-10 s, due to the sluggish kinetics of the smectic domains growth. The speed
of the electrocaloric response depended on the magnitude of the applied electric field and was
much faster for the field exceeding 20 kV/cm

102

. It appears that using the glass cells also

played some role in the sluggish kinetics of smectic domains growth, due to surface anchoring
effects 102.
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Figure 52 Electrocaloric change of temperature
the field is switched on at

as a function of time immediately after

= 0 in 12CB. The dashed curve denotes the time evolution of the

Joule heating 63,103.
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The elevated temperature plateau at longer times in Figure 52 indicates the existence of a
moderate Joule heating in pure 12CB, the time evolution of which is denoted by the dashed
curve. The magnitude of the Joule heating was found to be dependent on temperature and was
typically about 30% of the

at higher temperatures and about 10% at lower temperatures

in pure 12CB. The time evolution of the Joule heating was approximated at longer times by
(

) and was subtracted from the

experimentally determined external time scale

data. Here, the

was taken into account. Owing to the very

small temperature hysteresis of the first order I-SmA phase transition, a nearly symmetric EC
cooling response was observed upon the field removal. Consequently, we focus only on the
negative ECE change of temperature, as observed upon the removal of the electric field (see
example in Figure 53). Although, the
represent the

is a negative quantity in such case, we choose to

as a positive quantity in order not to interfere with the data presentation of

the so-called negative or inverted ECE response, which is typically observed in
antiferroelectrics. In this case, the inverted EC response is usually presented with negative
data values 106.
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Figure 53 Electrocaloric change of temperature

as a function of time in 12CB measured

close to the I-SmA phase transition and immediately after the field is switched off at
The Joule heating has already been subtracted in this figure

63,103

= 0.

.

Figure 54 shows the temperature dependence of the ECE temperature change

in the

vicinity of the I-SmA transition. One can see the expected enhanced electrocaloric effect
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around the phase transition with a maximum electrocaloric temperature change of 6.5 K for
12CB. Away from the transition, the electrocaloric effect diminishes rapidly as the
temperature is exiting the I-SmA coexistence range that was found to be somewhat
broadened, due to the application of high electric fields. Such relatively large electrocaloric
effect is mainly due to the released/absorbed latent heat at the field induced I-SmA/SmA-I
transition. Namely, a rough estimation of the sample temperature change in the case that most
of the available latent heat is released/absorbed during the electrocaloric experiment gives
⁄

12.2Jg-1/2.1Jg-1K-1

6 K, where L is latent heat at the transition and cp the

specific heat capacity of the sample. The remaining difference in the

is related to the

continuous changes induced in the smectic and nematic order parameters by the large electric
field. As the temperature is getting closer to the edges of the I-SmA coexistence range,
progressively less latent heat is involved in the electrocaloric response and

is

diminishing rapidly (see Figure 54).
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4.3 Electrocaloric effect in pure 14CB
Like 12CB, the 4-n-tetradecyl-4‟-cyanobiphenyl or 14CB also exhibits a direct isotropic to
SmA phase transition on cooling. In contrast to 12CB, the 14CB is further away from the I-NSmA triple point 66 and exhibits an even larger latent heat at the I-SmA transition (see Table 1
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in section 1.10) than the former. Accordingly, one could expect that the electrocaloric
response in 14CB would exceed that observed in 12CB 107.
The material‟s treatment and the sample-cell preparation procedure were same as in the case
of 12CB and were described in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.3, respectively. The electrocaloric
measurements were performed by the same method as described in 2.2.2.3, i.e., by utilizing
the modified high-resolution calorimeter.
An example of the time evolution of the electrocaloric response,

, obtained in pure

14CB compound, in the vicinity of the I-SmA phase transition and after switching the electric
field on and off, is shown in Figure 55 and Figure 56, respectively. The data shown were
already corrected for the Joule heating, the magnitude of which was comparable to that
observed in 12CB. In addition, the data in Figure 55 and Figure 56 were already rescaled by
taking into account the heat capacities of all participating masses (see section 2.2.2.3 for
details of data analysis). The electrocaloric response reaches a maximum value after few tens
of seconds, similar to what was observed in 12CB. This slow response has the same reason,
i.e., the fast electrocaloric response is actually convoluted by a longer internal thermal time
of

20 s in which the whole system reaches the internal thermal equilibrium 63.
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Figure 55 The electrocaloric change of temperature

as a function of time immediately

after the field is switched on at = 0 in 14CB. The data have already been corrected for Joule
heating and for thermal influence of other participating masses 107.
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Figure 56 The electrocaloric change of temperature

as a function of time in 14CB

measured close to the I-SmA phase transition and immediately after the field is switched off
at

= 0. The data have already been corrected for Joule heating and for thermal influence of

other participating masses 107.

It is interesting to note that a nearly symmetric EC response was observed upon field
application and field removal, due to very small temperature hysteresis of the first order ISmA phase transition.
Figure 57 shows the temperature dependence of the magnitude of the ECE temperature
change

in the vicinity of the I-SmA transition, as measured in 14CB for both the field

application cycle (upper panel) and the field removal cycle (lower panel). The expected
enhancement of the electrocaloric effect around the I-SmA phase transition is clearly seen in
both panels of Figure 57. The maximum electrocaloric temperature change of 8.3 K was
obtained in cooling cycle for 14CB, slightly exceeding that of 12CB. It appears that the ISmA coexistence range is broadened more strongly by the application of high electric fields
than in the 12CB, resulting in a more gradual decrease of the electrocaloric response than
observed in 12CB. However, the electrocaloric response still diminishes rapidly as the
temperature is shifted away from the centre of the I-SmA coexistence range. This is partially
due to the increasingly reduced latent heat that is involved and partially due to the stiffening
of the order parameter deeper in the smectic A phase, i.e., less changes of the order parameter
can be induced by the electric field deeper in the smectic A phase. Similarly as in the case of
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12CB, most of the electrocaloric effect can be attributed to the released/absorbed latent heat at
the field induced I-SmA/SmA-I transition. Here, an estimation of the sample temperature
change in the case that the nearly all latent heat is involved in the electrocaloric effect gives
⁄

14.7Jg-1/2Jg-1K-1

7.3 K. The rest of the ECE is stemming from the

continuous changes of the smectic and nematic order parameters induced by the electric field.
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Figure 57 The electrocaloric change of temperature

as a function of temperature in

14CB. The upper panel shows the magnitude of the electrocaloric response obtained after the
electric field was switched on. The lower panel shows the electrocaloric magnitude obtained
after the electric field was switched off 107.

In a way, obtaining the large ECE in 12CB and 14CB is not that surprising, since an
enhancement of the electrocaloric effect by the latent heat, involved at the field induced
ferroelectric-paraelectric transition, was demonstrated before

52

. Nevertheless, the

enhancement of the ECE observed in smectic LCs rivals that observed in the best solid state
electrocalorics 52,54. In fact, the largest electrocaloric effect was found so far in solids near the
ferroelectric or antiferroelectric phase transitions

54

, due to the rather strong linear coupling

between the polarization order parameter and the electric field. This coupling results in a
rather large term in the free energy density,

⃗

⃗ , which leads to a significant dipolar

entropy change induced by the electric field. It is interesting to note that the ferroelectric
phase can also be found in chiral liquid crystal compounds

13,108

. Hence, it may also be of

interest to explore the electrocaloric effect in ferroelectric liquid crystals. In the next section,
we will explore the ECE in ferroelectric liquid crystal compound MHPPHBC.
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4.4 Electrocaloric effect in the ferroelectric liquid crystal MHPPHBC
In this section, we will look at the ECE in ferroelectric liquid crystal compound
MHPPHBC 109. The compound MHPPHBC was already described in section 2.2.1. The
method of measurement and the sample cell preparation were same as in the case of 12CB
and 14CB (see section 2.2.2.3).
In ferroelectric liquid crystals, besides the dielectric-anisotropy coupling of the nematic order
parameter and the electric field, which is quadratic in nature, there is the linear polarizationelectric field coupling term,

⃗

⃗ . Due to symmetry reasons

13

, the polarization vector is

foun only within the smectic layers and can be considered as a two component vector
⃗

. Polarization is directly coupled to the projection of the director field to the

smectic layer, which is also a two component vector

. Its absolute value is

approximately equal to the tilt-angle of molecules from the smectic layer normal, | |
hence it is called a tilt

108

,

. The free-energy density for liquid crystals exhibiting the

ferroelectric phase (or SmC* phase) is rather complex and can be written in the absence of the
electric field as 108:

(
(

)

|

|

⃗

)

(67)

In the presence of an external electric field, two additional terms should be added to

(

⃗)

⃗

⃗

108

(68)

It is obvious from the above free energy density that the coupling between the electric field
and the polarization, as well as the coupling between the polarization and the tilt allow for
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field-induced entropy changes of two coupled energy reservoirs, i.e., two energy subsystems
related to the dipolar and orientational orders. At first glance, such a coupling looks attractive,
since it is usually associated with the enhancement of the electrocaloric effect. However, the
magnitude of the polarization that is typically observed in ferroelectric liquid crystals is
drastically reducing the potential of the effect. Namely, typical values of the polarization
found in SmC* phase are between 0.0001 and 0.002 C/m2 and only in special mixtures or
specially prepared compounds, they come close to 0.01 C/m2. In contrast, the polarization in
solid ferroelectrics is somewhere between 0.1 and 0.6 C/m2 and in thin films can even exceed
value of 1 C/m2, i.e., solid ferroelectrics have nearly two orders of magnitude larger
polarization than that of ferroelectric liquid crystals. This shows that the energy changes
related to the application of the electric field might be rather small in ferroelectric liquid
crystals. In addition, the calorimetric investigations of the SmA* - SmC* phase transition
shows that the enthalpy changes associated with this transition are rather small, with no or
very small latent heat involved. This also indicates that the energy enhancemet of the ECE,
related to the electric field coupling with the director field, is expected to be small.
The direct measurements of the electrocaloric effect in the ferroelectric compound
MHPPHBC with large polarization of  0.0014 C/m2, shown in Figure 58 confirm our
expectation of a rather week ECE in ferroelectric liquid crystals

109

. Here, the magnitude of

the ECE measured in both positive and negative cycles (field on and off) does not excced the
value of 0.2 K. It is also difficult to say that there is any enhancement of the ECE taking place
at the ferroelectric transition temperature,

, which was determined by dielectric

spectroscopy and is denoted by an arrow in Figure 58. In fact, a nearly constantly growing
value of the ECE with increasing temperature and even larger values above the

seem to be

consistent with a diminishing low-temperature wing of the nemato-smectic electrocaloric
response, exhibiting a maximum somewhere at high-temperature phase transitions. This
means that the ECE observed in the SmC* phase is mostly related to the field induced changes
of the nematic and smectic orders (via the dielectric-anisotropy term that is driving also the
ECE in both 12CB and 14CB).
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Figure 58 The electrocaloric change of temperature
MHPPHBC. The positive

as a function of temperature in

values correspond to the magnitude of the electrocaloric

response obtained after the electric field was switched on. The negative

values

correspond to the magnitude of the electrocaloric response obtained after the electric field was
switched off 109.

Nevertheless, the small increase and variation of the ECE response just bellow the

could

be attributed to the trully ferroelectric ECE, the magnitude of which, however, does not
exceed the value of 0.02 K.

4.5 Discussion of the results obtained in pure compounds
The large electrocaloric effect exceeding 6 K in 12CB and 14CB confirms the expectation
based on a theoretical modelling discussed in section 4.1

101,103

. The ECE results obtained in

the ferroelectric phase demonstrate that the dominant energy reservoirs contributing to the
ECE in smectics are the nematic and smectic reservoirs and not the dipolar reservoir, in
contrast to solid dipolar systems such as ferroelectrics and antiferroelectrics 109.
At first glance, the above results look very attractive for application in cooling devices based
on regeneration technique 110. Using the regeneration technique, a cooling device can be built
in which the cooling temperature span can exceed more than 10 times the actual electrocaloric
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temperature change in an electrocaloric material. This would imply that using the 14CB in
such a device could lead, in an ideal case, to a cooling temperature span of more than 80 K.
However, there are few drawbacks of pure liquid crystal materials, rendering them at present
not ideal candidates for applications in electrocaloric cooling devices. The two main issues
are related to (i) the relatively high Joule heating and to (ii) the relatively narrow temperature
range in which the large ECE is observed. Both these issues are drastically affecting the
efficiency of the electrocaloric cooling device and its working temperature range. Fortunately,
it appears that both of these main problems can be solved by the addition of NPs. In
particular, it is known that the presence of NPs can significantly broadens the temperature
range of phase transitions. For example, it was shown that the coexistence range of the
isotropic-nematic phase transition can be extended from ~100 mK up to 10 K or more

68

.

Moreover, NPs with the surface charges can act as traps for freely moving ions that are the
main source of the Joule heating. In the next section, the impact of CdSSe NPs on the
electrocaloric response, its temperature range and the Joule heating are presented.
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5. ELECTROCALORIC EFFECT IN MIXTURES OF 12CB AND CdSSe
NANOPARTICLES

In this section, the first direct measurements of the electrocaloric effect in mixtures of 12CB
liquid crystal with functionalised CdSSe NPs are presented. The obtained results demonstrate
that the utilization of NPs can solve some of the problems that are preventing the usage of
liquid crystals as electrocaloric refrigerants. The discussion of results is given at the end of
section 5.
As discussed at the end of the previous section, the shortcomings of using pure 12CB as
electrocaloric cooling material are related to the narrow coexistence range (less than 0.2 K in
the absence of the electric field) and to the rather significant Joule heating caused by the ionic
impurities that reduce the material electrical resistivity. As mentioned in section 4.2., the
Joule heating was found to be of the order of 30% of the observed EC response in 12CB. One
solution for this problem is to make the liquid crystal material extremely pure by perhaps
repeated cycles of recrystallization. This can temporary drastically reduce the Joule heating 69.
However, it is usually just the matter of time when the liquid crystal will become
contaminated again, either during the handling procedures or by the debries of the slow
temperature- or field-induced decomposition of the liquid crystal itself

69

. The remedy for

both problems could be the addition of nanoparticles in small concentrations to the pure
12CB. For instance, the calorimetric experiments have demonstrated that the coexistence
range of a melting transition can be for more than an order of magnitude expanded by the
addition of micellar NPs to the host liquid crystal

68

. Furthermore it was shown that the

addition of different types of NPs ranging from insulating to ferroelectric NPs can
significantly reduce the density of moving charge carriers via the ion-trapping effect

69

. In

particular, it was demonstrated that the addition of insulating NPs can reduce the conductivity
due to the ion-trapping effect for more than an order of magnitude
impact of the charged NPs on the moving ions is given in Figure 59.
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70

. The illustration of the

Figure 59 Schematic illustration of the impact of NPs on the mobile charge carriers. (a) The
situation is immediately after field is switched on. The ions move towards the electrodes and
cause some Joule heating and partial screening of the external field. (b) Some charge carriers
are trapped on the surface of nanoparticles. The density of free-moving charge carriers is
reduced, thus leading to the reduction of both Joule heating and screening effect 68.

In order to test the ECE in such NP-modified liquid crystals, a mixture with

0.05 was

prepared, composed of 12CB with semiconductive CdSSe NPs, i.e., same NPs that were
already used in our TGBA stabilisation studies

46

. The details of NPs‟ properties were

presented in section 2.1.1.2 and the properties of the 12CB liquid crystal were given in section
2.2.1. The mixing method was presented in detail in section 2.1.2.1. The experimental details
and results are given below.

5.1 Dielectric spectroscopy results
In order to check the impact of NPs on the broadening of the coexistence range and the I-SmA
phase transition temperature, the dielectric constant of the mixture was measured at the
frequency of 10 kHz in the vicinity of the I-SmA phase transition for both the pure 12CB and
a mixture of 12CB and CdSSe NPs with

0.05 63. The details of the dielectric spectroscopy

method are presented in section 2.2.2.2. For both samples, the dielectric scans were taken on
cooling the sample from the isotropic phase with a typical cooling rate of 3 K/h. Using a
faster or slower cooling rate did not have significant influence on the dielectric results
presented below. The amplitude of the oscillatory excitation field was kept low, i.e.,
70 V/cm, in order to avoid additional field-induced shift and smearing of the I-SmA
transition.
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Figure 60 shows the real part of the dielectric constant ε‟ as a function of temperature for both
0.05 63. It is evident from Figure

pure 12CB and a mixture of 12CB and CdSSe NPs with

60 that the impact of NPs is two-fold: (i) the phase transition temperature is shifted to lower
temperatures for about 0.5 K and (ii) the coexistence range is broadened from about 0.2 K in
pure 12CB to more than 2 K in the mixture of 12CB with NPs. Therefore, the shift of the ISmA transition is acceptably small, while the expansion of the coexistence range in the
mixture with CdSSe NPs is one order of magnitude. Such expansion of the coexistence range
could also have consequences on the magnitude of the electrocaloric effect. Since the latent
heat is released or absorbed in a much broader temperature range than before, one would
expect to observe a more modest enhancement of the electrocaloric effect in the vicinity of the
I-SmA transition.
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Figure 60 The dielectric constant of the pure 12CB and the mixture of 12CB and CdSSe NPs
with

0.05 in the vicinity of the I-SmA phase transition. The coexistence range (denoted

by c.r.) is smeared over a much broader temperature range in the mixture than in the pure
12CB 63.

5.2 Electrocaloric results
The electrocaloric change of temperature,

, was measured as a function of temperature at

a constant amplitude of the electric-field pulses and in the vicinity of the I-SmA phase
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transition. Figure 61 shows the electrocaloric response after the field was switched on in pure
12CB and in the mixture with NPs, about 0.5 K below the I-SmA phase transition
comparison of the

63

. A

shows that the Joule heating, observed as an elevated plateau at

longer times when the field is still on, is greatly reduced in the mixture. This clearly

2.5
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Figure 61 The EC change of temperature
field is switched on at t = 0. Lower
with CdSSe NPs with

as a function of time immediately after the
plateau at longer times observed in the mixture

0.05 indicates a significantly lower Joule heating in contrast to the

pure 12CB (inset) 63.

Due to the very small temperature hysteresis of the I-SmA phase transition, a nearly
symmetric EC cooling response was observed upon field removal and we focus only on the
magnitude of the ECE as observed upon removal of the electric field. For the same reason as
discussed in the case of pure 12CB, this otherwise negative quantity is represented as a
positive one in Figure 62 (see section 4.2).
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Figure 62 The EC response

as a function of temperature in the vicinity of the I-SmA

phase transition for the pure 12CB and the mixture of 12CB and CdSSe NPs with

0.05 63.

A significant enhancement of the ECE is once again observed within the coexistence range of
the I-SmA transition of the mixture of 12CB and CdSSe NPs with maximum
As expected, this is a somewhat smaller value than the maximum value of
observed in pure 12CB. Nevertheless, except for the maximum value, the
mixture at other temperatures exceed the

5.18 K.
6.5 K
values of the

values of the pure 12CB, which decrease more

rapidly below the I-SmA phase transition temperature. This demonstrates that although the
expansion of the coexistence range has reduced the maximum

value in the mixture, it

has enhanced the electrocaloric response in a broader temperature range away from the I-SmA
phase transition temperature, as intended.

5.3 Discussion of the ECE results obtained in mixtures of 12CB and CdSSe
nanoparticles
It is interesting to note that the reduction of the maximum

value is smaller than one

would expect by an order of magnitude larger expansion of the coexistence range in the
mixture with NPs. This suggests that the latent heat is not uniformly released or absorbed
within the coexistence range of the mixture. It appears that significant latent heat is still
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released or absorbed within the temperature range that is slightly expanded in comparison to
the original coexistence range of the pure 12CB.
The above results have demonstrated a way in which two main problems plaguing a soft
liquid crystal electrocaloric material can be addressed by the addition of NPs. The slight
modification of 12CB by the addition of CdSSe NPs with

0.05 has two positive effects:

(i) the coexistence range in which the ECE is enhanced by the latent heat was expanded for
more than an order of magnitude. This resulted in a widening of the temperature range with
large electrocaloric response. (ii) the Joule heating was suppressed significantly via the NP
ion-trapping mechanism in which the density of moving charge carriers is greatly reduced.
The Joule heating was reduced nearly by a factor of 4-5 below the I-SmA transition
temperature. The modification of LCs by NPs could therefore enhance significantly their
potential as electrocaloric cooling materials.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The possibility to stabilise the TGBA phase by the addition of NPs to the liquid crystal CE8
was explored in the first part of this work. Different NPs, such as spherical semiconductive
CdSSe and metallic Au NPs were utilized along with strongly anisotropic platelet-like MoS2,
graphene and laponite NPs. The composition-temperature phase diagrams were constructed
for the CE8 + spherical NPs systems, demonstrating that the stable TGBA can be induced in a
significant temperature range that is increasing with increasing content of spherical NPs. The
best stabilisation of the TGBA phase was obtained in mixtures with spherical Au NPs with
average diameter of 10 nm. Here, the 3 K wide TGBA phase was found and the combined
temperature range of NL* and TGBA phases was about 5 K

46,75

. The following four

mechanisms were found to be important for the stabilisation of TGBA order by addition of
NPs.
The first main mechanism is related to the so-called adaptive defect core targeting or ADCT,
which itself is a combination of two mechanisms: (i) the so-called defect core-replacement
mechanism and (ii) the adaptive character of NPs' functionalisation with respect to the
surrounding LC ordering. In the ADCT mechanism, the replacement of the liquid crystal
molecules by the NPs in melted isotropic regions decreases the condensation free-energy
penalty related to the melted defect cores, thus, the free energy is reduced.
The second main mechanism is related to the saddle-splay elasticity (

) term. This

mechanism can get on importance in colloidal systems with a large surface to volume ratio of
the admixed phase; in our mixtures, the presence of NPs introduces an important amount of
interfaces with the significant impact of saddle-splay contributions. In the TGBA case, it turns
out that the radial director field variation from the centre of an isolated screw dislocation is
reminiscent of the double twist distortion with a significant saddle-splay free energy
contribution.
The above two mechanisms were found to be more important in the case of mixtures with
lighter, spherical CdSSe NPs. In fact, it appears that the second mechanism related to the
saddle-splay term is of an order of magnitude more important in stabilising the TGBA phase in
comparison to the simple ADCT mechanism in mixtures with CdSSe NPs.
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The third mechanism is linked with the energy penalty due to the dilatation of smectic layers,
which increases with increasing the size of NPs. This hydrodynamic-type field supports longrange forces that guide the NPs towards the cores of topological defects in order to minimize
the global free energy. It appears that more Au NPs are entering the defect core in contrast to
the lighter CdSSe NPs. A larger concentration of Au NPs within the lines of screw
dislocations makes more favorable the formation of long anisotropic clusters as supported by
the plasmon resonance data.
The fourth mechanism is connected with the possible existence of attractive interaction at
longer distances and repulsive interaction at shorter distances between the screw dislocation
lines. Such interactions could lead to the existence of a local minimum for the interaction
potential between the screw dislocations. The concentration of heavy anisotropic clusters of
NPs within the cores of screw dislocations would additionally reduce the fluctuations of
screw dislocation lines. Reduced fluctuations would make easier the condensation of screw
dislocations within the local minima of the interaction potential, thus, effectively stabilising
their network, i.e., the long-range TGBA order.
The two latter mechanisms seem to be of greater importance in mixtures with larger and
denser spherical NPs such as gold nanoparticles, hence explaining why the larger Au NPs are
more efficient in stabilising the TGBA phase than the smaller CdSSe NPs.
The SAXS measurements on oriented samples show the existence of a typical TGB A
scattering ring between the SmA* and N* phases. The angle-scattering intensity profiles and
the width of the scattering ring are consistent with the disordered structure of the
commensurate TGBA phase.
In contrast to the spherical NPs, the strongly anisotropic NPs appear to be much less effective
in stabilising the TGBA phase. Despite only stable mixtures with lower NPs‟ concentration
were possible to prepare, it appears that the shape and size of NPs seem to be unfavourable to
stabilise the TGBA phase. It seems that larger portions of platelet-like NPs are immersed
within the orientationally ordered phase, i.e., outside of the topological defects. These
portions are apparently disrupting the TGBA ordering, the energy penalty of which is greatly
reducing the defect core replacement free-energy gain. Thus, by stabilising the competitive
SmA* and N* orders, the intermediate TGBA phase is effectively squeezed out by these NPs.
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In the second part of this work, the existence of the large electrocaloric effect, exceeding 6 K,
is confirmed for the first time by direct electrocaloric measurements in pure smectic liquid
crystals 12CB and 14CB. So far, the existence of a large electrocaloric effect was confirmed
only in solid materials. However, it would be useful to have soft fluid electrocaloric materials,
due to their easier heat exchange with the regenerator and the possibility to replace the passive
liquid regenerator materials with the electrocaloric-active regenerator material in
electrocaloric cooling devices working on regeneration principle 110. In this thesis, it is shown
that the enhancement by the latent heat, associated with the I-SmA transition, can lead to a
large electrocaloric response in smectic liquid crystals. The experimental results, which are in
accordance with the theoretical expectations, manifest that the nematic and smectic energy
reservoirs dominantly contribute to the ECE in liquid crystals and not the dipolar subsystem,
in contrast to other solid electrocaloric materials.
Prior to making liquid crystals useful candidates for electrocaloric refrigerants, two problems
related to the narrow operational temperature range and the rather high Joule heating must be
resolved. At the end of the Thesis, we have addressed both these problems in a unified
approach in which the liquid crystal host is slightly modified by the addition of CdSSe NPs.
The modification of LCs by NPs in a moderate concentration did not change significantly
their soft properties. However, the presence of NPs had two positive effects: (i) the
operational temperature range in which the large ECE is observed was expanded significantly
and (ii) the Joule heating was suppressed for almost a factor of 5, due to the NPs' ion-trapping
mechanism by which the density of moving charge carriers is greatly reduced. These
experiments suggest that the potential use of more compatible NPs, such as micellar NPs
decorated by the ion-trapping quantum dots, could lead to liquid crystal electrocaloric
materials with even wider operational temperature range and negligible Joule heating, i.e., to
nearly application-grade electrocaloric cooling materials.
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8. RAZŠIRJENI POVZETEK

Doktorska disertacija je razdeljena na dva večja dela. Prvi del raziskuje stabilizacijo in
samoorganizacijo TGB faznih struktur v mešanicah tekočega kristala z nanodelci, v drugem
delu pa proučujemo elektrokalorični pojav v smektičnih tekočih kristalih in pokaţemo obstoj
velikega elektrokaloričnega pojava v teh mehkih snoveh.
Tekoči kristali so zelo zanimivi zaradi njihove uporabnosti v različnih optičnih napravah, kot
so modulatorji svetlobe, tekoče kristalni zasloni

111,112

ter temperaturni aktuatorji

113

v obliki

tekočekristalnih elastomerov. Pri tem se je pokazalo, da se da z mešanjem nanodelcev
stabilizirati določene optično zanimive faze, kot so modre faze in TGB faze

37–40,42,46,47,75

.V

zadnjem času raziskujemo tudi kalorične lastnosti tekočih kristalov, ki bi se jih dalo uporabiti
kot hladilne snovi v hladilnih napravah nove generacije, kot so elektrokalorični
hladilniki 49,50,52,54,59,64,65. Pri tem elektrokalorične snovi pod vplivom zunanjega električnega
polja spremenijo temperaturo. Tekoči kristali s čim večjim elektrokaloričnim efektom bi tako
bili dobra zamenjava za okolju manj prijazne hladilne pline v obstoječih hladilnih napravah.
Hladilniki na elektrokalorični princip bi lahko imeli širok spekter uporabe od ohlajanja
miniaturnih elektronskih komponent, uporabe v toplotnih črpalkah, pa vse do uporabe v
klimatskih napravah in hladilnikih 48,51,54,104,110,114.

8.1 STABILIZACIJA FAZE TGBA Z NANODELCI
8.1.1 Uvod
V prvem delu disertacije raziskujemo stabilizacijo TGBA faze z nanodelci. Tako kot modre
faze, spadajo tudi TGB faze med frustrirane faze. Za frustrirane faze je značilna defektna
struktura, ki je običajno posledica dveh struktur, ki ne moreta sovpadati brez tvorbe defektov,
kateri se v modrih fazah imenujejo disklinacijske linije

1,4,5,14–17

. Kiralnost molekul teţi k

tvorbi spiralnih struktur v tekočem kristalu, t.j. tvorbo dvojnosučnih cilindrov, ki se poskušajo
urediti v kubično urejeno strukturo, pri tem pa pride do defektov v točkah, kjer se srečajo trije
cilindri in kjer ni ujemanja med njihovimi direktorji. Glede na vrsto urejene kubične strukture
ločimo tri modre faze, t.i. BPI, BPII in BPIII, ki se pojavijo med kiralno nematsko fazo in
izotropno kapljevino. Pri tem imata BPI in BPII telesno centrirano in površinsko centrirano
124

kubično strukturo, BPIII pa ima neurejeno strukturo, z enako simetrijo kot izotropna faza.
Ozko temperaturno območje modrih faz je precejšnja ovira za uporabnost optičnih lastnosti
teh faz v tehnologiji 5. Kikuchi je s sodelavci leta 2002 objavil svoje delo, kjer so v tekočih
kristalih uspeli razširiti temperaturno območje modrih faz na 60 K

34

. To so storili z

dodajanjem polimerov in ojačevalcev kiralnosti v tekoče kristale. Polimerne verige so
zapolnile mesta linijskih defektov in tako stabilizirale modre faze v širokem temperaturnem
območju. Kasneje so z istim namenom mešali različne tekočekristalne kompozite
tekočim kristalom dodajali nanodelce

35,37–44,46,47,75

4,33

ali

. Razširitev temperaturnega območja

modrih faz z nanodelci je bila sicer manj učinkovita, vendar bolj ponovljiva in brez velike
temperaturne histereze pri segrevanju in ohlajanju. Pri tem se nanodelci tako kot polimeri
premaknejo v disklinacijske linije in stabilizirajo defektno strukturo.
Izkazalo se je, da se da z nanodelci stabilizirati tudi TGBA fazo

47

. TGB faze se pojavljajo

med smektično (SmA*, SmC*) in kiralno nematsko fazo (N*). Sestavljajo jih bloki smektične
faze dolţine

. Rotiranje blokov vzdolţ ene osi oriše spiralno strukturo, ki pa skupaj s

strukturo smektičnih blokov ne more obstajati brez defektov. Med smektičnimi bloki se tako
tvorijo defektne strukture, t. i. zrnate meje (ang. grain boundaries), v katerih so zvojne
dislokacije na razdalji

. Glede na orientacijski red molekul v smektičnih blokih, delimo

TGB faze na TGBA, TGBC*, itd. Razdaljo , na kateri se smektični bloki zavrtijo za 360°,
imenujemo en hod vijačnice (ang. pitch). Če razmerje
celih števil

⁄ lahko zapišemo v obliki razmerja

⁄ , je TGB faza komenzurabilna, sicer je TGB faza inkomenzurabilna.

Med fazo TGB in fazo N* se lahko pojavi še faza s TGB strukturo, a redom kratkega dosega,
ki sta jo Kamien in Lubensky napovedala leta 1993 22. To je t.i. kiralna tekoča nematska faza
NL* (ang. chiral line liquid phase) 3.
TGB faze so bile teoretično napovedane leta 1988

20,21

, ko sta Renn in Lubensky primerjala

tekoče kristale s superprevodniki. V tej primerjavi je smektična faza analogna Meissnerjevi
fazi v superprevodnikih, nematska faza navadni kovini, TGB faza pa Abrikosovi mreţi
vrtincev 4. Eksperimentalno je bila leta 1989 najprej odkrita TGBC faza 23, nato pa leta 1992
še TGBA faza 24.
TGB faze so bile kasneje raziskane z različnimi eksperimentalnimi tehnikami. Chan in
Garland sta objavila kalorimetrične meritve, s katerimi sta pokazala fazno sekvenco SmA*TGBA-NL*-N*

25

. Na podlagi sipanja rentgenskih ţarkov pod majhnimi koti (SAXS) je
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Navailles s soavtorji določila strukturo TGBC faze

27,28

in TGBA faze

18,29

v različnih tekočih

kristalih. Sipanje ţarkov v komenzurabilni TGB fazi je dalo sipalni vzorec v obliki obroča z
vrhovi z višjo intenziteto na enakomernih razmakih po obroču

27,28

. Z optičnim

polarizacijskim mikroskopom je karakteristične slike TGB faze pod planarnimi in
homeotropnimi pogoji naredil Dierking s sodelavci 26.
Zgoraj smo omenili, da se pri dodajanju nanodelcev tekočemu kristalu z modrimi fazami
nanodelci razporedijo v disklinacijske defekte. Prav tako se v fazah TGB nanodelci usmerijo
v zvojne dislokacije, kjer je smektični red preteţno staljen. V prvih poskusih je Cordoyiannis
s sodelavci ţe stabiliziral fazo TGBA v ozkem temperaturnem območju nekaj deset mK v
mešanici tekočega kristala CE6 z nanodelci CdSe

47

. Stabilizacijo TGBA faze so pokazali s

polarizacijsko optično mikroskopijo, meritvami SAXS in kalorimetrijo visoke ločljivosti na
mešanicah z različno koncentracijo nanodelcev. Temperaturna odvisnost specifične toplote je
pokazala tipični kalorimetrični vzorec za fazno sekvenco SmA*-TGBA-NL*-N*, kot ga je
pokazal ţe Chan s sodelavci25 na čistem tekočem kristalu, ki kaţe TGB fazo.
V tej tezi so podani dodatni dokazi za stabilizacijo TGBA faze z nanodelci. Pri tem je bil
raziskan vpliv različne strukture jedra nanodelcev, njihove funkcionalizacije in oblike na
stabilizacijo TGBA faze. Poskušali smo ugotoviti ali nanodelci gredo res v jedra zvojnih
dislokacij in mogoče tam tvorijo anizotropne skupke. Prav tako bomo poskušali določiti fazni
diagram sestava-temperatura

za določene mešanice z nanodelci, skupaj s širino faz

TGBA in NL*. S pomočjo SAXS meritev bomo poskušali določiti strukturo stabilizirane TGBA
faze, t.j., ali je komenzurabilna, inkomenzurabilna ali pa je mogoče neurejena.
V tej tezi bomo uporabljali raje CE8 tekoči kristal namesto CE6. CE8 je bil pred kratkim
uporabljen za stabilizacijo modrih faz in je dobro znan vzorec

35–37,39

. Poleg tega je CE8

mnogo bliţje trojni točki SmA*-TGBA-N*, kar lahko dodatno pomaga pri stabilizaciji TGBA
faze. Testirali bomo nanodelce različnih struktur in velikosti, kot so sferični zlati (Au) in
polprevodni nanodelci kadmijevega sulfid selenida (CdSSe). Pri študiju vpliva oblike
nanodelcev na stabilizacijo TGBA faze bomo zamenjali sferične nanodelce z diskotičnimi
nanodelci. S tem bomo poskusili določiti pomen različnih mehanizmov TGBA stabilizacije.
8.1.2 Rezultati za čisti CE8
Kot smo zgoraj omenili smo za eksperimente stabilizacije TGBA faze izbrali tekoči kristal
CE8, za katerega sicer določeni eksperimenti kaţejo direkten prehod iz SmA* faze v N*
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fazo 37,39,46. Na CE8 smo naredili dodatne eksperimente, da bi preverili ta prehod, saj je
Wilson s sodelavci v konferenčnem povzetku omenil moţnost obstoja TGBA faze na prehodu
med SmA* in N* fazo 72. Naredili smo dodatne optične eksperimente, ki bi nam tudi pokazali,
če je CE8 blizu trojne točke faz N*, TGBA, in SmA* 73. Rezultati specifične toplote kaţejo
prehod iz SmA* faze v N* fazo pri T = 406.4 K s koeksistenčnim območjem širokim 250 mK.
Na sliki 1 vidimo, da je vrh asimetričen in se na niţjetemperaturni strani vrha pojavi dodatna
anomalija.
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Slika 1: Specifična toplota v odvisnosti od temperature za prehod N*-SmA* 37,39.

Takšen asimetričen vrh v specifični toploti bi lahko predstavljal 0.2 K široko TGBA območje,
neenakomeren prehod prvega reda med SmA* in N* fazo, ali bliţino trojne točke faz SmA*,
TGBA in N*. Pomen anomalije smo poskusili preveriti s polarizacijsko optično mikroskopijo
(POM)

73

. Pripravili smo različne tipe celic za POM, da bi sistematično preverili vpliv

debeline celic ter vpliva površine na stabilnost TGBA faze. Za eksperiment smo uporabili šest
različnih tipov celic, od tega so bili štirje tipi celic pripravljeni z dvema različnima
debelinama (9 μm in 22 μm za celice kupljene v Instec-u, ter 10 μm in 20 μm za ostale
celice). Imeli smo tri celice s planarno površinsko ureditvijo (poliamidni nanos PI, nanos
polivinil alkohola PVA in poliamidni nanos PI kupljeni v Instec-u), homeotropne celice
(Instec PI nanos) in neurejene celice (en tip celic brez urejanja površine ter drug s
podrgnjenim steklom). Samo v debelih celicah s planarno urejeno površino s PI nanosom smo
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opazili stabilno TGBA fazo (slika 2). Pri ostalih celicah je bila faza TGBA metastabilna ali pa
je šlo le za koeksistenco faze TGBA s fazo SmA* in/ali fazo N*.

Slika 2: Mikroskopske slike planarno urejenih celic s PI v debelih celicah (20 μm) v prvem
stolpcu in v tanjših celicah (10 μm) v drugem stolpcu. Slika (A): faza SmA* pri 408.48 K.
Slika (B): slabilna faza TGBA pri 408.52 K. Slika (C): faza N* pri 409.15 K, tipična kiralna
nematska tekstura. Slika (D): faza SmA* pri 408.35 K. Slika (E): metastabilna faza TGBA
med fazama SmA* in N* pri 408.41 K. Slika (F): faza N* pri 408.54 K

73

. Prikazane

mikroskopske slike sta naknadno posnela G. Cordoyiannis in I. Lelidis na Univerzi v Atenah
(National and Kapodistrian University of Athens).

Rezultati planarne ureditve kaţejo, da lahko pride do stabilizacije TGB A faze, če površinska
planarna urejenost ni premočna, saj se pri debelejši celici faza TGBA stabilizira, pri tanjši pa
ne 73,83.
Lahko sklenemo, da je tekoči kristal CE8 res blizu trojne točke faz SmA*, TGBA, in N*. V
splošnem se nam TGBA faza pojavi le v metastabilnem stanju z močnimi fluktuacijami.
Odvisno od jakosti vpliva površine in debeline celic se ta pojavi v temperaturnem območju od
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20 mK do 100 mK. Rezultati kaţejo, da premočna sklopitev s površino destabilizira fazo
TGBA, prav tako odsotnost površinske urejenosti. Ravno primerno močno površinsko urejanje
pa lahko v CE8 pomaga stabilizirati fazo TGBA v bliţini SmA*-TGBA-N* trojne točke.
8.1.3 Stabilizacija faze TGBA s sferičnimi nanodelci CdSSe
Za TGB stabilizacijo smo najprej pripravili dve različni mešanici CE8 + CdSSe,
0,05 76, pri čemer je koncentracija nanodelcev

definirana na sledeč način:

⁄
kjer sta

in

0.01 in

(Enačba 1)

masi nanodelcev in tekočega kristala. Kot so pokazale AFM meritve, so

polprevodni CdSSe nanodelci velikosti 3.5 nm, t.j., v rangu velikosti molekul tekočih
kristalov. Nanje so pripete gibljive veriţne molekule trioktilfosfina (TOP) in oleilamina (OA)
(funkcionalizacija nanodelcev), ki omogočajo boljše mešanje s tekočim kristalom in bolj
stabilne mešanice. Podobni nanodelci CdSe so stabilizirali TGBA fazo v območju ~ 35 mK v
mešanici s tekočim kristalom CE6 47. Tu smo uporabili CdSSe, ker se na dodatno ţveplo rade
veţejo gibljive molekule OA in so zato nanodelci še bolje funkcionalizirani.
S polarizacijskim optičnim mikroskopom smo med lepo orientiranima fazama SmA* in N*
opazili še dve teksturi, ki pripadata fazama TGBA in NL* (Slika 3). Faza SmA* ima urejene
konične strukture, ki se na prehodu v fazo TGBA ne spremeni veliko, robovi struktur
postanejo zaobljeni in tekstura postane barvita zaradi zvijanja smektičnih plasti. V fazi NL* se
konične strukture razširijo v manj urejene pahljačaste vzorce, potem sledi faza N*, ki kaţe
svojo tipično teksturo (ang. oily streak texture). Pri ohlajanju gre vzorec prav tako skozi vse
štiri faze z enakimi teksturami.
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Slika 3: Slike polarizacijske optične mikroskopije. Na levi je prikaz zaporedja štirih faz, N*,
NL*, TGBA, SmA*, pri ohlajanju, na desni pa pri segrevanju 46.

Na sliki 4 so prikazane kalorimetrične meritve za mešanici s

0.01 in

0.05, ki sta bili

izmerjeni pri ohlajanju s hitrostjo 250 mK/h. Temperaturna odvisnost specifične toplote v
čistem CE8 kaţe strmo anomalijo pri prehodu iz N* v SmA* na ozkem temperaturnem
območju 250 mK. Precej drugačne oblike prehoda pokaţeta mešanici z nanodelci. Zaradi
prisotnosti nanodelcev se prehod razmaţe, poleg tega pa na nizkotemperaturnem delu vrha
vidimo dodatne anomalije, ki smo jih preučili še natančneje s počasnejšim merjenjem
specifične toplote pri 150 mK/h (Slika 5).
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Slika 4: Specifična toplota v odvisnosti od temperature za CE8 in mešanice s koncentracijo
nanodelcev CdSSe

0.01 in

0.05 pri ohlajanju vzorca s hitrostjo 250 mK/h 46.

Specifična toplota kaţe pri segrevanju dve dodatni anomaliji naloţeni na glavni vrh pri niţjih
temperaturah. Ta vzorec prehodov je tipičen za zaporedje faz SmA*-TGBA-NL*-N*, kot ga je
opazil ţe Chan s sodelavci v čistem tekočem kristalu s fazo TGBA 25. Kasneje je opazil ta
vzorec faznega zaporedja še Cordoyiannis s CdSe v CE6 47. Na sliki 5 je označen vsak prehod
v tem zaporedju posebej.
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Slika 5: Specifična toplota v odvisnosti od temperature za CE8 + CdSSe

0.05 pri

segrevanju vzorca s hitrostjo 150 mK/h. S puščicami so označeni prehodi fazne sekvence
SmA*-TGBA-NL*-N* 46,76.

Rezultate kalorimetrije in mikroskopije za sistem CE8 + CdSSe lahko predstavimo v faznem
diagramu

– T (Slika 6). Obarvano območje prikazuje TGB območje z redom kratkega (N L*)

in dolgega dosega (TGBA). CdSSe nanodelci so v CE8 stabilizirali TGBA fazo v očitno širšem
temperaturnem območju, kot je bilo to pokazano za sistem CE6 + CdSe
TGB območje v mešanici CE8 + CdSSe

0.05 široko več kot 3 K.

-10
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sistema CE8 + CdSSe 73.

Slika 6: Fazni diagram
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47

. Tako je stabilno

Iz rezultatov kalorimetrije in mikroskopije vidimo, da nanodelci CdSSe stabilizirajo fazi
TGBA in NL* v tekočem kristalu CE8. Stabilizacija TGB faze je ţe bila opisana z modelom
ADCT (ang. adaptive-defect-core-targeting)

47

, ki zajema dva podmehanizma. Prvi, DCR

(ang. defect-core-replacement), opisuje zamenjavo tekočega kristala v defektnih dislokacijah
s sferičnimi nanodelci. Prosta energija se pri tem zniţa, ker sferični nanodelci zmanjšajo
energijsko neugoden del prostornine v jedrih defektov, kjer bi drugače moral biti tekoči kristal
staljen. Drugi podmehanizem je povezan s prilagodljivim značajem funkcionalizacije
nanodelcev. Zaradi pripetih gibljivih molekul se nanodelci lahko bolje prilagodijo različnim
okolišnjim strukturam v različnih tipih defektov tekočega kristala. Tako npr. CdSSe nanodelci
lahko stabilizirajo tako disklinacijske linije v modrih fazah, kakor tudi zvojne dislokacije v
TGB fazah, v katerih se razlikuje urejena struktura okoli jedra defektov.
Razširjen model

46

, ki poleg ADCT mehanizma zajema tudi mehanizem povezan s sedlasto

elastično deformacijo (

elastični člen), nam da oceno odvisnosti proste energije mešanice

v TGB fazi od koncentracije nanodelcev, katero smo pri meritvah označevali s
46

bomo zapisali kot

. Tukaj

, tu pa jo

predstavlja prostornino posameznega

nanodelca. V enačbi 2 lahko vidimo, da se zaradi prisotnosti nanodelcev prosta energija
zmanjša.
(
pri čemer je

(

karakteristična velikost delca,

je brezdimenzijska količina, odvisna od

in ,

v

Velja

(

)⁄(

kristalu

CE8.

(Enačba 2)

je nematska temperatura pregretja za

pa označuje temperaturo prehoda SmA*-N*

0,

tekočem

)

je razdalja med plastmi v smektičnem bloku,

primer, ko je kiralni valovni vektor
čistem

)

(

),

za

pa

velja

) Do zmanjšanja proste energije pride, ker (i) nanodelci v fazi

TGBA zapolnijo prostornino v defektnih linijah, kjer bi bil tekoči kristal preteţno staljen, ter
(ii) zaradi dodatnega mehanizma stabilizacije povezanega s prispevkom k prosti energiji
zaradi sedlaste elastične deformacije

⃗ [ ⃗ (⃗

⃗)

⃗

⃗

⃗ ]. Ta prispevek je

pomemben v koloidnih sistemih, kjer je razmerje med površino in prostornino primešane faze
zelo veliko. Nanodelci tako prinesejo veliko ukrivljeno mejno površino, kjer je prispevek
sedlaste elastične deformacije velik 46.
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Razširjen model nam da tudi oceno za temperaturno območje TGB faze v odvisnosti od
koncentracije nanodelcev (enačba 3)

46

. Temperaturno območje se poveča pri povečani

koncentraciji nanodelcev. Pri poenostavitvi modela smo predpostavili, da je čisti tekoči kristal
CE8 ţe blizu trojne točke SmA*-TGBA-NL*. V teoretični analizi smo zanemarili tudi elastično
anizotropijo in smo elastične lastnosti sistema podali s povprečno Frankovo konstanto
smektično konstanto

46

. Tako sledi:
(

V Enačbi 3

in

in

)

(

(Enačba 3)

)

predstavljata gostoti tekočega kristala in nanodelcev,

označuje

korelacijsko dolţino smektičnega ureditvenega parametra. Izračun, v katerem zanemarimo
sedlasti elastični prispevek
3.5 nm,

) ter vzamemo

∼ 1 K, nam da za

sedlastega elastičnega prispevka z
in

⁄

∼ 1.0/5.81 ∼ 0.17,

= 0.05 oceno

∼ 20 nm,

∼

∼ 56 mK. Ob upoštevanju

0.0127, ki smo ga dobili za

3.4 nm,

1 m, pa nam izračun da znatno širše območje TGBA faze

2.8 nm,
∼ 1.9 K.

Ta rezultat kaţe, da je sedlasti elastični prispevek za red velikosti bolj pomemben pri
stabilizaciji TGBA faze v primeru CdSSe nanodelcev.
8.1.4 Stabilizacija faze TGBA s sferičnimi nanodelci Au v površinsko-neurejenih celicah
Raziskovali smo stabilizacijo faze TGBA s sferičnimi nanodelci Au, premera ~ 10 nm, ki so
funkcionalizirani z molekulami OA. Pripravili smo tri mešanice CE8 + Au,
0.002, in

0.005,

0.02. Slika 7 prikazuje štiri faze faznega zaporedja SmA*-TGBA-NL*-N* v

mešanici z najvišjo koncentracijo

0.02. Podobno kot ţe prej v mešanici CE8 + CdSSe

tudi tukaj vidimo smektično konično teksturo in na drugi strani tipično kiralno nematsko
sliko, vmes pa še različni teksturi dveh faz. Faza TGBA ima podobno teksturo kot faza SmA*,
le bolj barvito, kot posledica zvijanja smektičnih blokov, faza NL* pa kaţe malo manj urejeno
pahljačasto teksturo. Faze so bile časovno stabilne, kar potrjuje prisotnost teh dveh faz v
mešanici CE8 + Au

0.02.
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Slika 7: Slike polarizirane optične mikroskopije za vse štiri faze fazne sekvence SmA*-TGBANL*-N* . Slike so bile posnete pri segrevanju mešanice CE8 + Au
polarizatorjema v planarni celici debeline 10 μm

75

0.02 med prekriţanima

. Prikazane mikroskopske slike sta

naknadno posnela G. Cordoyiannis in I. Lelidis na Univerzi v Atenah (National and
Kapodistrian University of Athens).

Dodatne rezultate smo dobili z merjenjem specifične toplote s pomočjo kalorimetrije visoke
ločljivosti. Slika 8 prikazuje graf specifične toplote v odvisnosti od temperature za vse
mešanice, skupaj s čistim CE8 za primerjavo. Meritve so bile opravljene pri ohlajanju s
hitrostjo 250 mK/h. Celice za kalorimetrične meritve so bile pripravljene brez priprave
površine, ki bi vsiljevala planarno ali homeotropno urejanje. Celice za kalorimetrijo so tudi
vsaj red velikosti debelejše kot celice za mikroskopijo. Iz grafov
postopno širjenje

lahko torej opazimo

anomalije ob povečevanju koncentracije nanodelcev. Mešanica z

0.0005 kaţe širši asimetrični prehod, dodatna

anomalija pri niţji temperaturi pa je ţe zelo

očitna pri naslednji mešanici

0.02 je celotno zaporedje faz SmA*, TGBA,

0.002. Pri

NL*, N* lepo razvidno in faza TGBA je razširjena ţe na ~ 3.4 K.
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Slika 8: Rezultati meritev specifične toplote za čisti CE8 ter mešanice
0.002. Spodnji graf prikazuje rezultate za mešanico s koncentracijo

0.0005 in
0.02 (spodaj). S

puščicami so označeni fazni prehodi 75.

SAXS meritve na neurejenih vzorcih so bile narejene na Avstrijski SAXS ţarkovni liniji, na
sinhrotronu ELETTRA v Italiji. Mešanico s koncentracijo

0.02 smo dali pri sobni

temperaturi v tanke steklene kapilare z notranjim premerom 1.5 mm. Nato smo mešanico
segreli do izotropne temperature in merili ob ohlajanju vzorca. Graf
vrha sipanega ţarka pri

je določen iz

v odvisnosti od temperature (na sliki 9) in nam kaţe, kako se

smektični red dolgega dosega nadaljuje v fazo NL*. Na grafu desno spodaj vidimo primer vrha
v fazi NL*, kjer sta koeksistenčna smektični red kratkega dosega (širok vrh) in smektični red
dolgega dosega (ozek vrh). Koeksistenčno območje se je povečalo v primerjavi s čistim CE8.
Smektični red dolgega dosega se v fazi NL* postopoma izgubi 18,47.
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Slika 9:

kot funkcija temperature za mešanico s koncentracijo

0.02. na

desnem vstavljenem grafu vidimo primer intenzitete v koeksistenčnem območju. Vrh
smektičnega reda dolgega dosega je naloţen na vrh smektičnega reda kratkega dosega. Rdeča
linija je le za laţje vodilo. Levi vstavljenem graf kaţe širino vrha obteţeno z jakostjo sipanega
ţarka. Hitro izginjanje smektičnega reda kvazidolgega dosega v NL* fazi je očitno 75.

Slika 10 predstavlja fazni diagram

. Osenčeni del zajema fazi TGBA in NL*, ki ju je pri

niţjih koncentracijah teţje ločiti. Na faznem diagramu lahko vidimo razširitev teh dveh faz s
povečevanjem koncentracije Au nanodelcev. V sistemu CE8 + Au je temperaturno območje
faze TGBA več kot dvakrat večje kot v sistemu CE8 + CdSSe kljub doseţeni večji
koncentraciji CdSSe nanodelcev.
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Slika 10: Fazni diagram

Slika 11 kaţe rezultate meritev plazmonske resonančne frekvence za vzorec CE8 + Au
0.02 v celici brez urejanja površine v fazi TGBA

75

. Graf v desnem zgornjem kotu slike

prikazuje plazmonski odziv v fazah SmA* in N*. V vseh treh fazah je plazmonski vrh širok,
očitno širši kot v primeru samih nanodelcev, ki so dobro razpršeni v toluenu (prikaz na
spodnji sliki pod glavnim grafom). Anomalija dobro razpršenih posamičnih nanodelcev je
opazna tudi v mešanici v vseh fazah in je označena s temno modro puščico, ki kaţe navzdol.
To pomeni, da je tudi v mešanici CE8 + Au

0.02 nekaj nanodelcev, ki niso aglomerirani.

Večja širina plazmonskega vrha opaţenega v vseh fazah je posledica tvorbe okroglih ali zelo
rahlo anizotropnih aglomeratov 92,93.
Puščica, obrnjena navzgor, kaţe vrh, ki je prisoten samo v fazi TGBA. Vrh je zamaknjen proti
daljšim valovnim dolţinam in je oţji kot glavni vrh. To lahko nakazuje na pojavljanje
anizotropnih aglomeratov

91,92

, katerih razmerje

znaša 4:1. Tako močno

anizotropni aglomerati nanodelcev se lahko tvorijo v fazi TGBA, ko se nanodelci uredijo v
verige v staljenih jedrih zvojnih dislokacij. Coursault je s sodelavci ţe prej pokazala, da
nanodelci lahko izoblikujejo verige v mreţah smektičnih defektov v tankih tekoče kristalnih
plasteh 94.
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Slika 11: Odziv plazmonske resonančne frekvence za sistem CE8 + Au,

0.02. Na

zgornjem vstavljenem grafu vidimo plazmonski odziv v fazi SmA* in N*. na spodnjem
vstavljenem grafu pa odziv nanodelcev v toluenu 75 (analiza plazmonskih meritev: B. Roţič).

Zlati nanodelci imajo večji premer kot nanodelci CdSe

47

ali CdSSe 46, ki so sicer prav tako

stabilizirali TGBA fazo. Molekule, ki so pripete na površino nanodelcev, so podobne v
primerih Au in CdSSe. Au imajo le OA molekule, CdSSe pa poleg OA še TOP molekule.
Kljub manjši koncentraciji nanodelcev v sistemu CE8 + Au so fazo TGBA stabilizirali več kot
dvakrat bolje kot nanodelci v sistemu CE8 + CdSSe. To kaţe na močan vpliv velikosti
nanodelcev na stabilizacijo faz TGBA in NL*.
Pomemben vpliv nanodelcev je povezan z moţnim povečanjem debeline smektičnih plasti, ki
se povečuje s povečevanjem premera nanodelcev. Smektično urejene domene rade izrinejo
nanodelce, ker bi le-ti povzročili dilatacijo smektičnih plasti, kar je energijsko neugodno.
Večji nanodelci, ki bi povzročili še večjo dilatacijo so zato še raje izrinjeni v jedra dislokacij,
kjer je smektični red staljen. Zato je pri večjih nanodelcih izrinjanje v dislokacije bolj
učinkovito, kar posledično pripelje do večje koncentracije nanodelcev v jedrih zvojnih
dislokacij in s tem do boljše stabilizacije TGBA faze in razširitve njenega temperaturnega
območja. Večja gostota nanodelcev v jedrih zvojnih dislokacij laţje privede do tvorbe
asimetričnih nanodelčnih aglomeratov, kar je tudi v skladu z izsledki plazmonskih meritev.
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8.1.5 Stabilizacija faze TGBA s sferičnimi nanodelci Au v planarno urejenih vzorcih
Dodatne meritve so bile opravljene tudi na vzorcih v celicah z obdelano površino, ki je
vsiljevala planarno (PI) urejenost tekočega kristala po celem vzorcu (monodomenski vzorci).
Pripravili smo različne mešanice s koncentracijami
bila večina meritev narejena na vzorcu s

0.01,

0.02,

0.04, vendar je

0.02 zaradi primerjave z rezultati, dobljenimi na

polidomeskih vzorcih. Z meritvami na urejenih vzorcih lahko dobimo dodatne informacije o
strukturi stabilizirane faze TGBA, ali je le-ta komenzurabilna, inkomenzurabilna ali pa
neurejena.
Analiza slik sipanja rentgenskih ţarkov je pokazala, da se v fazi SmA* pojavita dva sipalna
vrhova, kot je značilno za to fazo. Pri prehodu v kiralno nematsko fazo N* je značilno, da se
pojavi še šibkejši in širši vrh, povezan s smektičnim redom kratkega dosega, a ga pri dani
CCD kameri zaradi premajhne intenzitete ţarka nismo zaznali. Če smo poskušali ustrezno
povečati intenziteto ţarka, se je tekoči kristal začel degradirati. Med fazama SmA* in N* pa se
je pojavil sipalni vzorec v obliki obroča (praškast vzorec), vendar z neenakomerno
porazdelitvijo intenzitete po kotu. Navailles je s sodelavci pokazala, da neenakomero
porazdeljeni vrhovi lahko pomenijo slabo orientiran vzorec (polidomenski vzorec), fazo NL* s
smektičnim redom kratkega dosega ali inkomenzurabilno fazo TGBA 18. Slika v fazi SmA*
kaţe na dobro urejenost vzorca (opaţena dva ostrejša vrhova), kar pomeni, da je vzorec dobro
orientiran. V primeru inkomenzurabilne faze TGBA se pričakuje praškast sipalni vzorec v
obliki obroča, vendar z dokaj homogeno intenziteto po kotu

18

. V našem primeru je bila

opaţena serija vrhov v kotni odvisnosti, ki so pravzaprav dokaj enakomerno porazdeljeni,
čeprav zamaknjeni in razmazani. Podobne rezultate smo videli tudi v mešanici z višjo
koncentracijo,

0.04. V temperaturnem območju, kjer dobimo pri sipanju krog, ostane

pri konstantni vrednosti, ki je podobna vrednosti v fazi SmA* (kot pri vzorcih v
neurejenih celicah oz. pri polidomenskih vzorcih) (slika 12)
sipanju, torej najverjetneje pripada fazi TGBA in ne fazi

NL*.

75

. Krog, ki ga dobimo pri

Iz tega je mogoče sklepati, da je

izmerjen sipalni vzorec najbolj v skladu z neurejeno komenzurabilno fazo.
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Slika 12:

v odvisnosti od temperature. Osenčena območja kaţejo temperaturna

območja faz SmA* in TGBA 95.

Meritve plazmonske resonančne frekvence so bile izvedene tudi na monodomensko planarno
urejenem vzorcu CE8 + Au,

0.02. V planarnih monodomenskih vzorcih graf

plazmonskega odziva kaţe vrh značilen za fazo TGBA bolj očitno kot pri površinskoneurejenih celicah (polidomenski vzorci) (Slika 13). V rdeče premaknjen ozek vrh kaţe na
prisotnost anizotropnih aglomeratov

92,93

. V orientiranem vzorcu vrh ni toliko razmazan, kar

kaţe na to, da je večina skupkov nanodelcev anizotropne oblike. Prvi vrh pri niţjih valovnih
dolţinah je še vedno posledica nekaterih posamičnih nanodelcev ali zelo majhnih sferičnih
skupkov. Rezultat je v skladu s tvorbo anizotropnih skupkov, katere razmerje med širino in
dolţino je 1:5.
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Slika 13: Plazmonski resonančni odziv za planarno orientiran vzorec CE8 + Au,

0.02,

merjen v fazi TGBA. Na vstavljenem grafu v zgornjem desnem kotu slike je predstavljen
plazmonski odziv v fazah SmA*, N* ter v izotropni fazi. Puščici, ki kaţeta navzdol, kaţeta
plazmonski odziv dobro razpršenih posamičnih nanodelcev. Puščica, ki kaţe navzgor, pa
prikazuje plazmonski odziv rdeče premaknjenega vrha, opaţenega samo v fazi TGBA

95

(analiza plazmonskih meritev: B. Roţič).

8.1.6 Stabilizacija faze TGBA z anizotropnimi nanodelci
Preverili smo stabilizacijo faze TGBA z anizotropnimi nanodelci diskotičnih oblik. Gledali
smo stabilizacijski učinek štirih različnih tipov nanodelcev, to so MoS2, grafen, grafen
dekoriran s CoPt ter laponit. Pri tem je debelina nanodelcev MoS2 znašala ~1 nm, širina večje
ploskve pa ~10 nm. Debelina nanodelcev grafena je bila 3.9 nm, širina večje ploskve pa 50
nm, kar velja tudi za delce grafena z dekoriranimi z malimi nanodelci CoPt. Laponitni
nanodelci so bili debeline ~ 2 nm in širine večje ploskve ~ 25 nm. Mešanice teh nanodelcev in
tekočega kristala CE8 so ţe prej preučevali pri poskusih stabilizacije modrih faz

35,36,43,44

. Pri

tem je bilo ugotovljeno, da za razliko od sferičnih nanodelcev, ki dobro stabilizirajo neurejeno
fazo BPIII, ploščati nanodelci izključno stabilizirajo kubično fazo BPI in nimajo velikega
vpliva na stabilnost faze BPIII.
Mešanica CE8 z nanodelci MoS2 je bila pripravljena s koncentracijo

0.02. MoS2

nanodelci so funkcionalizirani s polimernimi verigami OA. Slika 14 prikazuje spreminjanje
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specifične toplote v okolici faznega prehoda SmA*-N*. Vidimo, da v primerjavi z grafom
čistega tekočega kristala CE8, razen razširitve prehoda, drugih sprememb ni. Ni opaznih
anomalij, ki bi kazale na TGB strukturo.

Cp(Jg-1K-1)

4.0

CE8+MoS2

3.5

N*

SmA*
3.0
2.5
398

400

402

404

406

T (K)
Slika 14: Specifična toplota v odvisnosti od temperature za mešanico CE8 + MoS2 96 .
Mešanica CE8 z nanodelci grafena je bila pripravljena s koncentracijo

0.001 (Slika 15).

Nanodelci so bili prav tako funcionalizirani z OA. Na grafu specifične toplote vidimo
asimetričen in razmazan vrh prehoda SmA*-N*. Tudi tukaj nismo opazili velikega vpliva na
stabilnost faz TGBA ali NL*.
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Slika 15: Specifična toplota v odvisnosti od temperature za mešanico CE8 + grafen 96.
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Mešanica CE8 z nanodelci grafena, dekoriranega s CoPt nanodelci, je bila pripravljena s
koncentracijo

0.005. Ti nanodelci so funkcionalizirani z OA. Učinek delcev na anomalijo

v specifični toploti je v tem sistemu nekoliko močnejši kot pri grafenu brez CoPt ali pri MoS 2.
Na prehodu SmA*-N* pravzaprav opazimo dve anomaliji v specifični toploti (Slika 16).
Anomalija na levi strani glavnega vrha predstavlja verjetno prehod iz faze SmA* v fazo
TGBA. Pri nadaljnjem segrevanju se lahko TGBA pretvori v NL*, kar je na grafu (Slika 16)
označeno s puščico vzdolţ večjega asimetričnega vrha. Nato pa se

N L* pretvori v N*.

Temperaturno območje moţne TGB urejenosti je znatno manjše kot pri stabilizaciji s
sferičnimi nanodelci.

4.5
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4.0

TGBA - N*L
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SmA - TGBA(NL)
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403
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Slika 16: Specifična toplota v odvisnosti od temperature za mešanico CE8 + grafen, dekoriran
z CoPt 96.

Mešanica CE8 z laponitnimi nanodelci je bila pripravljena s koncentracijo

0.02.

Laponitni nanodelci so bili funkcionalizirani s polimernimi verigami CTAB (cetil trimetil
amonijev bromid). Graf temperaturne odvisnosti specifične toplote kaţe le nekoliko oţjo
anomalijo v specifični toploti. Poleg tega manjša anomalija na niţje-temperaturni strani
glavnega vrha kaţe, da se je v manjšem delu vzorca faza SmA* pretvorila v TGBA (povečava
na grafu na sliki 17). Na sliki je označen tudi prehod iz faze TGBA v fazo NL* in prehod iz
NL* v N*. Ti rezultati kaţejo, da je velika verjetnost za obstoj 0.5 K široke faze NL*, katere en
majhen del se pretvori v fazo TGBA, večji del pa direktno v fazo SmA*. Preostala faza TGBA
se po 0.6 K pretvori v fazo SmA*.
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Slika 17: Specifična toplota v odvisnosti od temperature za mešanico CE8 + laponit 96.

Gornji rezultati kaţejo, da so od vseh anizotropnih nanodelcev samo laponitni stabilizirali vsaj
majhen del faze NL* v fazo TGBA. Velikost laponitnih nanodelcev ni znatno drugačna od
ostalih anizotropnih nanodelcev, zato sklepamo, da je na stabilizacijo morda nekoliko vplivala
funkcionalizacija laponitnih nanodelcev z molekulami CTAB namesto OA. Drugačna
funkcionalizacija bi lahko prispevala ali k boljši prilagodljivosti tekočemu kristalu ali bolj
homogeni mešanici. Vsi močno anizotropni nanodelci pa kaţejo manjšo moţnost stabilizacije
faze TGBA kot manjši sferični nanodelci.
8.1.7 Zaključek
Raziskovali smo stabilizacijo faze TGBA z različnimi nanodelci v tekočem kristalu CE8.
Uporabili smo sferične polprevodne nanodelce CdSSe, sferične kovinske nanodelce Au in
štiri vrste ploščatih anizotropnih nanodelcev s štirimi vrstami jedra: MoS2, grafen, grafen
dekoriran z molekulami CoPt ter laponit. Fazni diagram

za sferične nanodelce CdSSe

in Au pokaţe, da se s povečevanjem koncentracije nanodelcev temperaturno območje faze
TGBA povečuje. Največji efekt je pokazala stabilizacija z nanodelci Au s povprečnim
premerom ~ 10 nm v mešanici

. Samo faza TGBA je bila pri tem stabilizirana na

območju 3 K, skupaj s fazo NL* pa na območju 5 K, kar je pribliţno dvakrat več kot pri
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CdSSe mešanici s

. Močno anizotropni nanodelci v obliki ploščic niso pokazali

močnega vpliva na stabilizacijo faze TGBA.
Rezultati na mešanicah s CdSSe nanodelci so pokazali prevlado dveh mehanizmov
stabilizacije in sicer ADCT mehanizma in mehanizma povezanega s sedlasto elastično
deformacijo. Ocene kaţejo, da je zadnji mehanizem celo za red velikosti bolj pomemben v
mešanicah z majhnimi kvantnimi pikami CdSSe.
V mešanicah s teţjimi in večjimi Au nanodelci prevlada dodaten mehanizem povezan s
hidrodinamskim poljem, ki iztiska velike nanodelce iz smektične faze in je posledica dejstva,
da večji nanodelci vplivajo na debelino smektičnih plasti, kar je energijsko neugodno. Ta
mehanizem povzroči, da se v jedrih zvojnih dislokacij nabere še več Au nanodelcev, ki tvorijo
v jedrih defektov močno anizotropne skupke, kot kaţejo plazmonske meritve. Tvorba velikih
in teţkih skupkov nanodelcev v jedrih defektov je povezana s četrtim mehanizmom
stabilizacije faze TGBA. Ti veliki skupki lahko zniţajo fluktuacije zvojnih dislokacijskih linij,
kar povzroči dodatno stabilizacijo defektne mreţe in s tem red dolgega dosega v fazi TGB A.
Kotna odvisnost jakosti SAXS sipalnega profila v obliki obroča in njegova debelina so najbolj
v skladu neurejeno komenzurabilno strukturo faze TGBA.

8.2 ELEKTROKALORIČNI POJAV V SMEKTIČNIH TEKOČIH
KRISTALIH
8.2.1 Uvod
V drugem delu disertacije smo z direktno meritvijo elektrokalorične temperaturne spremembe
potrdili obstoj velikega elektrokaloričnega pojava (ECE) v mehkih snoveh, kot so smektični
tekoči kristali. Elektrokalorični pojav spada med kalorične pojave, kjer se entropija sistema
spremeni kot posledica zunanjega električnega polja 52.
Elektrokalorični material lahko ponazorimo kot sistem, setavljen iz dipolnega in termičnega
(fononskega) podsistema, oziroma sistema dveh energijskih ali entropijskih rezervoarjev 51,54.
Ko na material deluje električno polje, se dipoli usmerijo preteţno v smeri polja. Posledično
se entropija dipolnega sistema zmanjša. To se običajno zgodi zelo hitro, lahko rečemo
adiabatno. Celotna entropija sistema se mora zato ohraniti, kar pomeni povečanje entropije
termičnega sistema. Temperatura elektrokaloričnega materiala se pri tem poveča. Obratno se
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zgodi, ko polje odmaknemo. Dipoli se nazaj razuredijo, entropija dipolnega sistema se poveča
in termičnega sistema zmanjša. Tako se elektrokalorični material ohladi 54.
Prva eksperimentalna opazovanja ECE so objavili ţe leta 1930, a je bil pojav zelo majhen,
komaj nekaj milikelvinov temperaturne spremembe pri polju

= 1.4kV/cm 53. Ko so pozneje

odkrili znatno večji odziv ECE v bliţini ferroelektričnih faznih prehodov v tankih filmih
organskih in anorganskih feroelektrikov

48–51,54–57,59–61,115

, se je zanimanje za ECE močno

povečalo, saj imajo elektrokalorični materiali velik potencial za uporabo v hladilnih napravah
nove generacije 48,51,54,104,110,114.
V zadnjih letih je bilo narejenih zelo veliko eksperimentalnih in teoretičnih raziskav
elektrokaloričnega pojava v trdnih snoveh, a zelo malo v mehkih snoveh

54,63–65

. Najboljši

kandidati za mehke elektrokalorike so dipolarni ali dielektrični mehki materiali, kot so tekoči
kristali ali mehki polimerni oziroma gumasti sistemi, npr. tekočekristalni elastomeri. Primer
faznih prehodov, ki jih lahko manipuliramo z električnim poljem v mehkih snoveh sta
prehoda iz izotropne v nematsko fazo (I-N) v nematskih tekočih kristalih in prehod iz
izotropne v smektično fazo (I-SmA) v smektičnih tekočih kristalih63.
Na tekočem kristalu 5CB je bil elektrokalorični pojav pomerjen v okolici I-N prehoda s
posrednimi meritvami

64,65

. Izkaţe se, da imajo višji smektični homologi vrste nCB več

latentne toplote pri I-SmA prehodu, kot nematični niţji homologi pri prehodu I-N. Zato smo
za meritve izbrali tekoče kristale z večjo latentno toploto pri prehodu I-SmA, saj je ECE
odvisen tudi od sproščene latentne toplote, ki lahko pojav močno ojača. Meritve smo opravili
na tekočih kristalih iz iste homologne nCB vrste, to je na 12CB in 14CB. Za uporabne
lastnosti bi bilo dobro, če bi lahko elektrokalorični pojav dobili v čim širšem temperaturnem
območju, zato smo temperaturno območje prehoda poskusili razširiti z dodajanjem
nanodelcev v tekoči kristal. Poleg tega smo poskusili z dodajanjem nanodelcev zmanjšati
neugodno Joulovo gretje zaradi končne električne upornosti vzorca. Pomerili smo še ECE na
feroelektričnem tekočem kristalu, da bi preverili, če zaradi dodatne sklopitve zunanjega
električnega polja s polarizacijo material kaţe elektrokalorični pojav.
8.2.2 Meritve elektrokaloričnega odziva v čistih smektikih
Pogledali bomo elektrokalorični pojav v tekočih kristalih 12CB in 14CB na prehodu iz
izotropne v fazo SmA. V 12CB in 14CB pričakujemo večji ECE kot v pomerjenem 5CB 64–66.
Na I-SmA prehodu, poleg latentne toplote tudi sklopitev med smektičnim in nematskim
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redom doprinese k večjemu elektrokaloričnemu pojavu. Sklopitev nematskega reda z
električnim poljem tako vpliva, da je tudi smektični red posredno sklopljen z električnim
poljem 95.
Električno polje vklopimo pri temperaturi tik nad prehodom I-SmA in s poljem induciramo
prehod. Eksperiment smo izvedli tudi pod mikroskopom in posneli sliko pri konstantni
temperaturi tik ob prehodu I-SmA [Slika 18 (a)] in takoj za tem, ko smo priklopili električno
polje

= 10 kVcm-1 [Slika 18 (b)]. Razvidno je, da se je velikost smektične faze hitro

povečala in v obliki fronte zavzela večji del vzorca. Ko smo polje odmaknili, se domene v
nekaj sekundah spet stalijo v izotropno fazo.

(b)

(a)

Slika 18: Meritve polarizacijske optične mikroskopije pri induciranem faznem prehodu ISmA. Slika (a) prikazuje vzorec pred vklopitvijo električnega polja, slika (b) pa je posneta
kmalu po tem, ko se je polje vklopilo 63.

Najprej poglejmo elektrokalorični pojav v smektičnem tekočem kristalu 12CB. Poleg meritev
z mikroskopom smo za elektrokalorični pojav izvedli tudi meritve s kalorimetrom visoke
ločljivosti. Primer meritve je ponazorjen na sliki 19. Uporabili smo stopničasto funkcijo pri
vklopu električnega polja, kar vidimo na zgornjem grafu slike 19. Na spodnjem grafu vidimo
temperaturni odziv na spremembe električnega polja. Po vklopu ali izklopu električnega polja
temperatura vzorca doţivi naglo spremembo, potem pa eksponentno pade nazaj na
temperaturo okolice v idealnem primeru, če ni Joulovega gretja. Ko upoštevamo še Joulovo
gretje (gretje zaradi končne upornosti vzorca), se material ne ohladi popolnoma nazaj na
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temperaturo okolice, v času, ko je polje še vključeno, zato bo efektivna ohladitev vzorca
manjša pri izklopu električnega polja 48,52.
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Slika 19: Primer odziva temperature pri idealnem elektrokaloričnem pojavu. V neidealnem
primeru je prisotno še Joulovo gretje, ki je na sliki označeno s črtkano črto 104.

Slika 20 kaţe elektrokalorični pojav (

) pri vklopu električnega polja v tekočem kristalu

12CB v bliţini faznega prehoda I-SmA. Na sliki 21 je prikazan odziv pri izklopu električnega
polja. Elektrokalorični odziv je navidez počasnejši kot v trdnih kristalih

104

. Vidimo, da vrh

doseţe v nekaj deset sekundah. Tak navidezno počasen odziv je pravzaprav posledica časa, v
katerem celica doseţe notranje toplotno ravnovesje, skupaj z merilnim termistorjem.
Dejansko pa se elektrokalorični pojav zgodi znatno hitreje. Video posnetki kaţejo, da se ob
vključitvi polja večji del vzorca pretvori v fazo SmA znotraj enega posnetka (to je v času
krajšem od 0.02 s). Del domen pa potem raste se nekaj sekund. Hitrost naraščanja smektičnih
domen na prehodu je tudi močno odvisna od velikosti električnega polja

63

. Temperatura po

prehodu ne pade na temperaturo okolice zaradi Joulovega gretja. Po prehodu tipično ostane na
vrednosti 30% od

pri višjih temperaturah in okoli 10%

12CB.
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Slika 20: Elektrokalorični odziv kot funkcija časa pri vklopu električnega polja v 12CB 63,103.
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Slika 21: Elektrokalorični odziv kot funkcija časa pri izklopu električnega polja v 12CB 63,103.

Slika 22 kaţe temperaturno odvisnost
SmA. Največji odziv

elektrokaloričnega pojava v bliţini prehoda I-

= 6.5 K se zgodi okoli samega prehoda, kjer se sprosti največ

latentne toplote. Stran od prehoda, ko izhajamo iz koeksistenčnega območja, v katerem se
sprošča latentna toplota, elektrokalorični odziv hitro pade.
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Slika 22: Elektrokalorična sprememba temperature

kot funkcija

v

12CB 63,103.
Prav tako kot 12CB, tudi tekoči kristal 14CB preide direktno iz izotropne faze v fazo SmA, a
je dlje stran od trojne točke I-N-SmA kot 12CB. Pri 14CB se na prehodu sprosti oz. porabi
več latentne toplote, zato tudi pričakujemo še večji elektrokalorični odziv 66.
Primer časovne odvisnosti elektrokaloričnega odziva

v 14CB je prikazan na sliki 23.

Vpliv Joulovega gretja je pri tem ţe odštet, tudi potrebne korekcije zaradi vpliva drugih
elektrokalorično neaktivnih komponent sistema so ţe narejene.
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Slika 23: Elektrokalorični odziv kot funkcija časa pri vklopu električnega polja v 14CB 107.
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Na sliki 24 je prikazana temperaturna odvisnost elektrokaloričnega odziva

za 14CB v

okolici prehoda I-SmA pri vklapljanju in izklapljanju električnega polja. V bliţini prehoda je
očiten povečan odziv z največjo vrednostjo

= 8.3 K. Stran od prehoda efekt postopoma

pade kot posledica razmazanosti prehoda zaradi električnega polja.
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Slika 24: Elektrokalorična sprememba temperature

kot funkcija

v 14CB 107.

Velik elektrokalorični pojav je v 12CB in 14CB v največji meri posledica velike sproščene
oziroma porabljene latentne toplote, kot je bilo opaţeno v trdnih feroelektričnih ali
antiferoelektričnih elektrokalorikih na prehodu iz feroelektrične ali antiferoelektrične v
paraelektrično fazo

46,48

. V teh trdnih materialih je bil izmerjen dokaj velik elektrokalorični

odziv kot posledica močne sklopitve med električnim poljem in polarizacijo,

⃗

⃗ . Ta

močna sklopitev vodi do znatnega prispevka k prosti energiji in posledično do velike
spremembe v entropiji, če prehod induciramo z zunanjim električnim poljem. Zanimivo je, da
najdemo feroelektrično fazo tudi v kiralnih tekočih kristalih, zato je zanimivo izmeriti
elektrokalorični efekt v feroelektrični fazi takšnega tekočega kristala. Za ta eksperiment smo
uporabili feroelektrični tekoči kristal MHPPHBC s polarizacijo ~ 0.0014 C/m2.
Poleg sklopitve nematskega reda z električnim poljem je v MHPPHBC pomembna tudi
sklopitev med polarizacijo in električnim poljem. Ker je v splošnem polarizacija v
feroelektričnih tekočih kristalih tipično več kot dva reda velikosti manjša kot v trdnih
feroelektrikih, pričakujemo, da bo elektrokaloričen pojav v MHPPHBC majhen. Dejansko je
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relativno majhen in se komaj pribliţa vrednosti 0.2 K. Tudi

izmerjen odziv (slika 25)

maksimum elektrokaloričnega odziva ni doseţen pri feroelektričnem prehodu

, kot bi

pričakovali, če bi prevladoval elektrokalorični pojav kot posledica sklopitve med polarizacijo
in električnim poljem. Zato je mogoče sklepati, da tudi v feroelektrični fazi prevlada
nematosmektični elektrokalorični odziv nad feroelektričnim elektrokalorični odzivom. To
pomeni, da so entropijske spremembe zaradi spreminjanja nematskega in smektičnega reda
pri vključitvi polja večje od sprememb entropije povezanih s spremembo polarizacije. Kljub
blizu feroelektričnega prehoda kaţejo na moţnost

temu majhne variacije v

feroelektričnega elektrokaloričnega prispevka, ki pa ne presega 0.02 K.
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Slika 25: Elektrokalorična sprememba temperature
feroelektričnem tekočem kristalu MHPPHBC

109

kot funkcija

v

.

Meritve v čistih smektičnih tekočih kristalih kaţejo na obstoj velikega elektrokaloričnega
odziva, ki je v skladu s teoretičnimi napovedmi v teh sistemih (glej podpoglavje 4.1)

101

. Ti

rezultati so vsekakor obetavni za nove hladilne sisteme na princip mehkih snovi. Pred
uporabo smektičnih tekočih kristalov v elektrokaloričnih hladilnikih, bo najprej potrebno
rešiti dve veliki teţavi. Slabost tekočih kristalov je relativno ozko temperaturno območje, v
katerem je elektrokalorični odziv velik. To je posledica relativno ozkega koeksistenčnega
območja v katerem opazimo latentno toploto. V hladilnih napravah bi potrebovali širše
temperaturno območje delovanja. Druga slabost tekočih kristalov je precej večje Joulovo
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gretje kot pri trdnih elektrokaloričnih materialih. Obe slabosti je mogoče vsaj delno odpraviti
z dodajanjem nanodelcev. Izkaţe se, da z dodajanjem nanodelcev lahko znatno razširimo
koeksistenčno območje od ~100 mK na 10 K ali več 68. Poleg tega nabiti nanodelci privlačijo
in ujamejo ione, ki bi drugače prosto tekli po vzorcu 69. Z zmanjšanjem števila prosto gibljivih
ionov lahko tako zmanjšamo tudi Joulovo gretje

64

. Zato smo izmerili elektrokalorični pojav

tudi na mešanici tekočega kristala 12CB z nanodelci CdSSe
mešanico s koncentracijo nanodelcev

63

. V ta namen smo pripravili

0.05.

8.2.3 Meritve elektrokaloričnega odziva v mešanici 12CB in CdSSe nanodelcev
Da bi potrdili razširitev koeksistenčnega območja, smo naredili meritve dielektrične konstante
na čistem 12CB in mešanici 12CB + CdSSe s

0.05 (glej sliko 26). I-SmA prehod je v

mešanici premaknjem za 0.5 K k niţjim temperaturam. Samo koeksistenčno temperaturno
območje pa se je razširilo skoraj za red velikosti, z 0.2 K v čistem 12CB na več kot 2 K v
mešanici. Ker se latentna toplota sprosti v mešanici v širšem temperaturnem območju,
pričakujemo nekoliko manjši elektrokalorični odziv kot v čistem 12CB.
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Slika 26: Dielektrična konstanta kot funkcija temperature v 12CB in mešanici 12CB +
CdSSe 63 s

0.05. Koeksistenčno območje označeno s c.r. je v mešanici znatno razširjeno.
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Na sliki 27 vidimo, da je vpliv nanodelcev na Joulovo gretje tudi pomemben. Nanodelci torej
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Slika 27: Elektrokalorični odziv pri vklopu električnega polja kot funkcija časa v mešanici
CE8 + 12CB s

0.05 v primerjavi z elektrokaloričnim odzivom v 12CB 63.

Elektrokalorični odziv kot funkcija temperature je prikazan na Sliki 28. Izmerjen je pri
konstantni spremembi električnega polja E = 30 kV/cm v bliţini prehoda I-SmA. Tudi
mešanica pokaţe največji elektrokalorični odziv

= 5.18 K v bliţini faznega prehoda.

večje za mešanico kot za čisti tekoči kristal,

Stran od prehoda vidimo, da so vrednosti

kar potrdi pozitivni učinek nanodelcev na razširitev temperaturnega območja z večjim
elektrokaloričnim odzivom.
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Slika 28: Elektrokalorični odziv kot funkcija časa pri vklopu električnega polja v mešanici
CE8 + 12CB s

0.05 in v čistem smektiku 12CB 63.

8.2.4 Zaključek
V drugem delu disertacije smo pokazali obstoj velikega elektrokaloričnega pojava, ki presega
6 K v smektičnih tekočih kristalih 12CB in 14CB. Tako velik efekt je bil izmerjen do sedaj le
v trdnih snoveh 51,54,104. Pokazali smo, da za razliko od trdnih feroelektrikov v feroelektričnih
tekočih kristalih ne najdemo velikega elektrokaloričnega odziva zaradi majhne inducirane in
spontane polarizacije. Tekoči kristali so zanimivi za elektrokalorične aplikacije, ker bi lahko
nadomestili elektrokalorično pasivne tekoče regeneratorje v elektrokaloričnih hladilnih
napravah, ki delujejo na regenerativnem principu

110

. To bi lahko poenostavilo izdelovanje

hladilnih naprav in jih naredilo bolj energijsko učinkovite. Da bi lahko smektične tekoče
kristale uporabili kot elektrokalorične hladilne snovi, bi morali imeti velik elektrokalorični
odziv v širokem temperaturnem območju in zanemarljivo majhno Joulovo gretje. Ugotovili
smo, da z dodajanjem nanodelcev lahko to vsaj delno doseţemo. Tako smo pokazali, da se v
mešanici 12CB + CdSSe,

0.05 razširi temperaturno območje koeksistence faz in s tem

temperaturno območje velikega elektrokaloričnega odziva. Joulovo gretje se občutno zmanjša.
Nanodelci na površino ujamejo prosto gibljive ione in s tem znatno zmanjšajo tok ionov skozi
vzorec.
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